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AGENDA 

 
1. Call to Order – Chairman Daniel Cole 

 

2. Approval of  September 10, 2018 Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) Agenda  
 

3. Approval of Technical Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of August 8, 2018 
 

4. Public Comment 
Comments and questions from members of the public are welcome at this time. 

 
5. Discussion Items 

 
a. 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Draft Population and Employment 

Projections – Mr. Nick Quint 
 

i. Comparison of August and September Projections – Mr. Nick Quint 
 

b. Transportation Conformity Update – Mr. Paul Agnello 
 

c. STARS Study Update – Mr. Paul Agnello and Mr. Stephen Haynes, Virginia Department 
of Transportation (VDOT) 

 
i. FAMPO Resolution No. 19-05, Authorizing Staff to Transfer Fiscal Years 2019 

and 2020 Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) Funding to Support 
Two Potential VDOT STARS Studies - Mr. Paul Agnello (ACTION ITEM) 
 

d. Resolution No. 19-06, Amending the TIP to add UPC 111980 – Mr. Nick Quint 
(ACTION ITEM) 
 

e. Draft 1-95 Phase 2 Highway Study Report for Review– Mr. Paul Agnello 
 

f. Version 5 Travel Demand Model Review – Mr. Paul Agnello 
 

g. FAMPO FY2019 Committee Meetings Calendar – Mr. Nick Quint  
 

h. SMART Scale Update- Mr. Paul Agnello and Mr. Nick Quint 
 

 

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 
September 10, 2018 – 9:30 a.m. 

406 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
www.fampo.gwregion.org 

http://www.fampo.gwregion.org/
mailto:fampo@gwregion.org


406 Princess Anne Street  (540) 373-2890 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401  FAX: (540) 899-4808 
www.fampo.gwregion.org fampo@gwregion.org 

 

 
 

6. Correspondence  
 

7. Staff Report 
 

8. Member Reports 
 

9. Adjourn TAC Meeting / Next Meeting, October 9, 2018 at 9:30 a.m. 
 

 
 
 

The Policy Committee, Technical Advisory Committee, and Citizens Transportation Advisory Committee 

meetings are open to the public.  Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, 

age, sex, religion, disability or family status.  Persons who require special accommodations under the Americans 

with Disabilities Act or persons who require translation services (free of charge) should contact the 

GWRC/FAMPO at 540-373-2890 or fampo@gwregion.org at least four days prior to the meeting. If hearing 

impaired, telephone 1-800-273-7545 (TDD). 

La participación pública es solicitada sin distinción de raza, color, origen nacional, edad, sexo, religión, discapacidad o su 

estado familiar. Las personas que requieren alojamiento especial de acuerdo con el Americans with Disabilities Act, o 

personas que requieren servicios de traducción (libre de cargo) deben comunicarse con la GWRC / FAMPO al 540-

373-2890 o fampo@gwregion.org al menos dos días antes de la reunión. Personas con problemas auditivos, llama 800-

273-7545 (TDD). 

mailto:fampo@gwregion.org
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3.  Approval of Technical Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of August 8, 2018 
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Technical Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 

August 08, 2018 

 

Members Present:  

Daniel Cole, Chair, Spotsylvania County 

Erik Nelson, City of Fredericksburg 

Doug Morgan, Spotsylvania County 

Joey Hess, Stafford County  

Ciara Williams, DRPT  

Diana Utz, GWRC 

Chuck Steigerwald, PRTC  

Stephen Haynes, VDOT 

Sonali Soneji, VRE  

 

Others Present:  

Sonya Lewis-Cheatham, DEQ 

Cindy Shelton, Stafford County BOS 

Dan Grinnell, VDOT  

Jim Ponticello, VDOT 

Michelle Shropshire, VDOT 

Chris Gay, WSP 

Rupert Farley, CTAG 

Dave McLaughlin, CTAG (In at 10:20) 

 

Staff Members Present: 

Paul Agnello, FAMPO 

Briana Hairfield, FAMPO 

Nick Quint, FAMPO 

Kari Barber, FAMPO (In at 9:50) 

John Bentley, FAMPO 

Colin Cate, FAMPO 

Briana Hairfield, FAMPO 

Leigh Anderson, GWRC 

JoAnna Roberson, GWRC  

 

Call to Order 

 

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meeting was called to order at 9:32 a.m. by Chair, Mr. 

Daniel Cole. 

 

Approval of Technical Advisory Committee Agenda 
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Upon motion by Mr. Nelson and seconded by Mr. Hess, with all concurring, the August 8th TAC agenda 

was approved as submitted.  

 

 

Approval of Technical Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of June 4th, 2018 

 

Upon motion by Mr. Nelson and seconded by Mr. Morgan, with Ms. Shelton abstaining and all others 

concurring, the minutes from the June 4 meeting were approved as submitted.  

 

Review of FAMPO Policy Committee Meeting Of June 18, 2018 & July 16, 2018 

 

Mr. Agnello advised at the June 18th meeting, a presentation was given to the Policy Committee from 

Mr. Tim White with Kimley-Horn regarding the STARS I-95 Exit 126 recommendations. Mr. Agnello 

advised an update on this will be given to the Technical Advisory Committee at today’s meeting. 

 

Mr. Agnello advised at the July 16th meeting, a presentation was given to the Policy Committee from 

Mr. Paul Prideaux with Baker International regarding the I-95 Phase 2 Analysis results. Mr. Agnello 

relayed an update on this analysis will also be given to the Technical Advisory Committee at today’s 

meeting. 

 

Public Comment – None 

 

Discussion Items 

 

a.) Air Quality Conformity Update – Mr. Jim Ponticello, VDOT 

 

Mr. Ponticello advised the data utilized in determining the region’s conformity requirements has come 

from data in FAMPO’s FY18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP. Mr. Ponticello stated some recent updates have 

occurred regarding the reasons for the analysis and these will be provided at today’s meeting.  

 

Mr. Ponticello stated in February of 2018, the US Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit ruled that “the 

revocation of the 1997 NAAQS does not waive the unambiguous mandate that conformity requirements 

apply to orphan maintenance areas.” Mr. Ponticello relayed this is the ruling that was re-instated.  

 

On April 23, FHWA/FTA issued an interim guidance on Conformity that places TIP/STIP/LRTP 

updates and amendments including non-exempt projects “on hold” until conformity is demonstrated or 

until EPA provides further clarification. Mr. Ponticello relayed that as of today, EPA has not provided 

any additional clarification. 

 

Mr. Ponticello stated the FAMPO region was previously in a non-attainment region per the rulings from 

2008 & 2015. However, this ruling has been re-evaluated and is now referring to the 1997 ruling for 

regions being in conformance. Mr. Ponticello stated the environmental group filed a response on 

September 1, 2017 with a petition for review. Mr. Ponticello relayed there is a glimmer of hope that the 

Court will approve the demand portion of the performance criteria and additional performance criteria 

could be eliminated. 
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Mr. Ponticello stated that at the FAMPO ICG meeting that was held on June 4, approval was obtained 

for the following: models, methods, planning assumptions, schedule, and conformity project list. Mr. 

Ponticello stated the Draft Conformity Report is now complete and is included in today’s agenda packet 

for review.  

 

Mr. Ponticello stated the Fredericksburg 8-Hour Ozone maintenance area includes the City of 

Fredericksburg and the Counties of Spotsylvania and Stafford. Mr. Ponticello advised that on September 

26, 2011, DEQ submitted an 8-hour ozone maintenance plan revision that was submitted to EPA which 

updated the NOx motor vehicle emissions budget for 2015 by using the MOVES model.  

 

On December 20, 2012, EPA approved the NOx motor vehicle emissions budget and updated it in the 

Federal Register. At this time, no transportation control measures (TCMs) were included within the 

Fredericksburg region’s maintenance plan.  

 

Mr. Ponticello stated the ICG committee agreed on the first analysis year to be FY2021. There was to be 

a 10-year interval limit period which covered it in FY2025 and FY2035. Mr. Ponticello stated the 

horizon year of the LRTP is 2045.  

 

Also at the June ICG meeting, Mr. Ponticello stated the following models, methods and assumptions 

were agreed on that include the following: 

• Using EPA’s latest MOVES2014a Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES) model 

• Meteorological Data that is consistent with the 1997 8-hour Ozone Maintenance Plan 

• Fuel data was obtained from VDEQ (MOVES2014a default model (this included RFG fuel in 

Stafford County & Conventional gasoline in the City of Fredericksburg and County of 

Spotsylvania 

• Inspection & Maintenance program implemented for Stafford County 

 

Mr. Ponticello stated that DEQ is asking today that the Technical Advisory Committee approve the draft 

conformity report and that it be scheduled for public review on behalf of the FAMPO Policy Committee 

for submittal to FHWA providing no adverse comments are received. Mr. Ponticello stated if approved 

today by the Technical Advisory Committee, the 14-day public comment period will run from August 

9th through August 23. Mr. Ponticello stated that if any adverse comments are received, that 

VDOT/FAMPO staff will review and address each comment.  

 

Mr. Ponticello stated that should adverse comments be received by August 23, then a special called TAC 

meeting will need to be held to address the adverse comments. If no adverse comments are received the 

special meeting will not need to occur and on August 28, VDOT will submit the final Conformity 

Report to FHWA.  

 

Mr. Ponticello relayed that once the final report is received by FHWA, and then FHWA will have a 45-

day federal review period. Mr. Ponticello stated he Federal Conformity determination and final report 

from FHWA will be received on October 12.  
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Ms. Hairfield advised there is an on-line public format available through the FAMPO website for public 

comments to be made as well as an option to forward any comments to FAMPO via email. Ms. Shelton 

asked what the history is of adverse comments. Mr. Ponticello stated that to date, no adverse comments 

have been received from the public. Mr. Ponticello stated a draft has already been forwarded to the 3 

agencies that perform the final reviews, so they have the initial drafts to review prior to the 45-day 

public comment period beginning.  

 

i. Approval of Resolution No. 19-04, Approving Air Quality Conformity Report – Paul 

Agnello 

 

Upon motion by Mr. Nelson and seconded by Mr. Steigerwald, with all concurring, Resolution No.  

19-04 was adopted by the Technical Advisory Committee at the August 8 meeting. 

 

ii. Adopted Resolution No. 19-01, Authorizing the Technical Advisory Committee to 

approve for submittal to the Federal Highway Administration, the Fiscal Years 2018-

2021 Transportation Improvement Program and 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan 

Air Quality Conformity Report on behalf of the Policy Committee – Nick Quint 

 

Mr. Quint advised Resolution No. 19-01 was adopted by the FAMPO Policy Committee at the July 16th 

meeting and is included in today’s agenda packet for informational purposes only.  

 

iii. FAMPO Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) Meeting Minutes – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised that copies if the minutes from the ICG meetings are included in today’s agenda 

packet for informational purposes only. 

 

b.) Route 1 STARS Study – Mr. Chris Gay, WSP 

 

Mr. Gay advised the VDOT STARS study is a study of the US Route 1 Corridor for minor 

improvements that could occur north of the Rappahannock River to southbound on Route 3 within the 

City of Fredericksburg.  

 

Mr. Gay stated the program goals of the STARS efforts are to develop comprehensive and innovative 

transportation alternatives that will both relieve congestion bottlenecks and also solve critical safety 

challenges. Mr. Gay stated these efforts have involved planners, traffic engineers, safety engineers, 

roadway design specialists and local stakeholders and are projects designed to be completed within 

VDOT’s 6-year improvement program. 

 

Mr. Gay advised that if nothing is done the future FY2030 no-build traffic conditions showed the 

following: increased & significant delay during the PM peak periods at the streets mentioned above; that 

queuing issues significantly worsen at the points mentioned above; & the weaving issue nb from the 

Route 3 off-ramp remains. Mr. Gay stated the road segment crash rate data was studied both locally and 

state-wide. Mr. Gay relayed that the areas mentioned above are already high and currently exceed the 

state-wide crash data rates for the State of Virginia. 
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Mr. Gay stated the STARS program would allow for lesser expensive improvements to be made which 

could include the following: Crash Mitigation Measures; Innovative Intersection Concepts; Intersection 

Geometry; Signal Operations; Turn Restrictions; & Access Management. 

 

Mr. Gay advised that a public information meeting will be held at 5:00 p.m. on August 27th at the James 

Monroe High School. The final report will be completed in September.  

   

c.) Adopted Resolution No. 19-02, Adopting Traffic Congestion and On-Road Emissions 

Performance Targets for the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program 

(CMAQ) – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised that Resolution No. 19-02 was adopted by the FAMPO Policy Committee at the 

July 16th meeting and is in today’s agenda packet for informational purposes only. 

 

d.) Adopted Resolution No. 19-03, Amending the FY2018-2021 Transportation Improvement 

Program to add UPC113936 – Nick Quint 

 

Mr. Quint advised that Resolution No. 19-03 was also adopted by the FAMPO Policy Committee at the 

July 16th meeting and is in today’s agenda packet for informational purposes only. 

 

    e.) Smart Scale Round 3 Update – Nick Quint 

 

Mr. Quint advised that included in today’s agenda packet is an updated regional Smart Scale project 

listing. Mr. Quint relayed the nine projects adopted by FAMPO/GWRC are showing the current cost 

estimates. Mr. Quint stated some slightly increased and some slightly decreased.  

 

    f.) Future Planning Study Discussions – Paul Agnello & Stephen Haynes, VDOT 

 

Mr. Agnello advised that recently completed planning studies which include studies from FAMPO, 

VDOT (STARS), and localities have proposed a potential recommendation for four new STARS studies 

to be submitted to VDOT for consideration.  

 

Mr. Agnello stated the benefits of planning studies are that they help create a pool of potential candidate 

projects that could receive funding considerations from state/federal programs. Mr. Agnello relayed that 

in the past, both STARS and Arterial Preservation study recommendations have been successful in 

producing a high success rate when submitted to Smart Scale. Mr. Agnello stated this has been 

successful in rounds one and two of Smart Scale.  

 

MR. Agnello stated that August 17 is the VDOT District deadline for submitting STARS study requests 

to VDOT Central Office. Mr. Agnello stated there are currently three corridors being considered. Mr. 

Agnello relayed STARS needs to define troublesome intersections and short corridors (usually under 

two miles) where short-term improvements can be implemented that result in both traffic congestion 

relief and an increase in safety reduction hotspots. Mr. Agnello stated the STARS studies being 

considered are: 

• Rt. 610/Rt 1 in Garrisonville/Aqua area (Stafford County) 
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• Rt 1 from Rt 3 to Rt 208 (City/Spotsylvania County) 

• Rt. 1 from Exit 126 to Massaponax (Spotsylvania County) 

 

i. Map of recent Planning Studies 

 

Mr. Agnello stated that maps of the recent planning studies are included in today’s agenda packet. Mr. 

Agnello stated that staff would be working with VDOT to determine if studies can possibly be 

combined; how much leveraged funding would be needed; and if FAMPO is able to provide any 

financial assistance to the study costs. Mr. Agnello stated more information would be forthcoming at the 

September TAC meeting; however, asked for an endorsement today from the committee if the three 

recommendations noted above are ones to pursue for VDOT consideration for FY2019. There was 

consensus from the committee to proceed accordingly. Mr. Haynes stated he would contact VDOT 

Central office staff to ask if an extension can be given for application submittals beyond the August 17th 

time frame. 

 

ii. STARS Program website 

 

Mr. Haynes advised the STARS program website is up and functional and can be assessed through the 

VDOT website. 

 

iii. Arterial Preservation Program website 

 

Mr. Haynes advised the Arterial Preservation Program website is up and functional and can be assessed 

through the VDOT website. 

 

    g.) 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Update and Draft SE Data Projections – Nick Quint 

& John Bentley 

 

Mr. Quint advised the 2050 GWRC socioeconomic data projections will be kicking off soon. Mr. Quint 

stated that included in today’s agenda packet is a draft and is asking that members provide any feedback 

by the end of August, so a final could be approved in September.  

 

Mr. Quint stated the 2050 projections for population data include employment, number of households 

and retail employment per jurisdiction. Mr. Quint stated the projections are based from TAZs created by 

Cambridge Systematics with their design for the GWRC region. Mr. Quint stated a base year of 2015 

was utilized with future year projections made for 2025, 2035 & 2045. Mr. Quint stated the projections 

involve using percentage growths per jurisdiction and include a linear estimate that determines the 

potential increases within the socio-economic aspects for the region. Mr. Quint advised the process is 

beginning now as it will need to be updated to include new performance measures that will be due by 

May, 2019. 

 

Mr. Quint stated the 2050 projections include the four major areas covered by Cambridge Systematics 

which are population, employment, retail employment and number of households. Mr. Agnello stated 

the population growth estimates came from the 2015 Weldon-Cooper data and no new data will be used 

for the 2045 linear projection data.  
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Ms. Shelton asked if staff corresponds with the localities and with the economic development plans. Mr. 

Quint stated in the past this effort has not been pursued but contact can be made to reach out to the 

localities this year.  

 

Mr. Quint stated the 2050 projections follow similar conventions for the projections to 2045; however, 

even though accurate to a degree, there are additional factors not accounted for such as future roadway 

developments that to date are not planned or designed. Mr. Quint stated there also is a discrepancy 

between the employment statistics and the household and population data which will need to be re-

addressed.  

 

Mr. Quint relayed the population and household statistics were mainly consistent and showed that both 

Spotsylvania and Stafford counties will have the highest amount of population growth occur and overall 

numbers far exceed totals within the other three jurisdictions within the GWRC region.   

 

    h.) I-95 Phase 2 Analysis Results – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised at the upcoming September meeting staff is expecting to be in receipt of the final I-

95 Phase 2 study results. Mr. Agnello stated that there was 80% focus on I-95 improvements between 

Exits 136 and 124. Mr. Agnello stated Phase 2 study recommendations will be used to help support 

Smart Scale applications within the FAMPO region. Mr. Agnello relayed the final report will include 

information regarding the assumed future no-build corridor conditions which will include the following: 

Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing project; Southbound Rappahannock River Crossing project; 

& the FredEx lane extension project south to Exit 133.  

 

Mr. Agnello relayed the final report will also document recommendations beyond the no-build 

conditions to address future travel demands such as the following: Widening of I-95 to 4 lanes 

northbound between Exits 126 & 130; widening of I-95 to 4 lanes southbound between Exits 130 & 126; 

southbound off-ramp improvements at Exit 126; & other interchange ramp improvements at Exit 126 

(STARS) & Exit 136 (sb off-ramp).  

 

Mr. Agnello advised the final report will also acknowledge that the region is considering the addition of 

a new or modified access point along the I-95 corridor; however, will not take a position on which 

change(s) would be recommended. Mr. Agnello stated that further study would be necessary for fully 

understanding the consequences of new or modified access changes.  

 

Mr. Agnello stated the study team performed additional study into possible new interstate access points 

within the FAMPO region that include the following potential projects for future consideration: 

 

 New full interchange access at Exit 131 (Rest Area) 

 

 New full interchange access at Exit 128 (Harrison Road) 

 

 Improved interchange access at Exit 126 (Route 1) 
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Mr. Agnello stated that both new interchange access points at Exit 131 & 128 would require an IJR 

being completed and the modifications at Exit 126 would require an IMR being completed. Mr. Agnello 

stated that either of these 2 documents required would result in at least a year’s time period before they 

would be completed.  

 

Mr. Agnello advised the existing data and cost estimates show that Exit 126 improvements would be the 

costliest of the three interchange improvement project recommendations to move forward. Mr. Agnello 

stated that current data shows the new interchange at Harrison Road would provide great benefits; 

however, is at least double the cost of the new interchange at Exit 131. Mr. Agnello stated data shows 

that if a new interchange access point is approved at Exit 131 the data does show that it will also be a 

benefit to reduction of traffic congestion on Rt. 3.  

 

Mr. Agnello stated the Phase 2 Technical Report for inclusion into the Smart Scale applications has been 

completed. Mr. Agnello relayed follow-up with answers to questions regarding high-level access 

analysis will be due by month-end.  

 

Mr. Agnello stated more detailed technical analysis in the form of an IJR on one of more of the three 

proposals discussed above has been an on-going discussion at the FAMPO Policy Committee. MR. 

Agnello stated the Policy Committee has decided at this time to wait to pursue additional analysis until 

after the Smart Scale results for Round 3 of the Smart Scale process are received (results are expected in 

January of 2019).  

 

Mr. Agnello stated that additional improvements that will be needed at Exit 133 after the details of the 

northbound river crossing project are still unknown to date. Mr. Agnello relayed that the final design 

concept is forthcoming from VDOT and staff is expected to receive this information by the fall of 2018. 

 

i. StreetLight Origin-Destination Results for Central Park area – John Bentley 

 

Mr. Bentley advised that FAMPO has obtained 2017 StreetLight Data regarding where traffic in Central 

Park goes to next. Mr. Bentley stated the StreetLight Data is collected from GPS and Bluetooth data and 

collects a sample of traffic origin-destination data. Mr. Bentley stated the data is compiled when a phone 

is on and takes a sampling of the data provided. Mr. Bentley advised the StreetLight data was based on 

analysis that calculated the I-95 southbound traffic into Central Park during the PM peak period between 

3-8:00 p.m.  

 

Mr. Bentley relayed the inflow traffic utilized the GWRC/FAMPO TAZ and NoVA counties as the 

origin of start point. The outflow data utilized Central Park as the destination point. Mr. Bentley advised 

the data was taken from the January to August time periods and showed most of the traffic was coming 

from Route 17 in Stafford County, heading south to Celebrate Virginia.  

 

Mr. Bentley stated the data collected showed that 40% of the stops were going to the Best Buy and 

Lowes retail stores with 12% going to Wegmans. Mr. Bentley relayed there were 2,428 trip counts taken 

that reflected the following results: 40.2% (978 trips) going to Best Buy/Lowe’s; 31.5% (766 trips) 

going to the farthest east parcel with most of the retail density area; 16.1% (389 trips) going to the 

farthest west parcels; & 12.2% (295 trips) going to the parcel north of Fall Hill Avenue. 
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Mr. Bentley stated the outflow data which used Central Park as the origin showed 12.3% were coming 

from Stafford; a small percentage heading southbound on I-95; and a relatively small percentage (5.1%) 

of trips from Central Park heading to either River Road or the Spotsylvania Town Center.  

 

Mr. Nelson asked what this analysis shows that previous analysis did not show. Mr. Morgan stated that 

he thinks in order for the data to be the most accurate that all vehicles on Route 3 should be captured as 

this analysis does not reflect the number of drivers exiting off of I-95 and then heading west (or east) 

onto Route 3. Mr. Hess stated this analysis shows that most of the traffic exiting into Central Park is 

actually coming from Route 17 in Stafford County. Ms. Shropshire stated this analysis did reinforce the 

need for a regional/interstate traffic improvement being made from I-95. Mr. Agnello relayed the 

analysis request was made from the County of Spotsylvania at a recent Policy Committee meeting to 

determine where people go into Central Park and where they go after the retail shopping trip has been 

completed.  

  

ii. Interchange Analysis – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised that as part of the analysis of future build scenarios for the I-95 corridor, four 

scenarios were identified for the development of potential benefits and costs. These scenarios are as 

follows: new interchange at Exit 131 (Rest Area), at Exit 128 (Harrison Road), & Exit 124 (Jackson 

Village). Scenario four was an improvement at Exit 126 (super ramp).  

 

Mr. Agnello advised that for comparison of the access scenarios, the following assumptions were 

included within the 2045 no-build network: the I-95 SB Rappahannock River Crossing project, the I-95 

NB Rappahannock River Crossing project, and a widening of I-95 to 8 lanes between Exits 130 & 126.  

 

Mr. Agnello relayed the Exit 131 scenario proposes a new/full interchange access providing direct 

access to Celebrate Virginia South. The project will also include new ramps to and from I-95 

southbound and northbound and will connect to Carl D. Silver Parkway & Gordon W. Shelton 

Boulevard. 

 

Mr. Agnello stated the Exit 128 scenario proposes a new/full interchange access at Harrison Road 

between Route 3 and Route 208 (Courthouse Road). This project scenario also includes the widening of 

Harrison Road from 2 to 4 lanes from I-95 to Salem Church Road.  

 

Mr. Agnello advised the proposed changes to Exit 126 include a new Super Ramp connecting I-95 

southbound to Route 17 eastbound. This project also includes an additional ramp that will provide 

access to southbound Route 1. Also included will be a northbound CD lane facility being added along I-

95 from south of Mills Drive to south of Courthouse Road. A new on-ramp will allow for westbound 

traffic on US Route 17 to access the northbound CD lanes. Mr. Agnello stated the preliminary analysis 

estimated that two CD lanes will be needed to accommodate the future traffic demands. Mr. Agnello 

stated that additional improvements that were recommended by the VDOT STARS study would include 

a second lane on the northbound on-ramp at Exit 126 as well as a second lane on the southbound off-

ramp to be supplemented by a 5” southbound deceleration lane on I-95.  
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Mr. Agnello advised the Exit 124 scenario would include a new and full access point at Exit 124. This 

new interchange would provide access to a new roadway crossing over I-95 and would be planned to 

connect future development at Jackson Village and Alexander’s Crossing.  

 

iii. FAMPO Benefit-Cost Analysis Memorandum – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised a methodology was developed to quantify the benefits and costs associated with 

each of the four scenarios. Mr. Agnello stated the reduction of hours of delay was chosen as the most 

meaningful criteria to be converted to an equivalent value of benefit. (Delay is defined as the difference 

between congested travel time and free-flow travel time). 

 

iv. FAMPO Benefit-Cost Calculation Worksheet – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised the opinion of cost was developed using VDOT’s cost estimates where available 

and then adjusted to 2025 inflation dollars. Mr. Agnello stated that if VDOT planning level estimates 

were not available, then planning level estimates were developed by utilizing the 2015 VDOT Planning 

Level Cost spreadsheet tool with costs and inflation adjusted to 2025 dollars.  

 

Mr. Agnello stated the cost estimated represent surface street and interchange ramp improvements 

needed for each interchange. Mr. Agnello stated the I-95 mainline improvements needed between Exits 

130 & 126 to accommodate the Exit 128, Exit 126, & Exit 124 interchange improvements are not 

included in the cost figures given at today’s meeting. Mr. Agnello advised the most recent VDOT cost 

estimates for the I-95 mainline improvements to widen I-95 from 6 to 8 lanes between Exits 130 & 126 

is $72m. 

 

Mr. Agnello stated the project cost estimates based on 2025 dollars for the four scenarios are as follows: 

 

 Exit 131 -  $53,675,052 

 Exit 128 -  $160,929,808 

 Exit 126 -  $211,706,540 

 Exit 124 -  $141,435,000 

 

v. Discussion of Next Steps – Paul Agnello 

 

Mr. Agnello advised this item will continually be discussed at upcoming Policy Committee and 

Technical Advisory Committee meetings. 

 

Correspondence – In packet and self-explanatory 

 

Staff Report - None 

 

Member Report 

 

GWRC: 
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Ms. Utz advised that GWRideConnect is continuing to promote the newly implemented FRED bus 

service in Caroline County. Ms. Utz relayed that as additional routes are added within the region that 

this information will be relayed to our commuters registered in our data bases.  

 

Ms. Utz advised that GWRideConnect is gearing up to begin the promotion of the fall 2018 marketing 

program and will focus on a variety of advertising and social contact modes. 

 

Spotsylvania: 

 

Mr. Cole advised that there is a transportation committee meeting in Spotsylvania County on Thursday 

and the Harrison Road intersection project at Exit 128 is going to be discussed. 

 

Adjourn 

 

The August 8, 2018 Technical Advisory Committee meeting was adjourned at 11:50 a.m. and the next 

meeting will be held on September 10.  



a  ̀ 

5a.  2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Draft Population and 
Employment Projections – Mr. Nick Quint 
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Memorandum  

TO:  Technical Advisory Committee 

FROM:  John Bentley, FAMPO Regional Planner 

DATE:  September 4th, 2018 

RE: DRAFT – GWRC 2050 Population and Household Projections 

This memorandum provides an outline for 2050 projections for population and number of households per 
jurisdiction. These projections were initially based off work Cambridge Systematics (CS) completed for the 
2045 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). After gathering feedback from jurisdictions, the CS 
projections were determined to be overly aggressive. The updated projections were subsequently adjusted 
and decreased to more accurately reflect the population growth rate in the Region. The updated 
demographic data is instead based upon Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service (Weldon Cooper) 
population estimates and U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) data. A 2030-year break was 
also added to the results. A subsequent update will be made to the total employment and retail employment 
projections, as they also appear to be overly aggressive. 

This draft includes projections from two of the four major areas originally covered by CS: population and 
number of households. The base year has been adjusted to 2017 to reflect the most recent data from the 
ACS and Weldon Cooper. Interim years correspond with the years present in the CS analysis, with the 
addition of a 2030 interim year.  

Population 

The population figures provide the best context for growth within the Region. Population projections are 
based upon a yearly growth percentage gathered from 2010-2017 Weldon Cooper data. The population 
change per year was gathered as percentage growth, and the estimates going further than 2017 were 
based upon the average of the seven-year percentage growth periods. Table 1 shows the population growth 
percentages by jurisdiction, beginning with the average growth from 2010-2017. These percentages were 
then scaled based on presumed future growth. 

Table 1: Population Growth Percentages 

Jurisdiction Average Growth (2010-2017) Scaled Growth 

Stafford 1.64% 2.% 

Spotsylvania .93% 1.5% 

King George .95% 1% 

Caroline .62% 1% 

Fredericksburg 1.84% 1% 
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To calculate the population growth for each interim year, the following formula was used: 

(1 + (𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒))(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟) 

The results can be seen in Table 2. Based on the projections, Stafford and Spotsylvania counties will 
continue to have highest population in the Region, while Fredericksburg will overtake Caroline County as 
the third most populated jurisdiction. For the City of Fredericksburg, 1.84 percent growth was assumed until 
2030, then decreased to 1 percent to indicate a slowing of expansion. 

To account for the additional population anticipated as part of the Jackson Village and Alexander’s Crossing 
developments in Spotsylvania County, around 14,500 people were added evenly to the years 2030 and 
2035. 

Table 2: Population by Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction 2017 2025 2030 2035 2045 2050 

Stafford 145,699 170,710 188,477 208,094 253,665 280,067 

King George 25,381 27,484 28,886 30,359 33,536 35,246 

City of Fredericksburg 27,645 31,714 34,632 36,399 40,207 42,258 

Spotsylvania 131,549 148,189 166,908 187,073 217,106 233,885 

Caroline 29,990 32,475 34,131 35,872 39,626 41,647 

GWRC Total 360,264 410,572 453,034 497,797 584,139 633,103 

 

The linear trend displayed in Figure 1 has a clear increase for Stafford and Spotsylvania counties with 
relatively minor population increases for Caroline County, King George County, and the City of 
Fredericksburg. 
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Figure 1: Population Growth by Jurisdiction with Linear Trends 

 

Households 

The numbers for households correspond to the subsequent increases in population. Household numbers – 
while only at a fraction of the actual population statistic – correspond to the increase in population (although 
there are some differences present). The same percentage growth, i.e. scaled estimates as applied in Table 
1, is also used in Table 4 to predict the growth in households. 

To obtain the 2017 estimate for the number of households, an average of the ACS households estimates 
from 2012-2016 was calculated (see Table 3) to obtain an estimate that accurately reflects an extended 
period. The number of households for a given year was then calculated using following formula: 

 

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑦
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Table 3: Average Household Size From 2012 to 2016 

Jurisdiction 2016 Average HH Size (2012-2016) 

Caroline  2.70 2.69 

King George  2.91 2.93 

Stafford 3.15 3.15 

Fredericksburg 2.71 2.67 

Spotsylvania 3.00 2.98 

GWRC Total 3.00 2.99 

 

Table 4 lists the number of households by jurisdiction and projects to 2050. In 2017 Stafford County has a 
comparable number of households to Spotsylvania County, but Stafford County is projected to greatly 
outnumber Spotsylvania County in terms of total households despite having a larger average household 
size. Based on 2050 projections, Stafford County is likely to have over 17,000 more households than 
Spotsylvania County, likely attributed to the additional .5% growth it has over Spotsylvania County. 

Table 4: Number of Households by Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction 2017 2025 2030 2035 2045 2050 

Stafford 54,135 55,359 61,121 67,483 82,261 90,823 

King George 8,658 9,469 9,952 10,460 11,554 12,144 

City of Fredericksburg 8,789 12,196 13,361 14,042 15,511 16,302 

Spotsylvania 49,253 50,429 54,327 58,525 67,921 73,170 

Caroline 10,055 12,187 12,809 13,462 14,870 15,629 

GWRC Total 120,687 139,641 151,569 163,972 192,118 208,068 

 

The linear trends in Figure 2 present a similar picture to those in Figure 1. Stafford and Spotsylvania 
counties have an overall higher growth rate, encompassing a majority of the total number of households in 
the region. 
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Figure 2: Household Growth by Jurisdiction with Linear Trends 
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2050 Population Projection Comparison

2

August Projection
September 

Projection

2045 Projection from 

Current LRTP

Stafford 298,071 280,067 266,816

Spotsylvania 286,002 230,597 253,616

Fredericksbur

g

37,738 42,258 35,754

King George 52,709 35,246 52,709

Caroline 52,931 41,647 52,931

Total 727,451 629,815 651,760



2050 Household Projection Comparison

3

August Projection September Projection

Stafford 125,343 90,823

Spotsylvania 98,410 73,170

Fredericksburg 15,269 16,302

King George 16,268 12,144

Caroline 18,790 15,629

Total 274,080 208,068
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5b.  Transportation Conformity Update – Mr. Paul Agnello 
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Executive Summary 

 
In compliance with the federal transportation conformity rule (40 CFR Parts 51 and 93) and the 
corresponding state conformity regulation (9 VAC 5-151), this report presents the air quality 
conformity assessment for the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(FAMPO) financially constrained fiscal year 2018 - 2021 Transportation Improvement Program 
(FY 18-21 TIP) and 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) .  
 
The conformity demonstration applies to the Fredericksburg, Virginia region that was previously 
designated as being in nonattainment with the 1997 eight-hour ozone national ambient air 
quality standard (NAAQS), and includes the jurisdictions of Stafford County, Spotsylvania 
County and the City of Fredericksburg.  This region was subsequently re-designated to 
attainment with the 1997 eight-hour ozone NAAQS (70 FR 76165), effective January 23, 2006. 
The re-designated area was made subject to the concurrently-approved Fredericksburg Area 
1997 Eight-Hour Ozone NAAQS Maintenance Plan at that time.  
 
On May 21, 2012, EPA finalized a rule (77 FR 30088: Air Quality Designations for the 2008 
Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards) that designated the Fredericksburg region as in 
attainment for the 2008 eight-hour ozone standard and revoked the 1997 eight-hour ozone 
NAAQS for purposes of transportation conformity.  The attainment designation with the 2008 
eight-hour ozone NAAQS became effective July 20, 2012, and the revocation of the 1997 eight-
hour ozone NAAQS for transportation conformity purposes became effective on July 20, 2013.  
 
On March 6, 2015, EPA published an additional final rulemaking in the Federal Register on the 
“Implementation of the 2008 National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone: State 
Implementation Plan Requirements”, for which the summary stated in part that: “Other issues 
also addressed in this final rule are the revocation of the 1997 ozone NAAQS and anti-
backsliding requirements that apply when the 1997 ozone NAAQS are revoked.” The revocation 
(effective April 6, 2015) again effectively eliminated conformity requirements associated with the 
1997 eight-hour ozone NAAQS for many areas across the nation, including the Fredericksburg 
region.  
 
However, on February 16, 2018, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit ruled that the revocation of the 1997 eight-hour ozone NAAQS does not waive 
transportation conformity requirements in areas that were in “maintenance” with that standard 
and subsequently designated attainment for the more stringent 2008 eight-hour ozone 
standard1.  Areas such as these were referred to as “orphan maintenance areas,” and the court 
ruling applies to 82 regions nationwide, including to the Fredericksburg region.  
 
On April 23, 2018, FHWA issued “Interim Guidance on Conformity Requirements for the 1997 
Ozone NAAQS” that stated in part:  
 

“New Metropolitan Long Range Plan and Transportation Improvement Programs (TIP), updates and 
amendments that include the addition of a project that is not exempt from transportation conformity may 
not proceed until transportation conformity with the 1997 ozone NAAQS is determined. Exempt projects 

                                                           
1 
 https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/217B6778AE3EC89C8525823600532AE0/$file/1
5-1115-1718293.pdf. 

https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/217B6778AE3EC89C8525823600532AE0/$file/15-1115-1718293.pdf
https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/217B6778AE3EC89C8525823600532AE0/$file/15-1115-1718293.pdf
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are listed in 40 CFR 93.126 and 93.127. Administrative modifications to Metropolitan Plans and TIPs may 
proceed because, by definition in 23 CFR 450.104, those actions do not require a conformity 
determination…” 

 
This conformity determination is being conducted in response to the aforementioned court 
ruling and FHWA/FTA guidance, as it applies to the former Fredericksburg eight-hour ozone 
Maintenance Area (Fredericksburg Maintenance Area). 
 
As indicated in Table ES-1, this conformity determination meets all applicable requirements of 
the federal transportation conformity rule. A recommendation for a finding of conformity for the 
LRTP and TIP is therefore made, but is conditional upon any further and separate review as 
may be required by the US DOT for the fiscal constraint criterion consistent with Section 93.108 
of the federal conformity rule and the requirements of federal planning regulations specified at 
23 CFR Part 450.  

Table ES-1:  Conformity Criteria Summary* 

 
Section Criteria Demonstrated for the: 

LRTP TIP 

93.108  Fiscal constraint Yes** Yes** 

93.110  Latest planning assumptions Yes Yes 

93.111 Latest emissions model Yes Yes 

93.112 Consultation Yes Yes 

93.113(b) & (c) TCMs na*** na*** 

93.118 Emissions Budget Yes Yes 
 

*  As specified in the federal conformity rule at 40 CFR 93.109, “Table 1 – Conformity Criteria”, with the addition 
of fiscal constraint as required in Section 93.108.  

**  As indicated by FAMPO approval of the conformity project lists, 2045 LRTP, FY 18-21 TIP, and documented 
with those reports, and subject to federal review consistent with 23 CFR Part 450 as referenced in Section 
93.108.  

*** The applicable implementation (maintenance) plan for the Fredericksburg region does not include 
transportation control measures (TCMs), and therefore they are not required for the conformity analysis or 
determination. See 70 FR 76165, effective January 23, 2006. 

 
The criteria listed in Table ES-1 are reviewed in turn below. Key sections of the main report are 
referenced where supporting documentation for the demonstration may be found.  
 

• Section 93.108: This section states: “Transportation plans and TIPs must be fiscally 
constrained consistent with [US Dept. of Transportation] DOT’s planning regulations at 23 
CFR Part 450 in order to be found in conformity.” The MPO documents fiscal constraint with 
the development of the LRTP and TIP, and includes specific sections or chapters 
addressing cost estimates and financial constraint. For the purposes of this conformity 
demonstration, therefore, fiscal constraint is indicated by MPO approval of the conformity 
project list for the FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP, and the documentation provided with 
those plans and programs.  
 
A recommendation for a finding of conformity is therefore made, but is conditional upon any 
further and separate review as may be required by the US DOT for the fiscal constraint 
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criterion consistent with Section 93.108 of the federal conformity rule as well as 
requirements of federal planning regulations specified at 23 CFR Part 450. 

 

• §93.110 Criteria and procedures: Latest planning assumptions: 

o 93.110(a) Latest Planning Assumptions: This section requires that: “the conformity 
determination … must be based upon the most recent planning assumptions in force 
at the time the conformity analysis begins...” 

 
In general, the latest available and approved population and employment forecasts 
for 2045 by Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) were employed with the regional travel 
demand network model (Cube) to generate the traffic volume and vehicle-miles-
traveled (VMT) forecasts applied in this conformity analysis. Regional roadway and 
transit networks were updated as appropriate using the Plan and Program project 
lists, which were subjected to interagency consultation as described below. Emission 
controls assumed for the analysis were consistent with those specified in the 
applicable implementation (maintenance) plan revision.  
 
All of the latest planning assumptions and other aspects of the conformity analysis 
were reviewed by the FAMPO Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) at the 
beginning of the conformity analysis process, as documented in the chapter on 
consultation and in Appendix C. Additional details are provided below. 
 

o 93.110 (b) Socioeconomic Forecasts: This section requires that “Assumptions must 
be derived from the estimates of current and future population, employment, travel, 
and congestion most recently developed by the MPO or other agency authorized to 
make such estimates and approved by the MPO”. Further, Section 93.122(b) (1) (ii) 
requires that “Land use, population, employment, and other network-based travel 
model assumptions must be documented and based on the best available 
information”. Section 93.122(b) (1) (iii) adds that “Scenarios of land development 
and use must be consistent with the future transportation system alternatives for 
which emissions are being estimated.”  

 
As documented in the main report, the socioeconomic forecasts for 2045 (including 
interim years and sub-allocations as appropriate) represent the latest projections 
available and approved for use with the FAMPO 2045 LRTP.  

 
o 93.110(c) and (d) Transit: These sections respectively require that “The conformity 

determination for each transportation plan and TIP must discuss how transit 
operating policies (including fares and service levels) and assumed transit ridership 
has changed since the previous conformity determination” and “The conformity 
determination must include reasonable assumptions about transit service and 
increases in transit fares and road and bridge tolls over time”. 
 
Transit operating policies (including fares and service levels) and modeling for transit 
(ridership) have not changed significantly since the previous conformity 
determination. Transit service is included in future networks for the region. While 
future transit ridership is effectively determined in the course of modeling for the 
conformity analysis, details on current transit operating policies including fares and 
service levels may be found on the Fredericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) and 
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website2. Transit service is also addressed in supporting documentation for the 
LRTP and associated modeling. 
 

o 93.110(e) Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) and Other Measures: This 
section requires that “The conformity determination must use the latest existing 
information regarding the effectiveness of the TCMs [transportation control 
measures] and other implementation plan measures which have already been 
implemented.”  
 
The Fredericksburg Area 1997 8-Hour Ozone NAAQS Maintenance Plan 
(Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan) does not include transportation control 
measures (TCMs). TCMs are therefore not included in the conformity analysis. 
Accordingly, credit for TCMs was not applied in this analysis. See 70 FR 76165, 
effective January 23, 2006.  
 

• §93.111 Criteria and procedures: Latest emissions model 3: 

o On October 7
th
, 2014, EPA officially released the next generation Motor Vehicle 

Emission Simulator (MOVES2014a) model for use in SIP development and regional 
conformity applications4.  

o The selection of latest emission model for the conformity analysis was considered by 
the FAMPO ICG at the beginning of the conformity analysis process, as documented 
in the chapter on consultation (Chapter 3) and in Appendix C. The consensus of the 
FAMPO ICG was to use the MOVES2014a model for this analysis. 

• §93.112 Criteria and procedures: Consultation. “Until the implementation plan revision 
required by §51.390 of this chapter is fully approved by EPA, the conformity determination 
must be made according to §93.105 (a) (2) and (e) and the requirements of 23 CFR Part 
450.” The Conformity SIP required by §51.390 was approved by EPA and published in the 
Federal Register on November 20, 2009 (See 73 FR 223 with an effective date of January 
19, 2010). The consultation requirements in the conformity SIP are generally consistent with 
the Federal Transportation Conformity Rule, although it also requires consultation with the 
Lead Planning Organization (LPO) established pursuant to Section 174 of the federal Clean 
Air Act as amended (CAA).  The George Washington Regional Air Quality Committee 
(GWAQC) is the designated LPO for the region. Involvement of the VDEQ staff 
representative for that Committee in the local inter-agency consultation process for 
conformity is considered to fulfill that requirement.  

                                                           
2  See http://www.ridefred.com . 
3  Federal Conformity Rule, 40 CFR 93.111  Criteria and Procedures: Latest Emissions Model 
 http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr_2009/julqtr/40cfr93.111.htm  
4  US EPA, 79 FR 9917, [FRL–9917–26–OAR], Official Release of the MOVES2014 Motor Vehicle Emissions 

Model for Emissions Inventories in SIPs and Transportation Conformity, Notice of Availability, October 7th, 
2014. Available at: https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-10-07/pdf/2014-23258.pdf  For additional 
information, see:  
• EPA website for MOVES: https://www.epa.gov/moves/moves2014a-latest-version-motor-vehicle-emission-

simulator-moves 
• US EPA, Policy Guidance on the Use of MOVES2014 for State Implementation Plan Development, Transportation 

Conformity, and Other Purposes, EPA-420-B-14-008 July, 2014. Direct link: 
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100K4EB.txt 
 

http://www.ridefred.com/
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr_2009/julqtr/40cfr93.111.htm
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-10-07/pdf/2014-23258.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/moves/moves2014a-latest-version-motor-vehicle-emission-simulator-moves
https://www.epa.gov/moves/moves2014a-latest-version-motor-vehicle-emission-simulator-moves
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P100K4EB.txt
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o The consultation procedures employed follow the requirements outlined in §
93.105(a) (2) and (e), 9 VAC 5-151, and the requirements of 23 CFR Part 450. The 
consultation conducted for this conformity analysis is documented in detail in 
Chapter 3 with meeting and related materials including minutes copied in Appendix 
C. That consultation is summarized below: 

o As noted in Chapter 3, documentation of the consultation conducted including the 
FAMPO ICG membership list, meeting agenda and presentation materials, 
schedule, handouts, and minutes is provided in Appendix C. An opportunity for 
public input was provided at the FAMPO ICG meeting that initiated the conformity 
analysis process at which the conformity methodology, schedule and project lists 
were presented. Project lists as finalized following consultation are presented in 
Appendix D. 

o Further, the consultation conducted for this conformity analysis followed the 
FAMPO-approved Interagency Consultation Group Procedures.   

o Public review of the conformity analysis was conducted following the procedures 
presented in the FAMPO “Public Participation Plan” (PPP)

5
 and included a 14 day 

public review period. No comments were received.  

• §93.113 Criteria and procedures: Timely implementation of TCMs. “The transportation plan, 
TIP… must provide for the timely implementation of TCMs from the applicable 
implementation plan”… Paragraph (b) identifies specific requirements for plans, and 
paragraph (c) for TIPs. 

o TCMs were not included in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan, so this 
criteria may therefore be considered as not applicable or as satisfied without further 
action. 

• §93.118 - Criteria and procedures: Motor vehicle emissions budget.  
(a) “The transportation plan, TIP… must be consistent with the motor vehicle emissions 

budget(s) specified in the applicable implementation plan… This criterion is satisfied if it 
is demonstrated that emissions of the pollutants … are less than or equal to the motor 
vehicle emissions budget(s)…”  

(b) “Consistency with the motor vehicle emissions budget(s) must be demonstrated for each 
year for which the applicable … implementation plan specifically establishes motor 
vehicle emissions budget(s), for the attainment year (if it is within the timeframe of the 
transportation plan), for the last year of the transportation plan’s forecast period, and for 
any intermediate years as necessary so that the years for which consistency is 
demonstrated are no more than ten years apart… “ 

(c) “Consistency with the motor vehicle emissions budget(s) must be demonstrated for each 
pollutant… for which the area is in nonattainment or maintenance…and for which the 
applicable implementation plan … establishes a motor vehicle emissions budget.”   

(d) “Consistency with the motor vehicle emission budget(s) must be demonstrated by 
including emissions from the entire transportation system… ” 

 

                                                           
5 FAMPO, Public Participation Plan, May 2017 
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/2017-adopted-public-participation-plan-final.pdf 
 

http://www.hrtpo.org/Documents/Reports/HRTPO%20PPP%20-%20December%202009%20(Final).pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/2017-adopted-public-participation-plan-final.pdf
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o The applicable implementation plan is the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan, 
which was approved and made effective by EPA as of January 23, 2006 and revised 
as of December 20, 2012, which established motor vehicle emission budgets 
(MVEBs) for volatile organic compounds (VOC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) for the 
years 2009 and 2015.  

 
As documented above, total VOC and NOx emissions associated with the regional 
transportation system as planned and programmed in the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 
2045 LRTP for all analysis years have been modeled and demonstrated to be 
consistent with (i.e., less than) the motor vehicle emission budgets established in the 
Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan for those pollutants for all years modeled.  

 
The years selected for analysis are consistent with the requirements of this section 
of the conformity rule. The Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan specifies MVEBs 
for 2015, and years for which MVEBs are established are required to be analyzed, 
unless conformity is initiated in a year outside of the budget year. Since this 
conformity analysis is being conducted outside of the year of the 2015 budget, the 
year 2021 was selected as the first analysis year by the FAMPO ICG as it is 
representative of a year in the timeframe of the TIP. Additionally, the conformity rule 
requires modeling for the last year of the transportation plan (2045), and that years 
modeled be no more than ten years apart. To meet the latter requirement, the years 
2025 and 2035 were selected for analysis. The motor vehicle emissions budget 
criterion is therefore met.  

 
Applicable budgets and the selection of years for modeling are reviewed in Chapters 
1 and 2. 

Other related requirements that were not specifically included as criteria in “Table ES1 - 
Conformity Criteria” (Section 93.109) are reviewed below: 

• §93.122 – Procedures for determining regional transportation-related emissions.  

o All applicable requirements of this section were met, as documented in Chapter 2, 
including:  

(a) (1) all regionally significant projects included in the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 
2045 LRTP were included in the regional emissions analysis…; (6) ambient 
temperatures used in the conformity analysis are consistent with those used to 
establish the emission budget in the applicable implementation plan (and, similarly, 
relative humidity data and average barometric pressure as applied are consistent); 
and (7) reasonable methods were applied to estimate VMT on off-network roadways,  

(b) (1) A regional network model was applied. Land use, population, employment 
and other assumptions were documented and based on the best available 
information. Assumed land use development is consistent with the future 
transportation system. A capacity sensitive assignment methodology was applied, 
and (via the post-processor) emission estimates are based on speeds derived from 
final assigned volumes. Zonal travel impedances are in reasonable agreement with 
the final assigned volumes. The model is reasonably sensitive to changes in times, 
costs and other factors affecting travel choices; (2) reasonable methods were 
applied to estimate traffic speeds sensitive to estimated volumes on each roadway 
segment; (3) The network model was reconciled to HPMS data for the base year. 
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• §93.126 & §93.127 - Certain types of projects (such as safety projects, transit projects, and 
intersection improvements) that do not have adverse emission impacts are exempt from 
being included in the regional emissions analysis and will not be stopped in the absence of 
conforming LRTP or TIP: 

o All projects that are exempt under the federal conformity rule and would not typically 
be included in the regional network model were not included in the regional 
emissions analysis.   

 
Amendments to the conformity rule include those made on August 7 and November 14, 1995, 
August 15, 1997 as well more recent amendments including the July 1, 2004 final conformity 
rule (69 FR 40004) that addresses conformity for the new ozone and PM2.5 air quality standards 
and the March 1999 court decision, the May 6, 2005 final conformity rule (70 FR 31354) that 
addresses PM2.5 precursors, the March 10, 2006 final conformity rule (71 FR 12468) that 
addresses PM2.5 and PM10 hot-spot analyses, and the January 24, 2008 final conformity rule (73 
FR 4420) that addresses the provisions contained in SAFETEA-LU.  On March 24, 2010 an 
update to the transportation conformity regulations was issued by EPA promulgating revisions 
to the transportation conformity rule to address the 2006 24-hour PM2.5 NAAQS, revocation of 
the annual PM10 NAAQS, and a court remand concerning hot-spot analyses in PM2.5, PM10 
and CO areas. On March 14, 2012 EPA published the transportation conformity rule 
restructuring amendments (77 FR 14979).  The amendments restructure sections 40 CFR 
93.109 and 40 CFR 93.119 so that the existing rules requirements apply to areas under any 
future new or revised NAAQS.  

 
This conformity analysis also complies with additional federal guidance published jointly by the 
EPA and the U.S. DOT dated February 2006, by EPA on May 14, 1999, and by FHWA and FTA 
on June 14, 1999.  
 
Table ES-2 summarizes the emissions test results for the Fredericksburg Maintenance Area for 
the eight-hour ozone NAAQS for each year evaluated. For this area, the projected emissions 
for NOx and VOC, both precursors to ozone formation, are less than MVEBs established in the 
Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan for all years tested. The emission tests therefore are 
passed as required in the federal conformity rule. 

 
Additionally, for reference, Chapter 1 provides a review of applicable federal, state and local 
regulatory requirements, including those relating to the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan. 
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Table ES-2: Conformity (Emission Budget) Tests 
 
 
 
 
            

  Year  
  

Regional Emissions 
     (tons per day) 

        NOx VOC 

  
   

    

  2021 First Analysis Year 

 

    

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

6.341 3.585 

  
   

    
  

 
Budget: 

 
12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

PASSED PASSED 
            

  
   

    

  2025 Interim Year      

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

4.591 3.129 

  
   

    
  

 
Budget: 

 
12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

     PASSED PASSED 
            

  
   

    

  2035 Interim Year 

 

    

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

2.856 2.224 

  
   

    

  
 

Budget: 
 

12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

PASSED PASSED 
    

  
    

  
   

    

  2045 LRTP Horizon Year 

 

    

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

2.901 2.305 

  
   

    

  
 

Budget: 
 

12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

PASSED PASSED 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Overview 

This report documents the procedures and results of the transportation conformity analysis in 
the Fredericksburg, Virginia 1997 Eight-Hour Ozone Maintenance Area for the Fredericksburg 
Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) fiscal year 2018-2021 Transportation 
Improvement Program (FY 18-21 TIP) and 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). 

FAMPO serves as the forum for cooperative transportation decision-making for the area and, in 
this capacity, lead the development of the LRTP and TIP, in consultation and coordination with 
the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) and other public and private stakeholders, as 
appropriate. The George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) serves as staff for the 
FAMPO. VDOT, working with FAMPO and in consultation and coordination with other agencies 
and public and private stakeholders, as appropriate, leads the development of the requisite 
conformity analyses. 

The report is organized as follows:  

Chapter 1 (this chapter) provides an overview of applicable federal, state and local 
regulatory requirements and guidance, focusing on transportation conformity but also 
including a brief review of local air quality designations and related air quality plan 
development.  

Chapter 2 provides a detailed review of the modeling methodology and assumptions as 
applied in the conformity analysis.  

Chapter 3 summarizes the consultation process and results, which begins before the 
conformity (technical) analysis is initiated with inter-agency review of the methods, 
assumptions, schedule and project lists to be analyzed and concludes with MPO approval of 
the draft conformity analysis and subsequent review and approval by the US DOT in 
consultation with the US EPA.  

Chapter 4 documents the results of the conformity analysis, supporting a recommendation 
for a finding of conformity for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP.  

Transportation Conformity  
Federal, state and local requirements addressing transportation conformity apply for specified 
air quality nonattainment and maintenance areas in the Commonwealth of Virginia. These 
requirements originate from Section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) as amended, which 
requires that federal agencies and MPOs not approve any transportation project, program, or 
plan that does not conform with an approved State Implementation Plan (SIP) for air quality.   
 
On November 24, 1993, in keeping with CAA requirements, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) promulgated a rule (40 CFR Part 51, Subpart T) establishing "criteria and 
procedures for determining conformity to state and federal implementation plans of 
transportation plans, programs, and projects funded or approved under Title 23 U.S.C. or the 
Federal Transit Act."  The final rule for transportation conformity became effective on December 
27, 1993.  
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EPA and the U.S. DOT have subsequently finalized a number of amendments to the federal 
conformity rule. Several sections of the amended rule have also been modified and/or 
remanded due to court rulings. This conformity analysis meets the requirements of the 
conformity rule as amended to date by such actions.  

 
This includes amendments made on August 7 and November 14, 1995, August 15, 1997 as 
well as more recent amendments including the July 1, 2004 final conformity rule (69 FR 40004) 
that addresses conformity for the new ozone and PM2.5 air quality standards and the March 
1999 court decision, the May 6, 2005 final conformity rule (70 FR 31354) that addresses PM2.5 
precursors, the March 10, 2006 final conformity rule (71 FR 12468) that addresses PM2.5 and 
PM10 hot-spot analyses, and the January 24, 2008 final conformity rule (73 FR 4420) that 
addresses the provisions contained in SAFETEA-LU. On March 24, 2010 an update to the 
transportation conformity regulations was issued by EPA promulgating revisions to the 
transportation conformity rule to address the 2006 24-hour PM2.5 NAAQS, revocation of the 
annual PM10 NAAQS, and a court remand concerning hot-spot analyses in PM2.5, PM10 and CO 
areas. On March 14, 2012 EPA published the transportation conformity rule restructuring 
amendments (77 FR 14979) that restructured sections 40 CFR 93.109 and 40 CFR 93.119 so 
that the existing rule requirements may apply to areas under any future new or revised NAAQS.  
 
The assessment also complies with additional federal guidance published jointly by the EPA 
and the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) dated February 2006, by EPA on May 14, 
1999, and by FHWA and FTA on June 14, 1999.  

 
The federal transportation conformity rule ensures conformity to a SIP's purpose of: (1) 
eliminating or reducing the number and severity of violations of NAAQS and (2) attaining these 
standards. It also ensures that neither a transportation system as a whole nor an individual 
project will cause or contribute to new air quality violations or will increase the frequency or 
severity of existing violations.  
 
Under the federal conformity rule, MPOs, state departments of transportation and the FHWA 
along with the FTA are responsible for conformity determinations for: (1) LRTPs, (2) TIPs, (3) 
transportation projects that receive federal funding or require FHWA or FTA approval, and (4) 
regionally significant non-federal projects, if these actions occur in areas that have been 
designated by EPA as nonattainment or maintenance areas for any of the criteria pollutants. 
 
The assessment also complies with the corresponding state conformity regulations specified at 
9 VAC 5-151, also known as the Conformity SIP. The Conformity SIP was approved by EPA 
and published in the Federal Register on November 20, 2009. See 73 FR 223, effective 
January 19, 2010. 
 

Transportation Conformity Rule Criteria 

Section 93.109 of the federal transportation conformity rule lists specific criteria required for 
conformity demonstrations for transportation plans, programs and projects. An excerpt showing 
the criteria specific to plans and programs is provided below. The criteria and how each are met 
in this conformity analysis are reviewed in Chapter 4. A brief summary of each of the criteria is 
provided below:   

• §93.110 requires that conformity determinations be based upon the latest planning 
assumptions in force at the time of the determination.  
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• §93.111 requires that the latest emissions model available be used for the conformity 
analysis.  

 

Table 1-1: Excerpt from 40 CFR 93.109 (“Table 1 - Conformity Criteria”) 

 of the Federal Transportation Conformity Rule 
 

   

 
All Actions at all times:  

§93.110  Latest planning assumptions  
§93.111  Latest emissions model  
§93.112  Consultation  

Transportation Plan:  

§93.113(b)  TCMs  
§93.118 and/or §93.119  Emissions budget and/or 

Interim emissions  
TIP:  

§93.113(c)  TCMs  
§93.118 and/or §93.119  Emissions budget and/or 

Interim emissions  
  

 

• §93.112 requires that the conformity determination be made in accordance with the 
specified consultation procedures. These procedures include: (1) providing reasonable 
opportunity for consultation with state air agencies, local air quality and transportation 
agencies, DOT, and EPA (§93.105(a)(2)), and (2) establishing a proactive public 
involvement process that provides an opportunity for public review and comment prior to 
taking formal action on a conformity determination (§93.105(e)). Consultation requirements 
are reviewed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

• §93.113 details the steps necessary to demonstrate that the LRTP provides for the timely 
implementation of transportation control measures (TCMs) and is not interfering with their 
implementation.   

• §93.118 requires the LRTP and TIP be consistent with the motor vehicle emission budget in 
the applicable SIP. Since emission budgets have been established for the Fredericksburg 
area, as reviewed later in this chapter, the emission budget tests are applicable (and the 
Section 93.119 interim tests are not required.)  

For reference, section 93.118(b)(1)(ii) indicates that “Emissions in years for which no motor 
vehicle emission budget(s) are specifically established must be less than or equal to the 
motor vehicle emissions budget(s) established for the most recent prior year. …” 

Additional requirements include or provide: 

• §93.122 addresses “procedures for determining regional transportation-related emissions”. 
It requires that all regionally significant projects included in the LRTP or TIP be included in 
the regional emissions analysis, and includes specific requirements for the conduct of both 
transportation and emission modeling. The applicable modeling requirements of this section 
are summarized with the conformity demonstration in Chapter 4. 
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• §93.126 & §93.127 allow certain types of projects (such as safety projects) that do not have 
adverse emissions impacts to be exempt from being included in the regional emissions 
analysis. 

For reference, the federal rule also specifies related requirements apply for project-level 
determinations: 

• §93.114 requires a currently conforming plan and TIP at the time of project approval. 

• §93.115 requires projects to be from a conforming transportation plan and program. 

Requirements for consultation are detailed in §93.105 of the federal transportation conformity 
rule and the Conformity SIP. Consultation requirements and processes are reviewed in detail in 
Chapter 3. 

 

Air Quality Designation Status for the Fredericksburg Region 

 
The Fredericksburg Maintenance Area, which includes the jurisdictions of Stafford County, 
Spotsylvania County, and the City of Fredericksburg that were previously designated 
nonattainment for the 1997 eight-hour ozone standard, is currently in attainment with all of the 
NAAQS, which are summarized in Table 1-2. The following paragraphs summarize the recent 
history of air quality designation status in the area. 
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Table 1-2: National Ambient Air Quality Standards* 
  

 

 
 
1) In areas designated nonattainment for the Pb standards prior to the promulgation of the current (2008) standards, and for which 
implementation plans to attain or maintain the current (2008) standards have not been submitted and approved, the previous standards (1.5 
µg/m3 as a calendar quarter average) also remain in effect. 

(2) The level of the annual NO2 standard is 0.053 ppm. It is shown here in terms of ppb for the purposes of clearer comparison to the 1-hour 
standard level. 

(3) Final rule signed October 1, 2015, and effective December 28, 2015. The previous (2008) O3 standards additionally remain in effect in some 
areas. Revocation of the previous (2008) O3 standards and transitioning to the current (2015) standards will be addressed in the implementation 
rule for the current standards.  

(4) The previous SO2 standards (0.14 ppm 24-hour and 0.03 ppm annual) will additionally remain in effect in certain areas: (1) any area for 
which it is not yet 1 year since the effective date of designation under the current (2010) standards, and (2)any area for which an implementation 
plan providing for attainment of the current (2010) standard has not been submitted and approved and which is designated nonattainment under 
the previous SO2 standards or is not meeting the requirements of a SIP call under the previous SO2 standards (40 CFR 50.4(3)).  A SIP call is an 
EPA action requiring a state to resubmit all or part of its State Implementation Plan to demonstrate attainment of the required NAAQS. 

 (*Source USEPA https://www.epa.gov/criteria-air-pollutants/naaqs-table accessed 07/05/18) 

https://www.epa.gov/criteria-air-pollutants/naaqs-table
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On June 15, 2004, EPA classified the localities of the City of Fredericksburg, Spotsylvania 
County, and Stafford County as a Moderate Eight-hour Ozone Nonattainment area (56 FR 
56694).  Prior to this date, Stafford county was part of the Northern Virginia 1-hour Ozone 
Nonattainment area, while the City of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County were in 
attainment with the ozone NAAQS. 

On January 23, 2006, the Fredericksburg 1997 Eight-hour Ozone Nonattainment area was 
officially redesignated as an Eight-hour Ozone Maintenance Area (70 FR 76165).  At that time, 
a SIP revision, the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan, was approved that outlined how the 
region would continue to attain the eight-hour ozone NAAQS for the next ten years. Included in 
the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan are MVEBs to be used in all future conformity 
determinations. Table 1-3 presents the MVEBs, excerpted from the final rule. 

On March 12, 2008 the EPA lowered the 8-hour ozone standard from 0.08 to 0.075 ppm, which 
had an effective date of May 27, 2008 (see 73 FR 16436).  In May 2008, states, environmental 
groups and industry groups filed petitions with the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals for review of 
the 2008 ozone standards. In March 2009, the court granted EPA’s request to stay the litigation 
so the new administration could review the standards and determine whether they should be 
reconsidered. 

On January 6, 2010, EPA proposed to strengthen the NAAQS for ground-level ozone. EPA was 
proposing to strengthen the 8-hour “primary” ozone standard, designed to protect public health, 
to a level within the range of 0.060-0.070 parts per million (ppm). EPA was also proposing to 
establish a distinct cumulative, seasonal “secondary” standard, designed to protect sensitive 
vegetation and ecosystems, including forests, parks, wildlife refuges and wilderness areas. 
Following a public hearing and comment period EPA was planning to issue final standards by 
August 31, 2010.  
 
On September 2, 2011 EPA withdrew its reconsideration of the 2008 ozone standard and 
instead began moving forward on implementation of the 2008 ozone standard. 
  
On February 14, 2012, EPA proposed a rule (77 FR 8197: Implementing the 2008 National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone: Proposed Nonattainment Area Classifications 
Approach and Attainment Deadlines.) that would take a necessary step to implement the 2008 
NAAQS for ground-level ozone. Under this rule EPA also proposed to revoke the 1997 ozone 
standards one year after designations for the 2008 standards are effective for purposes of 
transportation conformity. 
 
On May 21, 2012, EPA finalized a rule (77 FR 30088: Air Quality Designations for the 2008 
Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards) that designated the Fredericksburg region as in 
attainment for the 2008 ozone standard and revoked the 1997 ozone NAAQS for purposes of 
transportation conformity.  The attainment designation with the 2008 ozone standard became 
effective July 20, 2012, and the revocation of the 1997 ozone standard for transportation 
conformity purposes became effective on July 20, 2013. 
 

After the initial release of MOVES2010, FAMPO utilized the grace period to evaluate the impact 
that MOVES2010 would have on emissions estimates prior to its required use in regional 
emissions analyses.  FAMPO found that, with all traffic inputs remaining the same, 
MOVES2010 produced significantly higher emissions estimates for NOx, and also found that the 
regional emissions estimates were significantly higher than the MVEBs contained in the 
Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan that were created using the previous mobile model, 
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MOBILE6.2.  As a result, FAMPO worked with the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality 
(VDEQ) and the FAMPO Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) to update the NOx MVEBs in 
the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan using the new (at the time) MOVES2010a model. 

VDEQ submitted an updated Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan to EPA on September 26, 
2011. EPA issued a Federal Register (FR) notice on August 6, 2012, that proposed approval of 
the Maintenance Plan revision and the updated NOx MVEBs, and subsequently issued a final 
approval on December 20, 2012.  Table 1-3 below displays the MVEBs that come from the 
approved revision to the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan. 

 

Table 1-3: Fredericksburg Area Motor Vehicle Emission Budgets 
 

Budget 

Year 

VOC 

(tons/day) 

NOx 

(tons/day) 

2015 7.334 12.933 

 

Note that, while Table 1-3 displays units of tons per day, the methodology presented in the 
Technical Support Document for the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan indicates the “day” 
selected to represent an average ozone season weekday. Also, for compliance with the federal 
conformity rule (Section 93.122, procedures for determining regional emissions), modeling for 
conformity analyses to meet the budgets specified in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance 
Plan would need to be consistent with certain key inputs, such as temperature profiles, as 
applied in the emission factor modeling. The modeling methodology and inputs for this 
conformity analysis are presented in the next chapter. 

On March 6, 2015, EPA published a final rule in the Federal Register on the “Implementation of 
the 2008 National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone: State Implementation Plan 
Requirements”, for which the summary stated in part that: “Other issues also addressed in this 
final rule are the revocation of the 1997 ozone NAAQS and anti-backsliding requirements that 
apply when the 1997 ozone NAAQS are revoked.” The rulemaking became effective on April 6, 
2015, and this included the revocation of transportation conformity requirements for the 
Fredericksburg Maintenance Area.  
 
On February 16, 2018, however, a court decision regarding the 2015 revocation by EPA of the 
1997 ozone NAAQS effectively reinstated conformity requirements for that NAAQS across the 
nation6. On April 23, 2018, FHWA issued “Interim Guidance on Conformity Requirements for 
the 1997 Ozone NAAQS” that stated in part (on page 1) the following:  
 

“The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit recently issued a decision in South Coast Air 
Quality Management District v. EPA, No. 15-1115, which struck down portions of the 2008 

                                                           
6 On February 16, 2018, a DC Circuit Court of Appeals decision (No. 15-1115, South Coast Air Quality 
Management District, Petitioner v. Environmental Protection Agency, et al., Respondents) addressed the 2015 
revocation by EPA of the 1997 ozone NAAQS and reinstated associated conformity requirements. EPA has since 
submitted a petition for rehearing, to which the court has not responded as of the time of preparation of this analysis. 
Unless and until there are further court decisions changing federal conformity requirements associated with the 
previously revoked 1997 ozone NAAQS, this analysis is proceeding assuming they are in effect. See: 
https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/217B6778AE3EC89C8525823600532AE0/$file/15-1115-
1718293.pdf 

https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/217B6778AE3EC89C8525823600532AE0/$file/15-1115-1718293.pdf
https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/217B6778AE3EC89C8525823600532AE0/$file/15-1115-1718293.pdf
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Ozone NAAQS SIP Requirements Rule concerning the ozone National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS). These portions of the 2008 Ozone NAAQS SIP Requirements Rule 
addressed implementation requirements for the 2008 ozone NAAQS as well as the anti-
backsliding requirements associated with the revocation of the 1997 ozone NAAQS. The 
impact of the decision addresses two groups of ozone areas described in the decision: 
 
Areas that were maintenance areas for the 1997 ozone NAAQS at the time of revocation 
and are designated as attainment for the 2008 Ozone NAAQS. These areas have not been 
required to make transportation conformity determinations for any ozone NAAQS since the 
1997 ozone NAAQS were revoked in April 2015 by EPA's Rule…” 

 
On page 2 of the FHWA Interim Guidance: 

“New Metropolitan Long Range Plan and Transportation Improvement Programs (TIP), 
updates and amendments that include the addition of a project that is not exempt from 
transportation conformity may not proceed until transportation conformity with the 1997 
ozone NAAQS is determined. Exempt projects are listed in 40 CFR 93.126 and 93.127. 
Administrative modifications to Metropolitan Plans and TIPs may proceed because, by 
definition in 23 CFR 450.104, those actions do not require a conformity determination…” 

 
As the Fredericksburg area is one of the many areas across the nation that were in 
maintenance for the 1997 ozone NAAQS at the time of its revocation and are in attainment of 
the subsequent 2008 ozone NAAQS, it is subject to the court ruling. Transportation plans and 
programs therefore must again meet conformity requirements for the 1997 ozone NAAQS.   
 
For reference, the geographical area represented in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan 
is presented in Figure 1-1. The area includes Stafford County, Spotsylvania County and the City 
of Fredericksburg. 
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Figure 1-1:  Maintenance Area for the 8-Hour Ozone Standard 
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Chapter 2: Modeling Methodology and Assumptions 

 

This chapter presents an overview of the modeling approach including key input data and 
assumptions as applied for the regional conformity analysis for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 
2045 LRTP.  

General Emission Calculation Methodology 
 

Emission forecasts for the Fredericksburg Maintenance Area were developed using a traditional 
four-step transportation planning model (CUBE Voyager) and the latest EPA approved emission 
factor model (MOVES2014a) to generate emissions forecasts.  

 
Figure 2-1 below summarizes the key steps in the development of regional emission forecasts 
for the conformity analysis. The process begins with development of forecasts for traffic 
volumes on the regional transportation network, for which key inputs include the latest available 
socioeconomic forecasts (including population and employment) and LRTP and TIP project 
lists. Traffic forecast volumes and annual average weekday vehicle miles traveled for all 
conformity analysis years (2021, 2025, 2035, and 2045) were developed with a standard four-
step travel demand model developed and maintained by VDOT.  
 
The travel model networks include all functionally classified roadways: interstates, freeways, 
expressways, principal arterials, minor arterials, and many collector streets as specified in the 
TIP and LRTP for the FAMPO Maintenance Area.  In addition, a small number of local streets 
necessary to maintain roadway network connectivity are also coded.  For each conformity 
analysis year (2021, 2025, 2035 and 2045), estimates of socio-economic growth were 
prepared, significant highway and transit projects were coded, and model runs were performed.  
The networks are developed for each conformity analysis year selected to meet specific 
requirements of the transportation conformity rule. The selection of years to be analyzed is 
based on federal conformity regulation requirements and must include years for which MVEBs 
are specified in the applicable maintenance plan, which was reviewed in the previous chapter.  

 
Traffic operating on local and collector roadways are developed “off-network” since many of 
these roadways are too small to be included in the regional transportation demand model 
networks. Current estimates of VMT for these facilities are obtained from highway performance 
monitoring system (HPMS) data prepared by the VDOT Traffic Engineering Division and are 
grown to the future analysis years by applying appropriate weekday and monthly adjustment 
factors, and annual growth factors based on the anticipated growth in auto ownership as 
reflected in the 2045 LRTP socio-economic data approved by FAMPO.  
 
The network and off-network daily VMT is then combined and converted to annual VMT by 
jurisdiction and source type prior to being input into the MOVES2014a model for emissions 
processing.  A number of additional traffic and meteorological data inputs are developed for 
incorporation into the MOVES2014a model which are described in detail below. Emission tests 
as described in the previous chapter are then applied to demonstrate regional transportation 
conformity.  
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Figure 2-1: Transportation Conformity Analysis Process 

 

 
 

The remainder of this Chapter provides additional detail on the various models, methods, and 
assumptions used in the development of the regional emissions analysis that was prepared for 
this conformity analysis.   

The modeling results for this conformity analysis are presented in Chapter 4.  
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Analysis Years and MVEBs 
 

Table 2-1 presents the MVEBs as specified in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan as 
well as the years selected for modeling for this conformity analysis. Previously applicable 
MVEBs established for the 1-hour ozone standard were superseded by these MVEBs.  
 

Table 2-1:  Analysis Years and MVEBs 
 

Year 
Regional Emission Budgets  

(tons per ozone season weekday) 
 

 NOx VOC 

2015* 12.933 7.334 

2021 12.933 7.334 

2025 12.933 7.334 

2035 12.933 7.334 

2045 12.933 7.334 
 

* Budgets specified in 77 FR 75386, effective December 20, 2012 
 

The years selected for analysis are consistent with the requirements of Section 93.118 of the 
conformity rule. The Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan specifies a MVEB for 2015, and 
years for which MVEBs are established are required in the conformity rule to be analyzed, 
unless conformity is initiated in a year outside of the budget year. Since this conformity analysis 
is being conducted outside of the years for which the MVEBs were established, the year 2021 
was selected as the first analysis year by the FAMPO ICG as it is representative of a year in the 
timeframe of the TIP. Additionally, the conformity rule requires modeling for the last year of the 
transportation plan (2045), and that years modeled be no more than ten years apart. To meet 
the latter requirement, the years 2025 and 2035 were selected.  

 
Note section 93.118 the conformity rule requires budgets be established “for the most recent 
prior year” to apply for years for which budgets have not been “specifically established”.  For 
this analysis, the 2015 budgets as listed above are also applicable for the analysis years of 
2021, 2025, 2035, and 2045. 
 

Transportation Demand Forecasting – FAMPO Version 3.1 Model 
 
The FAMPO travel demand model used to support the FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP air quality 
conformity process is the FAMPO Version 3.1 model that operates on the CUBE Voyager 
modeling platform consisting of two primary software programs: CUBE Base and CUBE 
Voyager. CUBE Base is used to develop a model’s organizational structure using the CUBE 
Catalog format and for editing files including transportation networks. CUBE Voyager, is the 
successor to TP+ and MINUTP, and provides the engine that actually runs the CUBE Voyager 
model.  Over the course of the past few years, VDOT has moved all the travel demand models 
within Virginia from older platforms, e.g., MINUTP, into the new CUBE Voyager format. Using 
this new modeling platform, technical staff at VDOT have developed and maintain a regional 
travel demand model for the FAMPO study area. The model is a four-step travel demand model 
that includes trip generation, trip distribution, mode split and traffic assignment.  The model 
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includes feedback between highway assignment and trip distribution.  The model covers the 
entire GWRC planning area which includes both the FAMPO and the Fredericksburg 8-hour 
ozone maintenance areas in their entirety. The jurisdictions included in the model include 
Stafford County, Spotsylvania County, City of Fredericksburg, King George County, and 
Caroline County.  The CITILABS model has been validated against 2015 traffic volumes, land 
use, demographics, and other socio-economic factors.  The validated model was then used to 
develop future year traffic models and volume estimates. 
 
Highway and transit system data are coded by the model developers to create a representation 
of the regional transportation network.  Highway network attributes include highway features 
such as number of lanes, capacity per lane, and speed. Travel time and cost data are 
calculated from the transportation network for use in subsequent model steps. 
 
Trip making activity is estimated during the trip generation and trip distribution steps.  Trip 
generation uses summary information from each traffic analysis zone (TAZ) to compute the 
number of trips produced in and attracted to each TAZ.  The summary information includes 
number of households, total population, group-quarters population, retail and non-retail 
employment, and number of automobiles available to households.  These socio-economic data 
are prepared by GWRC and compiled for use in the model.  Trips are generated by purpose 
(home to work, home to non-work locations, and non-home trips).  Commercial vehicle activity 
is accounted for through the non-home trip purpose.  Trips that start or end outside the 
Fredericksburg region, as well as trips that simply pass through the region, are treated as 
separate trip purposes.  These external trips were estimated from traffic counts observed at 
major exit stations in the year 2015 and then expanded for future years using growth trend 
estimates of traffic at the external stations. 
 
The trip distribution step joins the production and attraction end of each trip using factors 
designed to reproduce observed traffic volumes and trip times in the base year.  The trip 
distribution step uses a standard gravity model, with different factors for each trip purpose.  The 
FAMPO model was designed to use feedback from the highway assignment into trip distribution 
to better approximate observed traffic conditions (and, in the future years, to better estimate the 
differential effects of additional trips and transportation facilities).  The feedback takes into 
account the effect of congestion on route choice, since the most commonly chosen route to a 
destination will depend on whether or not a particular route is congested or free-flowing, and the 
level of congestion in turn depends on what route travelers are most inclined to choose. 
 
Trip tables from trip distribution, along with network-based travel time and cost data, are input 
to the mode split step to estimate trip tables by trip purpose, travel period (peak or off-peak) 
and mode.  The mode split step uses a nested logit model to allocate trips between single 
occupant vehicle, high occupancy 2 vehicle, and high occupancy 3+ vehicles for automobiles 
and for the Virginia Rail Express (VRE) based on differences in time and cost among the 
modes.  The FAMPO version 3.1 model also can determine paying vs. non-paying users of the 
existing and planned I-95 Express lanes within the Fredericksburg region so that off-model 
analysis of this planned HOT lane project is no longer necessary. The final trip tables by mode 
and purpose are assembled for assignment to the highway and transit networks. 
 
During the highway assignment step, trips between each zone pair are loaded onto the highway 
network and balanced with congestion effects.  Highway assignment uses a capacity restraint 
formula that limits how many trips can be assigned to each roadway link based on its practical 
capacity.  During assignment, routes are assembled between each zone pair based on the 
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shortest routes under congested conditions.  A feedback loop prior to the final assignment 
adjusts the trip distribution to account for the effect of congestion on travelers’ likely choice of 
destination, so the number of trips between zones may be altered due to congestion in addition 
to the actual routes taken. 
 
In transit assignment, trips are assigned to the most efficient transit route available, taking into 
account waiting time, travel time, transfers required, and fare.  Transit assignment is based on 
the best route, and does not have a capacity restraint or congestion balancing component. 
 
The output of the highway assignment process is a network file that includes forecast weekday 
traffic volumes on each roadway segment, as well as an estimate of congested travel speed.  
That file is referred to as a “loaded network”. 
 
This overall modeling process is applied for each analysis year. Key inputs to the network 
model are reviewed below. 

Socioeconomic Forecasts 

The GWRC provided the socioeconomic data to be used in the transportation model.  The 
GWRC and the member governments in the counties of Spotsylvania, Stafford, King George, 
and Caroline as well as the city of Fredericksburg developed a distribution of the regional 
population and employment projections to TAZs used in the transportation model.  The counties 
of King George and Caroline are not part of the FAMPO Maintenance Area, but provided 
socioeconomic data, as they are part of the modeled region. 

To estimate population and employment numbers, documentation from the 2010 US Census as 
well as the Virginia Employment Commission (VEC) was collected.  Projections for 2045 were 
estimated starting with the compilation of 2015 figures in the FAMPO area, and then a 
regionally collaborated estimate of figures for 2045 was developed. The forecasted numbers 
were prepared under the guidance of the member governments and approved by FAMPO.  

The average household size and the number of autos for the year 2045 were estimated from 
the 2010 Census using growth rates derived from historical trends and anticipated growth within 
the region. 

 
Table 2-2 presents the socioeconomic forecast totals for the jurisdictions that lie within the 
Fredericksburg Maintenance Area.  This data was used to develop the travel demand modeling 
forecasts for this conformity analysis.  
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Table 2-2:  Socioeconomic Forecasts 

Year Fredericksburg Maintenance Area Totals* 

Households Population Employment Automobiles 

2021 126,049 355,548 155,735 248,317 

2025 143,095 394,324 166,573 281,897 

2035 177,426 478,534 194,591 349,529 

2045 209,045 556,186 231,921 411,819 

*This summary is based on the data approved by the FAMPO. 
 

 

Project Lists & Regional Network Development  

 
A project list was generated to develop the transportation networks by analysis year, and to 
identify projects that are regionally significant (or otherwise subject to transportation conformity 
analysis). All projects occurring on roadway segments bearing a Federal Functional 
Classification were coded, provided that the nature of the project was amenable to network 
coding.  In general, changes were coded for new facilities, road widenings that increase the 
number of through travel lanes and new interchanges on limited access facilities.  Turn lanes 
and at-grade intersection improvements were not included in the model network; as such 
improvements are not amenable to modeling at a regional scale. 
 
This conformity analysis was performed on the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP.  
Consistent with the requirements of the transportation conformity rule, regional emission 
analyses were performed for 2021, 2025, 2035 and 2045. The CUBE voyager transportation 
networks for each analysis year include all regionally significant projects included in the FAMPO 
FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP, and coded into the appropriate year based on anticipated 
construction completion dates. Where possible, completion dates reflect estimates included in 
the TIP project descriptions or in VDOT’s six-year plan.  For future projects, completion dates 
were determined by adding three years to the anticipated project start date when more specific 
anticipated completion dates were unavailable. 
 
The modeled network for each analysis year reflects the travel conditions expected to be in 
place during that analysis year.  For example, the 2021 network includes existing roadways as 
well as projects listed in the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP that are anticipated to be 
complete by 2021.  Subsequent networks include existing networks plus completed projects 
from earlier analysis years. Thus, the 2025 network includes all the 2021 projects plus 
additional projects expected to be complete by 2025. 

 
Appendix D presents the final project lists used to develop the TIP and LRTP networks, 
including the first analysis year for all regionally significant projects. 
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Travel Demand Forecast Model Output  

 
The FAMPO travel demand model generates estimates of VMT for all major roadway classes 
(minor arterial and above).  Collector and local roadway VMT are obtained from HPMS data and 
grown to the appropriate analysis year through off-model procedures.  The final assigned 
volumes from the FAMPO transportation model are extracted from the loaded network that is 
computed during the highway assignment step. Vehicle miles traveled are computed within the 
model by multiplying the volume estimated for each network link by the length of the link. The 
pre-processor uses the loaded network volumes and capacities, along with other relevant travel 
information such as number of lanes, free flow speed, and link length to calculate congested 
speeds for each link in the travel demand model output. The VMT and congested speed results 
are then used to develop a variety of required inputs (described below) to MOVES2014a that is 
used to calculate the regional mobile emissions estimates.   
 
The roadway capacity per lane, which is used for capacity restraint in the travel demand model, 
is extracted from the model network, and is used along with traffic volumes and number of 
lanes to compute congested roadway speeds in the pre-processor. 
 
Off-Line Analyses 

 
Some transportation projects that have a potentially significant impact on regional air quality 
cannot be coded into the transportation modeling network. These are categorized as “off-line 
projects” and are analyzed using a variety of methodologies that include elasticity/pivot-point 
analysis and the use of traffic engineering principles to estimate their traffic and emission 
impacts.  
 
Off-line analysis can also include Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funded projects 
such as van pools, transit bus replacements, and park-and-ride lots. Since additional air quality 
credits were not needed to demonstrate conformity for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 
LRTP, they were not applied in the regional emissions analysis. 

 
Emissions Forecasting (US EPA MOVES2014a Mobile Model) 
MOVES2014a is the latest version of the MOVES emissions modeling software application 
developed and required by EPA for use in conformity determinations and the development of 
SIPs and associated revisions. The model was designed to be used to develop estimates of 
historic, current and future emissions for area-wide (e.g., regional) on-road motor vehicle fleets. 
MOVES2014a can calculate in-use fleet average emissions estimates for: 

• Criteria pollutants: hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, exhaust particulate, 
hazardous air pollutants (HAP), and carbon dioxide. 

• Gas, diesel, and natural gas-fueled cars, trucks, buses and motorcycles. 

• Calendar years between 1999 and 2050. 
 

The process of estimating on-road mobile source emissions using MOVES2014a requires the 
input of motor vehicle and traffic related information such as vehicle miles traveled (VMT), 
vehicle populations, age distributions of registered vehicles, vehicle speeds, fuel specifications, 
and mobile control programs such as inspection and maintenance programs.  MOVES2014a 
estimates pollutant emissions for the collection of inputs supplied.    
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For this analysis, both national default data and region-specific inputs were used with 
MOVES2014a to determine mobile source emissions estimates for this analysis. The effects of 
reformulated gasoline (RFG) and an Inspection and Maintenance (I/M) program were modeled 
in Stafford County for all analysis years, as Virginia regulations require RFG and I/M in Stafford 
dating back to its inclusion in the Northern Virginia 1-hour Ozone Nonattainment Area.  
Fredericksburg City and Spotsylvania County were modeled with conventional gasoline. 
Additional input data applied for this analysis that are specific to the Fredericksburg 
Maintenance Area include jurisdiction-specific registration distributions, source type populations 
by vehicle type, road type VMT fractions by vehicle source type and roadway type, average 
congested speed distributions for each jurisdiction and roadway type, ozone season monthly 
and weekday adjustment factors by source type and roadway type, and hourly temperatures 
and relative humidity values consistent with the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan.  

 
Key MOVES2014a input data for the Fredericksburg 8-Hour Ozone Maintenance area are 
summarized below, and a sample run specification file in included in Appendix B.  For context, 
to the extent feasible and appropriate, MOVES model inputs were taken from or otherwise 
made consistent with those applied in the most recent (2014) EPA National Emission Inventory 
(NEI), which were based on inputs provided by VDEQ. 

 

Table 2-3:  MOVES2014a Input Summary 
 

 

Parameter MOVES Input  
Scale County/Inventory 
Time Spans Years: First analysis year 2021, LRTP horizon year 2045, and interim years 

2025 & 2035 (both less than ten years from all other analysis years).  
Month, Day & Hour: July, Weekday, all hours (00:00-00:59 to 23:00-23:59) 

Geographic Bounds All applicable jurisdictions (Fredericksburg city, Spotsylvania county, and 
Stafford county, each individually modeled for each modeling year) 

Vehicle Type VMT FAMPO TDM forecast of VMT by link for each jurisdiction and analysis 
year, and 2016 HPMS VMT data for each jurisdiction for collector and local 
roadways, grown as appropriate for each analysis year.  Month and day VMT 
Fractions were taken from the VDOT report “Traffic Data for the 2014 
Periodic Emissions Inventory” (November 2015), and applied as 
appropriate.  

Hotelling MOVES Defaults 
I/M Programs Stafford county only 
Retrofit Data MOVES Defaults 
Ramp Fraction MOVES Defaults 
Road Type Distribution Derived from FAMPO TDM forecasts and HPMS VMT data (for collector 

and local roadways projected to each modeling year) for each modeling year 
& jurisdiction. 

Source (Vehicle) Type 
Population 

Projected using annual average growth rates for each modeling year based on 
auto growth taken from FAMPO’s socioeconomic data.  

Starts MOVES Defaults 
Age (Vehicle 
Registration) 
Distribution  

2014 age distributions were provided by VDEQ for each jurisdiction.  

Average Speed 
Distribution 

Derived from FAMPO TDM forecasts and HPMS VMT data (for collector 
and local roadways projected to each modeling year) for each modeling year 
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Parameter MOVES Input  
& jurisdiction. 

Fuels MOVES Defaults 

Meteorology Data Data for July as specified in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan 
Vehicles/Equipment Consistent with those specified in the VDEQ 2014 NEI Inputs for all 

Fredericksburg area jurisdictions 
Road Types All  
Pollutants and Processes NOx: Running, Start & Extended Idle Exhaust, Crankcase Running, Start & 

Extended Idle Exhaust , and Auxiliary Power Equipment  
VOC: As with NOx, plus Evaporative Fuel Permeation, Fuel Vapor Venting, 
and Fuel Leaks. 

Output Units: pounds, BTUs, and miles 
Activity: distance travelled 

 
 

Emission Control Programs 
 

Table 2-4 lists emission control programs in effect for the Fredericksburg Maintenance Area as 
incorporated into the MOVES2014a model. The locality-specific input parameters are consistent 
with the approved Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan and are based on the latest planning 
assumptions.  

 
The programs include: 

 

• Reformulated gasoline (RFG), and gasoline Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP): RFG was 
modeled for Stafford County, whereas Fredericksburg City and Spotsylvania County 
were modeled with conventional gasoline. Where applicable, RFG benefits were 
modeled for all analysis years after 1996, consistent with Virginia regulations requiring 
RFG. Fuel supply and formulation data for the Fredericksburg region were provided by 
the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality.   

 
RFG Phase 2, which is currently in effect, has a summertime Reid vapor pressure 
(RVP) of approximately 6.8 pounds per square inch (PSI). For the County of 
Spotsylvania and the City of Fredericksburg, the summertime RVP of conventional 
gasoline was taken as approximately 8.4 PSI.  

 
• 2007 Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicle (HDDV): The 2007 Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicle (HDDV) 

program including the implementation of ultra-low sulfur diesel was specified for the 
emission factor modeling for the conformity analysis. From the regulatory 
announcement7: 
 

New Standards for Heavy-Duty Highway Engines and Vehicles 
[EPA is] finalizing a PM emissions standard for new heavy-duty engines of 0.01 grams per brake-
horsepower-hour (g/bhp-hr), to take full effect for diesels in the 2007 model year. [EPA is] also 
finalizing standards for NOx and non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) of 0.20 g/bhp-hr and 0.14 
g/bhp-hr, respectively. These NOx and NMHC standards will be phased in together between 2007 

                                                           
7 EPA Office of Transportation and Air Quality, December 2000, “Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway 
Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements”, EPA420-F-00-057. 
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and 2010, for diesel engines. The phase-in will be on a percent of-sales basis: 50 percent from 
2007 to 2009 and 100 percent in 2010. Gasoline engines will be subject to these standards based 
on a phase in requiring 50 percent compliance in the 2008 model year and 100 percent 
compliance in the 2009 model year. 
 
The program includes flexibility provisions to facilitate the transition to the new standards and to 
encourage the early introduction of clean technologies, and adjustments to various testing and 
compliance requirements to address differences between the new technologies and existing 
engine based technologies. 
 
New Standards for Diesel Fuel 
Refiners will be required to start producing diesel fuel for use in highway vehicles with a sulfur 
content of no more than 15 parts per million (ppm), beginning June 1, 2006. At the terminal level, 
highway diesel fuel sold as low sulfur fuel will be required to meet the 15 ppm sulfur standard as 
of July 15, 2006. For retail stations and fleets, highway diesel fuel sold as low sulfur fuel must 
meet the 15 ppm sulfur standard by September 1, 2006.  
 
This program includes a combination of flexibilities available to refiners to ensure a smooth 
transition to low sulfur highway diesel fuel. 

 

Table 2-4: Emission Control Programs 

 

 2021 2025 2035 2045 

Reformulated 
Gasoline 

Stafford Only Stafford Only Stafford Only Stafford Only 

I/M Program Stafford Only Stafford Only Stafford Only Stafford Only 

Early NLEV 
Implementation 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

2007 HDDV 
Standard 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TIER 2/Low Sulfur 
Gasoline 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TIER 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

 
 

• National Low Emission Vehicle (NLEV) program: The early implementation of the NLEV 
program was specified in the emission factor modeling for the conformity analysis. The 
NLEV program, finalized by EPA in March 1998, implemented cleaner light-duty 
gasoline vehicles beginning in model year 1999.   
 

• Tier 2 Vehicle Emission Standards: EPA Tier 2 vehicle emission standards 
implementation beginning with the 2004 model year was specified for the modeling for 
the conformity analysis. Gasoline sulfur levels as required for the Tier 2 standards were 
incorporated into the modeling. From the supplementary information included with the 
final Tier 2 rule8: 

                                                           
8 65 FR 6698-6822, February 10, 2000, “40 CFR Parts 80, 85, and 86, Control of Air Pollution From New Motor Vehicles: Tier 
2 Motor Vehicle Emissions Standards and Gasoline Sulfur Control Requirements; Final Rule”. 
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Highlights of the Tier2/Gasoline Sulfur Program 

For cars, and light trucks, and larger passenger vehicles, the program will— 
o Starting in 2004, through a phase in, apply for the first time the same set of emission standards 

covering passenger cars, light trucks, and large SUVs and passenger vehicles. … 
o Introduce a new category of vehicles, ‘‘medium-duty passenger vehicles,’’ thus bringing larger 

passenger vans and SUVs into the Tier 2 program. 
o During the phase-in, apply interim fleet emission average standards that match or are more 

stringent than current federal and California ‘‘LEV I’’ (Low-Emission Vehicle, Phase I) standards. 
o Apply the same standards to vehicles operated on any fuel. 
o Allow auto manufacturers to comply with the very stringent new standards in a flexible way while 

ensuring that the needed environmental benefits occur. 
o Build on the recent technology improvements resulting from the successful National Low-

Emission Vehicles (NLEV) program and improve the performance of these vehicles through 
lower sulfur gasoline. 

o Set more stringent particulate matter standards. 
o Set more stringent evaporative emission standards. 
 
For commercial gasoline, the program will— 
o Significantly reduce average gasoline sulfur levels nationwide as early as 2000, and was fully 

phased in by 2006. Refiners will generally add refining equipment to remove sulfur in their 
refining processes. Importers of gasoline will be required to import and market only gasoline 
meeting the sulfur limits. 

             … 
o Enable the new Tier 2 vehicles to meet the emission standards by greatly reducing the 

degradation of vehicle emission control performance from sulfur in gasoline. Lower sulfur 
gasoline also appears to be necessary for the introduction of advanced technologies that 
promise higher fuel economy but are very susceptible to sulfur poisoning (for example, gasoline 
direct injection engines). 

o Reduce emissions from NLEV vehicles and other vehicles already on the road. 
 
 
Tier 3 Vehicle Emission Standards: Excerpted from the March 2014 EPA fact sheet 9:  
 
“EPA Sets Tier 3 Motor Vehicle Emission and Fuel Standards 
 
o The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is finalizing an important rule designed to 

reduce air pollution from passenger cars and trucks. Starting in 2017, Tier 3 sets new vehicle 
emissions standards and lowers the sulfur content of gasoline, considering the vehicle and its 
fuel as an integrated system.  

o  
o The Tier 3 vehicle standards reduce both tailpipe and evaporative emissions from passenger 

cars, light-duty trucks, medium-duty passenger vehicles, and some heavyduty vehicles.  
 

o The Tier 3 gasoline sulfur standard will make emission control systems more effective for both 
existing and new vehicles, and will enable more stringent vehicle emissions standards. 
Removing sulfur allows the vehicle’s catalyst to work more efficiently. Lower sulfur gasoline also 
facilitates the development of some lower-cost technologies to improve fuel economy and 
reduce green- house gas (GHG) emissions, which reduces gasoline consumption and saves 
consumers money.  
 

o The tailpipe standards include different phase-in schedules that vary by vehicle class but 
generally phase in between model years 2017 and 2025. In addition to the gradual phase-in 

                                                           
9 https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/final-rule-control-air-pollution-motor-vehicles-
tier- 3 Direct link: https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100HVZV.PDF?Dockey=P100HVZV.PDF  

https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/final-rule-control-air-pollution-motor-vehicles-tier-
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/final-rule-control-air-pollution-motor-vehicles-tier-
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100HVZV.PDF?Dockey=P100HVZV.PDF
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schedules, other flexibilities include credits for early compliance and the ability to offset some 
higher-emitting vehicles with extra-clean models.” 
 

Consistent with modeling presented in the Technical Support Document for the Fredericksburg 
Area Maintenance Plan, an inspection and maintenance (I/M) program was included in the 
modeling for this analysis for Stafford County only. MOVES2014a inputs for the Stafford I/M 
program were provided by the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality. 
 

Ambient Conditions 

Table 2-5 presents average hourly ambient temperature and relative humidity data as 
excerpted from the Technical Support Document for the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance 
Plan. The meteorological data applied in the MOVES2014a modeling for this conformity 
analysis is consistent with the Technical Support Document.   

Table 2-5: Ambient Conditions - Ozone Season 

 
 

Source: Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Environmental Quality, “Technical Support Document for the Update to 
the Fredericksburg Area 1997 8-Hour Ozone Maintenance Plan: NOx Motor Vehicle Emission Budget Revisions 
based on MOVES2010a, Final,” September 19th, 2011. 

 

 

MOVES Vehicle and Road Types  
 
The on-road mobile source emissions estimates include emissions produced by the operation 
of highway motor vehicles that are registered for use on public roadways and that burn 
gasoline, diesel, or compressed natural gas fuel.  This conformity analysis included all classes 
of vehicles from motorcycles to heavy-duty tractor trailers operating on roads ranging from rural 
access roads to interstate highways.  Table 2-5 shows each of the 13 FHWA vehicle types, and 
the mapping that was applied for conversion into the 5 vehicle classes and 13 vehicle types 
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required by MOVES2014a.   

Table 2-6: MOVES Vehicle Types 

 
 

Source: Excerpted from US EPA, “MOVES2014 and MOVES2014a Technical Guidance: Using MOVES to Prepare Emission 
Inventories for State Implementation Plans and Transportation Conformity”, EPA-420-B-15-093, November 2015 

 
Table 2-7 shows each of roadway types present in MOVES2014a.  Included are road types that 
represent urban and rural driving on roads with both restricted and unrestricted vehicle access. 
Restricted access road types are usually used to model freeways and interstates, and ramps 
are considered part of restricted access road types.  The “off-network” road type is used to 
model start and/or extended idle processes that do not occur on the roadway network, and all 
road types are included to model evaporative emission processes.  

Table 2-7: MOVES Road Types 

Road Type ID Road Type Name 

1 Off-Network 

2 Rural Restricted Access 

3 Rural Unrestricted Access 

4 Urban Restricted Access 

5 Urban Unrestricted Access 

 
 
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) 
 

Annual VMT by HPMS vehicle class is required as an input to MOVES2014a, and the 
appropriate data was created by utilizing the relational database capabilities of Microsoft 
Access and by running a series of queries to format the input data as required by 
MOVES2014a.  As described above and for each conformity analysis year, a regional travel 
demand model (TDM) was used to develop the network VMT estimates for each arterial and 
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larger roadway in the FAMPO Maintenance Area.  The network VMT was provided by the TDM 
in units of annual average weekday VMT, and was converted to average annual VMT 
(AADVMT) by dividing by the appropriate weekday adjustment factor and multiplying by 365.  
The off-network VMT for local and collector roadways was obtained from VDOT Traffic 
Engineering HPMS data (as AADVMT) for 2016 and subsequently grown to each future 
analysis year by applying the appropriate annual VMT growth rate (described below).   

The network and off-network AADVMT by jurisdiction and FHWA road type were then combined 
in a table and subsequently apportioned into the appropriate MOVES vehicle class by utilizing 
the FHWA vehicle type apportionments obtained from the VDOT Traffic Engineering 2016 
report titled “1236 - DVMT by Physical Jurisdiction by Federal Functional Class by Federal 
Vehicle Class All Roads; Towns Combined into Counties.”  The resulting annual VMT was then 
summed by jurisdiction and MOVES vehicle class for input into MOVES2014a.  

MOVES Road Type Distributions 
 

The fraction of VMT by road type varies from area to area and can have a significant effect on 
overall emissions from on-road mobile sources.  For each source type, a jurisdictionally-specific 
road type distribution was created that contains the distribution of VMT for each road type (e.g., 
the fraction of passenger car VMT on each of the MOVES road types).  The VMT fractions that 
were created for use in this analysis were based on current local traffic data and are therefore 
consistent with the most recent information used for transportation planning. 
 
The jurisdictionally-specific road type distributions were created in Microsoft Access by running 
a series of queries to format the input data as required by MOVES2014a.  The basic process 
first involves converting the link-level weekday VMT provided by each respective TDM output 
file into weekday summertime VMT by applying the appropriate monthly adjustment factor 
(described below).  This was done to maintain consistency with the MVEBs contained in the 
Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan. Similarly, the off-network AADVMT for local and 
collector roadways was grown to each future analysis year and also adjusted to represent 
weekday summertime VMT. The network and off-network DVMT was then combined in a table 
for each jurisdictionally-specific MOVES road type and source type, and the appropriate road 
type distributions were computed and formatted for input into MOVES2014a. 

 

MOVES Speed Type Distributions 
 
Vehicle power, speed, and acceleration have a significant effect on vehicle emissions.  At the 
County scale, MOVES models those emission effects by using a distribution of vehicle hour 
traveled (VHT) by average speed.  MOVES in turn uses the speed distribution to select specific 
drive cycles, and MOVES then uses these drive cycles to calculate operating mode 
distributions. The operating mode distributions in turn determine the calculated emissions rates 
that are used in the regional emissions analysis.  
 
For the development of regional conformity analyses, where activity is averaged over a wide 
variety of driving patterns, a local speed distribution by road type and source type is necessary. 
MOVES requires a speed distribution in VHT in 16 speed bins, by each road type, source type, 
and hour of the day included in the analysis.  
 
Average speed, as defined for use in MOVES, is the distance traveled (in miles) divided by the 
time (in hours). This is not the same as the instantaneous velocity of vehicles or the nominal 
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speed limit on the roadway link. The MOVES definition of speed includes all operation of 
vehicles including intersections and other obstacles to travel which may result in stopping and 
idling. As a result, average speeds, as used in MOVES, will tend to be less than nominal speed 
limits for individual roadway links.  
 
The recommended approach for estimating average speeds is to post-process the output from 
a travel demand network model. In most transportation models, speed is estimated primarily to 
allocate travel across the roadway network. Speed is used as a measure of impedance to travel 
rather than as a prediction of accurate travel times. For this reason, speed results from most 
travel demand models must be adjusted to properly estimate actual average speeds.   
 
For this analysis, TDM link-level speeds were post-processed using accepted transportation 
engineering methods based on the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) and National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 387.  The post-processor estimates 
congested speeds using standard Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) formulae that are based upon 
free flow speeds, volumes and capacity. Free flow speed is the speed at which a vehicle on the 
roadway segment would travel given no conflict with other traffic, i.e., no congestion. As traffic 
volumes increase and the carrying capacity of the roadway is reached (i.e. congestion 
increases), average speeds decrease. The free flow speeds used are consistent with those 
used in the CUBE Voyager model.    
 
The formulae developed by the BPR to describe the relationship between congested speeds 
and roadway free flow speeds, volumes and capacities are applied in transportation models as 
standard practice. This analysis used two forms of the BPR equation. The first is for non-
signalized roadway segments: 

 

 
 

The second is for signalized roadway segments, defined as signalized facilities on which traffic 
signals are spaced two miles or less apart: 
 

 
 

Speed is entered in MOVES as a distribution (of vehicle hours of travel) rather than a single 
value, since the use of a distribution provides more accurate emissions estimates than that of a 
single average speed. The speed type distributions by jurisdiction were created by utilizing the 
relational database capabilities of Microsoft Access and by running a series of queries to format 
the input data as required by MOVES2014a.  The basic process first involves converting the 
link-level weekday VMT provided by each respective TDM output file into weekday summertime 
VMT for consistency with the MVEBs contained in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan. 
Congested speeds and VHT were then calculated for each link using the appropriate BPR 
equation noted above.   
 
Similarly, the off-network AADVMT for local and collector roadways was grown to each future 
analysis year and adjusted to represent weekday summertime VMT.  Speeds on local and 
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collector roadways were obtained from VDOT’s Statewide Planning System (SPS) database or 
from established EPA defaults (e.g., 12.9 mph for urban local roadways), and VHT was 
subsequently calculated. The network and off-network DVMT, speeds, and VHT were then 
combined in a table within Microsoft Access for each roadway, and speed type distributions for 
each jurisdiction were then computed and formatted for input into MOVES2014a.  
 

Source Type Populations 

 
Source type (vehicle type) population is used by MOVES to calculate start, extended idle and 
evaporative emissions. Start and evaporative emissions depend more on how long a vehicle is 
parked than how many miles it is driven. In MOVES, start and resting evaporative emissions are 
related to the population of vehicles in an area. Chained trips may involve multiple starts with 
relatively low VMT. Because vehicle population directly determines start, extended idle and 
evaporative emission, users must develop local data for this input. MOVES categorizes vehicles 
into 13 source types, which are subsets of five HPMS vehicle types in MOVES, as shown in 
Table 2-6 above. 
 
Source type population data for input into MOVES was developed by the VDEQ in support of 
the preparation of the federally-required 2014 Periodic Emission Inventory (“2014 PEI”). The 
data were derived from detailed vehicle identification number (VIN) data for the appropriate 
jurisdictions in the Commonwealth. The 2014 source type population data was then summed by 
jurisdiction and MOVES vehicle type, and then grown to each future analysis year by applying 
the appropriate annual VMT growth rate (further described below). 
  

Monthly, Daily, and Hourly VMT Fractions 

 
The network vehicle activity estimates were forecast through the CUBE voyager model, and are 
reported as vehicle miles traveled (VMT).  As previously noted, the roadway network 
representing the transportation conditions for each analysis year forms the basis for the 
estimation of highway volumes.  The model produces VMT estimates that correspond to 
average annualized weekday traffic (AAWDT). The AAWDT then needs to be adjusted to 
represent ozone-season weekday conditions to be consistent with the MVEBs contained in the 
Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan. 
 
Table 2-8 presents average ozone season monthly adjustment factors for the Fredericksburg 
Maintenance Area. The adjustment factors were applied to the forecast annualized VMT within 
MOVES to more accurately account for observed summertime traffic levels, and are based 
upon HPMS data for 2014 as presented in "Traffic Data for the 2014 Periodic Emissions 
Inventory (VDOT, 2015).  The tabulated factors were obtained as the average for the values 
reported for May through September (i.e., the ozone season) for the Fredericksburg 
Maintenance Area, and are input into MOVES2014a as representing July.  
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Table 2-8: Monthly VMT Fractions 

HPMS Vehicle 

Class 
HPMS Vehicle Class Name Ozone Season Factor 

10 Motorcycles 0.13084 
25 Light Duty Vehicles 0.09227 
40 Buses 0.08851 
50 Single Unit Trucks 0.09268 
60 Combination Trucks 0.08531 

Source:  VDOT, 2015, "Traffic Data for the 2014 Periodic Emissions Inventory" 
 

 
Table 2-9 presents the weekday VMT fractions that were used in this analysis. The weekday 
fractions were obtained from the document titled ""Traffic Data for the 2014 Periodic Emissions 
Inventory (VDOT, 2015), and are presented for each HPMS vehicle class within the 
Fredericksburg Maintenance Area.  The corresponding weekend fractions can be obtained by 
subtracting the weekday fraction from one. 
 
This analysis used the default hourly VMT fractions contained within the MOVES2014a 
database. 
 

Table 2-9: Weekday VMT Fractions 

HPMS Vehicle MOVES Road Type 

Class 2 - Rural 

Restricted 

3- Rural 

Unrestricted 

4 - Urban 

Restricted 

5 - Urban 

Unrestricted 

10 0.60980 0.55541 0.65516 0.58618 

25 0.64275 0.70520 0.67025 0.72583 

40 0.79272 0.85679 0.80069 0.87553 

50 0.80985 0.86472 0.82759 0.88057 

60 0.84401 0.86945 0.84232 0.87397 

 
* Five-day averages. The corresponding weekend fractions may be obtained as one minus the weekday fraction. 
 

Annual VMT Growth Rates  

 
Forecasts are required for VMT for local and collector roadways that are not captured by the 
regional network model.  The required forecasts are obtained by applying expected average 
annual growth rates for traffic on these facilities to specific base year data for the area.  

 
For this analysis, the base year VMT data for local and collector roadways were obtained from 
the VDOT 2016 HPMS database. The growth rates were obtained from the annual average 
growth rates for auto ownership in the Fredericksburg Maintenance Area, and are based on the 
socioeconomic forecasts approved by FAMPO for auto ownership as reported in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-10 presents the annual growth rates for local and collector roadways for the 
Fredericksburg Maintenance Area. These annual growth rates were also applied to the 2014 
source type population data to development source type populations appropriate for each 
conformity analysis year.  

 

Table 2-10: Annual Growth Rates  

Jurisdiction Annual Growth Rate* 

Fredericksburg 1.014246 

Stafford 1.022497 

Spotsylvania 1.028423 
                                                         

*Based on forecasted growth in auto ownership between 2021 and 2045 
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Chapter 3: Consultation 

In addition to detailed requirements specified in the federal conformity rule for consultation on 
conformity analyses, related state and local requirements apply. Consultation conducted for 
conformity purposes is generally in addition to that conducted in the development of the 
FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP (and any respective amendments or updates). This 
section documents applicable regulatory requirements for consultation related to conformity 
analyses and that conducted for this analysis to meet those requirements.   

Consultation Requirements and Processes 

Federal conformity rule requirements address both interagency and public consultation. Section 
93.112 (Criteria and procedures: Consultation) requires that: “Conformity must be determined 
according to the consultation procedures in this subpart and in the applicable implementation 
plan, and according to the public involvement procedures established in compliance with 23 
CFR Part 450. Until the implementation plan revision required by §51.390 of this chapter is fully 
approved by EPA, the conformity determination must be made according to §93.105 (a)(2) and 
(e) and the requirements of 23 CFR Part 450.” 

In response to the requirements of Section 51.390, the “Virginia Regulation for Transportation 
Conformity” (9 VAC 5-151)10 was passed into state law in 2007. The Conformity SIP required by 
§51.390 was approved by EPA and published in the Federal Register on November 20, 2009 
(See 73 FR 223 with an effective date of January 19

th
, 2010). The consultation requirements in 

the conformity SIP are generally consistent with the Federal Transportation Conformity Rule, 
although it also requires consultation with the Lead Planning Organization (LPO) established 
pursuant to Section 174 of the federal Clean Air Act as amended (CAA).  The George 
Washington Air Quality Committee (GWAQC) is the designated LPO for the region. Although 
not specifically listed in the current (2004) FAMPO ICG procedures, but consistent with the new 
Virginia Regulation for Transportation Conformity, a representative of the designated Lead 
Planning Organization (LPO) for the region is also invited to participate in inter-agency 
consultation on conformity issues.  

Section 93.105(a)(2) requires that: “Before EPA approves the conformity implementation plan 
revision required by §51.390 of this chapter, MPOs and State departments of transportation 
must provide reasonable opportunity for consultation with State air agencies, local air quality 
and transportation agencies, DOT and EPA, including consultation on the issues described in 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section, before making conformity determinations.” 

The referenced Section 93.105(c)[(1)] requires that: “Interagency consultation procedures shall 
also include the following specific process: (1) A process involving the MPO, State and local air 
quality planning agencies, State and local transportation agencies, EPA and DOT for the 
following:  

(i) Evaluating and choosing a model (or models) and associated methods and assumptions 
to be used in hot-spot analyses and regional emissions analyses; 

(ii) Determining which minor arterials and other transportation projects should be considered 

                                                           
10  See https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title9/agency5/chapter151/. 

https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title9/agency5/chapter151/
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“regionally significant” for the purposes of regional emissions analysis (in addition to those 
functionally classified as principal arterial or higher or fixed guideway systems or extensions 
that offer an alternative to regional highway travel), and which projects should be 
considered to have a significant change in design concept and scope from the 
transportation plan or TIP; 

(iii) Evaluating whether projects otherwise exempted from meeting the requirements of this 
subpart (see §93.126 and §93.127) should be treated as non-exempt in cases where 
potential adverse emissions impacts may exist for any reason; 

(iv) Making a determination, as required by §93.113(c)(1), whether past obstacles to 
implementation of TCMs which are behind the schedule established in the applicable 
implementation plan have been identified and are being overcome, and whether State and 
local agencies with influence over approvals or funding for TCMs are giving maximum 
priority to approval or funding for TCMs. This process shall also consider whether delays in 
TCM implementation necessitate revisions to the applicable implementation plan to remove 
TCMs or substitute TCMs or other emission reduction measures; 

(v) Notification of transportation plan or TIP revisions or amendments which merely add or 
delete exempt projects listed in §93.126 or §93.127; and 

(vi) Choosing conformity tests and methodologies for isolated rural nonattainment and 
maintenance areas, as required by §93.109(1)(2)(iii).” 

Section 93.105(e) requires that: “Public consultation procedures. Affected agencies making 
conformity determinations on transportation plans, programs, and projects shall establish a 
proactive public involvement process which provides opportunity for public review and comment 
by, at a minimum, providing reasonable public access to technical and policy information 
considered by the agency at the beginning of the public comment period and prior to taking 
formal action on a conformity determination for all transportation plans and TIPs, consistent 
with these requirements and those of 23 CFR450.316(b). Any charges imposed for public 
inspection and copying should be consistent with the fee schedule contained in 49 CFR 7.43. In 
addition, these agencies must specifically address in writing all public comments that known 
plans for a regionally significant project which is not receiving FHWA or FTA funding or 
approval have not been properly reflected in the emissions analysis supporting a proposed 
conformity finding for a transportation plan or TIP. These agencies shall also provide 
opportunity for public involvement in conformity determinations for projects where otherwise 
required by law.” 

In response to the requirements of 93.105(c)(1) and (e) as stated above, on August 2004 the 
FAMPO approved the Interagency Consultation Procedures for Fredericksburg Maintenance 
Area. These procedures were developed to meet the federal requirements for consultation as 
cited above, and included the formation of an Interagency Consultation Group comprised of 
representatives of federal, state and local air and transportation agencies. Table 3-1 presents 
the current membership of the FAMPO ICG. 

Overall, MPOs are the lead agencies when developing planning work programs, LRTPs, TIPs 
and any revisions to the preceding documents, and associated conformity determinations. The 
GWRC, as the staff to FAMPO, in conjunction with VDOT as appropriate, conducts consultation 
in compliance with federal planning requirements: 
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• Provide adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for public review 
and comment at key decision points, including but not limited to a reasonable opportunity to 
comment on the proposed LRTP and TIP.  

• Provide timely notice and reasonable access to information about transportation issues and 
processes. 

• Employ visualization techniques to describe the LRTP and TIP. 

• Make public information (technical information and meeting notices) available in 
electronically accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web. 

• Hold any public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times. 

• Demonstrate explicit consideration and response to public input received during the 
development of the LRTP and TIP. 

• Seek out and consider the needs of those traditionally underserved by the existing 
transportation systems, such as low-income and minority households, who may face 
challenges accessing employment and other services. 

• Provide an additional opportunity for public comment if the final LRTP or TIP differs 
significantly from the version that was made available for public comment by the MPO and 
raises new material issues which interested parties could not reasonably have foreseen 
from the public involvement efforts. 

• Coordinate with the statewide transportation planning public involvement and consultation 
processes. 

• Periodically review the effectiveness of the procedures and strategies contained in the 
participation plan to ensure a full and open participation process. 
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Table 3-1: FAMPO Interagency Consultation Group 
 

               

 
Interagency consultation occurs through several mechanisms including: 

• Regularly scheduled MPO and Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meetings; 

• Interagency Consultation Group meetings held specifically for the purpose of discussing 
conformity-related issues; and 

• Meetings convened by VDOT and/or VDEQ at which FAMPO issues relating to conformity 
and/or air quality may be one of several topics discussed. 

 

Topics discussed at ICG meetings include: 

• Approval of conformity analysis methodology, including latest planning assumptions and 
transportation and emission models to be used in the conformity analysis; 

• Approval of the emission test(s) to use for the maintenance area 

• Approval of the conformity analysis schedule and process; 

• Approval of the LRTP and TIP project lists for conformity analysis; 

• ICG Membership updates. 
 
The VDOT, VDRPT, VDEQ and FHWA are represented at MPO and ICG meetings. The ICG 
also includes representatives of the FTA and EPA. 
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Meeting notices and related correspondence are generally handled by email to ICG members 
with copies to all members of the TAC as well as other interested parties11. Public notices 
(reviewed in the next section) are handled by the FAMPO and are typically posted on the 
FAMPO website and also provided to the media or designated outlets for media releases.  

 
Inter-agency consultation also occurs through other FAMPO meetings including: 

• Regularly scheduled FAMPO Board meetings, 

• Regularly scheduled TAC meetings, and 

• Other meetings convened by the FAMPO, VDOT and/or VDEQ at which Fredericksburg 
Area issues relating to conformity may be one of several topics discussed. 

 
The current version of the FAMPO “Public Participation Plan” (PPP), adopted May 15, 201712, 
specifies the appropriate length of the public review and comment period for various 
documents.  Consistent with the FAMPO PPP, the conformity analysis underwent a 14 day 
public review period.    
 

Consultation Record 

Interagency and public consultation opportunities for the conformity analysis for the FAMPO FY 
18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP were provided at the following meetings and events: 

• June 4
th
, 2018; FAMPO ICG meeting, at which the conformity methodology and 

assumptions, conformity schedule, and the conformity project list was approved. An 
opportunity for public comment was provided at this meeting but no comments were 
received. 

• June 18
th
, 2018; FAMPO endorsed the FAMPO Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to 

approve for submittal to FHWA the conformity analysis on behalf of the FAMPO Policy 
Committee. 

• August 8
th
; FAMPO TAC approved the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP conformity 

analysis for public review and submittal to FHWA pending no adverse comments. 

• August 9
th
 – 23

rd
, 2018; public review period for the conformity determination. No comments 

were received during the public review period. 

Copies of the above noted MPO resolutions, public notices and materials distributed in advance 
of the FAMPO ICG Meeting held June 4

th
, 2018 are provided in Appendix C. That meeting 

marked the beginning of the conformity analysis process and provided an opportunity for 
detailed review and comment on all aspects of the analysis, including the models, methods, 
assumptions, schedule, and conformity project list.  

 

                                                           
11  Although not a requirement, many FAMPO member agencies are represented on the ICG by one of their 
TAC representatives. ICG meetings are usually coordinated with TAC meetings for convenience  both in terms of 
meeting logistics and also for the TAC to take action as needed (e.g. for any changes to the project lists), and to help 
ensure a quorum. 
12   See: https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/public-participation-plan/ 

https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/public-participation-plan/
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The attached meeting materials included the agenda, conformity analysis schedule, 
presentation (PowerPoint slides), and meeting minutes. The presentation addressed updates to 
the FAMPO ICG membership list; methodology and assumptions for the conformity analysis 
(including models to be applied); ICG procedures; conformity schedule and process (reflected 
in the list of meetings presented above); and projects lists to be used for the conformity analysis 
for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP.  
 
Meeting notices were distributed by email, and the distribution list included the members of the 
FAMPO TAC in addition to the members of the FAMPO ICG listed in Table 3-1. Draft meeting 
minutes and an updated conformity project list were distributed for comment to all meeting 
participants and invitees June 15

th
, 2018. Two comments were submitted by Ms. Michelle 

Shropshire, VDOT, which were included in the final meeting minutes.  First, the estimate of 
project costs for the I-95 Express Lanes Fredericksburg Extension project was modified to $595 
million, and this includes Design-Build costs, oversight (VDOT and concessionaire), and 
financing costs.  Second, the project description for the I-95 Northbound Rappahannock River 
Crossing project was changed to read “Construct 3 CD lanes from Exit 130 to Exit 133, 
construct a 4th auxiliary lane from Exit 133 to Exit 136, and improve Exit 133 interchange.” 
These changes were included in the final meeting minutes that were distributed to the FAMPO 
ICG on July 2

nd
, 2018, and are included in Appendix C. 

  
For reference, the conformity project list for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP as 
modeled for the conformity analysis were presented to, and approved by, the FAMPO ICG. The 
final version of the project list is provided in Appendix D.  
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Chapter 4:  Conformity Demonstration & Conclusion 
 

 
The results of the conformity analysis for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP are 
presented in this chapter. The analysis was conducted to meet all applicable federal, state, and 
local requirements, applying the methodology and key input data and assumptions as 
presented in the previous chapters. With conformity so demonstrated based on the criteria 
specified in the federal conformity rule, including emission tests for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP 
and 2045 LRTP as well as other criteria, a finding of conformity for the TIP and LRTP is 
supported. 

 

Conformity Demonstration 

Emission Tests for the LRTP and TIP 

 
Table 4-1 presents the results of the emission (budget) tests required by Section 93.118 of the 
federal conformity rule. MVEBs, as specified in the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan, 
were applied for this analysis. For all years tested, the forecasts (build) emissions for NOx and 
VOC are less than the applicable budgets. The conformity budget tests are therefore satisfied 
in this conformity determination. 

Other Conformity Requirements 

Section 93.109 of the federal conformity rule, and in particular “Table 1 - Conformity Criteria” as 
presented in that section, list criteria for demonstrating conformity. Compliance with these 
criteria as well as a fiscal constraint requirement also specified in the federal conformity rule is 
documented below for the FAMPO 2045 LRTP and FY 18-21 TIP, with applicable sections of 
the rule excerpted for reference: 

• §93.108 - Fiscal Constraints for transportation plans and TIPs. “Transportation Plans and 
TIPs must be fiscally consistent with DOT’s metropolitan planning regulations at 23 CFR 
Part 450 in order to be found in conformity”. 

o The MPO documents fiscal constraint with the development of the LRTP and TIP, and 
includes specific sections or chapters addressing cost estimates and financial 
constraint. For the purposes of this conformity demonstration, therefore, fiscal constraint 
is indicated by MPO approval of the project lists for the LRTP and TIP and the 
documentation provided with those reports.  

 
Additionally, a recommendation for a finding of conformity is conditional upon any further 
and separate review as may be required by the US DOT for the fiscal constraint criterion 
consistent with Section 93.108 of the federal conformity rule as well as requirements of 
federal planning regulations specified at 23 CFR Part 450. 
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Table 4-1: Conformity (Emission Budget) Tests 

 
 
            

  Year  
  

Regional Emissions 
     (tons per day) 

        NOx VOC 

  
   

    

  2021 First Analysis Year 

 

    

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

 
6.341 

 
3.585 

  
   

    
  

 
Budget: 

 
12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

PASSED PASSED 
            

  
   

    

  2025 Interim Year      

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

 
4.591 

 
3.129 

  
   

    
  

 
Budget: 

 
12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

     PASSED PASSED 
            

  
   

    

  2035 Interim Year 

 

    

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

 
2.856 

 
2.224 

  
   

    

  
 

Budget: 
 

12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

PASSED PASSED 
    

  
    

  
   

    

  2045 LRTP Horizon Year 

 

    

  
 

LRTP/TIP Forecast: 
 

 
2.901 

 
2.305 

  
   

    

  
 

Budget: 
 

12.993 7.334 

  
 

Conformity Test: 
 

PASSED PASSED 
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• §93.110 Criteria and procedures: Latest planning assumptions: 

o 93.110(a) Latest Planning Assumptions: This section requires that: “the conformity 
determination … must be based upon the most recent planning assumptions in force 
at the time the conformity analysis begins...” 

 
In general, the latest available and approved population and employment forecasts 
for 2045 by Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) were employed with the regional travel 
demand network model (Cube) to generate the traffic volume and vehicle-miles-
traveled (VMT) forecasts applied in this conformity analysis. Regional roadway and 
transit networks were updated as appropriate using the conformity project list, which 
were subjected to interagency consultation as described below. Emission controls 
assumed for the analysis were consistent with those specified in the applicable 
implementation (maintenance) plan revision.  
 
All of the latest planning assumptions and other aspects of the conformity analysis 
were reviewed by the FAMPO ICG at the beginning of the conformity analysis 
process, as documented in the chapter on consultation and in Appendix C. 
Additional details are provided below. 
 

o 93.110 (b) Socioeconomic Forecasts: This section requires that “Assumptions must 
be derived from the estimates of current and future population, employment, travel, 
and congestion most recently developed by the MPO or other agency authorized to 
make such estimates and approved by the MPO”. Further, Section 93.122(b)(1)(ii) 
requires that “Land use, population, employment, and other network-based travel 
model assumptions must be documented and based on the best available 
information”. Section 93.122(b)(1)(iii) adds that “Scenarios of land development and 
use must be consistent with the future transportation system alternatives for which 
emissions are being estimated.”  

 
As documented in the main report, the socioeconomic forecasts for 2045 (including 
interim years and sub-allocations as appropriate) represent the latest projections 
available and approved for use with the FAMPO 2045 LRTP.  

 
o 93.110(c) and (d) Transit: These sections respectively require that “The conformity 

determination for each transportation plan and TIP must discuss how transit 
operating policies (including fares and service levels) and assumed transit ridership 
have changed since the previous conformity determination” and “The conformity 
determination must include reasonable assumptions about transit service and 
increases in transit fares and road and bridge tolls over time”. 
 
Transit operating policies (including fares and service levels) and modeling for transit 
(ridership) have not changed significantly since the previous conformity 
determination. Transit service is included in future networks for the region. While 
future transit ridership is effectively determined in the course of modeling for the 
conformity analysis, details on current transit operating policies including fares and 
service levels may be found on the Fredericksburg Regional Transit (FRED) and 
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website13. Transit service and fares as well as road tolls are also addressed in 
supporting documentation for the Plan and associated modeling. 
 

o 93.110(e) Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) and Other Measures: This 
section requires that “The conformity determination must use the latest existing 
information regarding the effectiveness of the TCMs [transportation control 
measures] and other implementation plan measures which have already been 
implemented.”  
 
The Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan does not include transportation control 
measures (TCMs). TCMs are therefore not required for the conformity analysis or 
determination. Accordingly, credit for TCMs was not taken in this analysis. See 70 
FR 76165, effective January 23, 2006.  

 

• §93.111 Criteria and procedures: Latest emissions model: 

o The selection of latest emission model for the conformity analysis was considered by 
the FAMPO ICG at the beginning of the conformity analysis process, as documented 
in the chapter on consultation and in Appendix C. The consensus of the FAMPO 
ICG was to use the MOVES2014a model for this analysis. 

• §93.112 Criteria and procedures: Consultation. “Until the implementation plan revision 
required by §51.390 of this chapter is fully approved by EPA, the conformity determination 
must be made according to §93.105 (a)(2) and (e) and the requirements of 23 CFR part 
450.” The Conformity SIP required by §51.390 was approved by EPA and published in the 
Federal Register on November 20, 2009 (See 73 FR 223 with an effective date of January 
19, 2010). The consultation requirements in the conformity SIP are generally consistent with 
the Federal Transportation Conformity Rule, although it also requires consultation with the 
Lead Planning Organization (LPO) established pursuant to Section 174 of the federal Clean 
Air Act as amended (CAA).  The Greater Washington Air Quality Committee is the 

designated LPO for the region. Involvement of the VDEQ staff representative for that 
Committee in the local inter-agency consultation process for conformity is considered to 
fulfill that requirement.  

o The consultation procedures employed follow the requirements outlined in §
93.105(a)(2) and (e), 9 VAC 5-151, and the requirements of 23 CFR part 450. The 
consultation conducted for this conformity analysis is documented in detail in 
Chapter 3 with meeting and related materials including minutes copied in Appendix 
C. That consultation is summarized below: 

o Documentation of the consultation conducted including the FAMPO ICG 
membership list, meeting agenda and presentation materials, schedule, handouts, 
and minutes is provided in Appendix C. An opportunity for public input was provided 
at the ICG meeting held at the beginning of the conformity analysis process at which 
the conformity methodology, schedule and project lists were presented. The 
conformity project list as finalized following consultation is presented in Appendix D. 

                                                           
13  See www.ridefred.com. 

http://www.ridefred.com/
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o Further, the consultation conducted for this conformity analysis followed the 
approved FAMPO ICG Procedures.   

o Public review of the conformity analysis was conducted following the procedures 
presented in the FAMPO “Public Participation Plan” (PPP)

14
 and included a 14 day 

public review period. No comments were received.  

• §93.113 Criteria and procedures: Timely implementation of TCMs. “The transportation plan, 
TIP… must provide for the timely implementation of TCMs from the applicable 
implementation plan”… Paragraph (b) identifies specific requirements for plans, and 
paragraph (c) for TIPs. 

o TCMs were not included in the Fredericksburg Maintenance Plan. The criteria may 
therefore be considered as not applicable or as satisfied without further action. 

• §93.118 - Criteria and procedures: Motor vehicle emissions budget.  
(a) “The transportation plan, TIP… must be consistent with the motor vehicle emissions 

budget(s) specified in the applicable implementation plan… This criterion is satisfied if it 
is demonstrated that emissions of the pollutants … are less than or equal to the motor 
vehicle emissions budget(s)…”:  

(b) “Consistency with the motor vehicle emissions budget(s) must be demonstrated for each 
year for which the applicable … implementation plan specifically establishes motor 
vehicle emissions budget(s), for the attainment year (if it is within the timeframe of the 
transportation plan), for the last year of the transportation plan’s forecast period, and for 
any intermediate years as necessary so that the years for which consistency is 
demonstrated are no more than ten years apart… “ 

(c) “Consistency with the motor vehicle emissions budget(s) must be demonstrated for each 
pollutant… for which the area is in nonattainment or maintenance…and for which the 
applicable implementation plan … establishes a motor vehicle emissions budget.”   

(d) “Consistency with the motor vehicle emission budget(s) must be demonstrated by 
including emissions from the entire transportation system…” 

 
o The applicable implementation plan is the Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan 

approved and made effective by EPA as of January 23, 2006 and revised effective 
December 20, 2012 which established MVEBs for VOC and NOx for the years 2009 
and 2015.  

 
o As documented above, total VOC and NOx emissions associated with the regional 

transportation system as planned and programmed in the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 
2045 LRTP for all analysis years have been modeled and demonstrated to be 
consistent with (i.e., less than) the MVEBs established in the Fredericksburg Area 
Maintenance Plan for those pollutants for all years modeled.  

 
o The years selected for analysis are consistent with the requirements of this section 

of the conformity rule. The Fredericksburg Area Maintenance Plan specifies MVEBs 
for 2015, which is a year in the past as of the date of this analysis. The FAMPO ICG 
agreed upon using 2021 as the first analysis year, as it is representative of a year in 

                                                           
14 FAMPO, Public Participation Plan, May 2017 
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/2017-adopted-public-participation-plan-final.pdf 
 

http://www.hrtpo.org/Documents/Reports/HRTPO%20PPP%20-%20December%202009%20(Final).pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/2017-adopted-public-participation-plan-final.pdf
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the timeframe of the TIP.  Additionally, the conformity rule requires modeling for the 
last year of the transportation plan (2045), and that years modeled be no more than 
ten years apart. To meet the latter requirement, the years 2025 and 2035 were 
selected. The motor vehicle emissions budget criterion is therefore met.  

 
o Applicable MVEBs and the selection of years for modeling are reviewed in Chapters 

1 and 2. 
 
o Other related requirements that were not specifically included as criteria in “Table 1 - 

Conformity Criteria” (Section 93.109) are reviewed below: 

• §93.122 – Procedures for determining regional transportation-related emissions.  

All applicable requirements of this section were met, as documented in Chapter 2, including:  

(a) (1) all regionally significant projects included in the LRTP and TIP were included in 
the regional emissions analysis…; (6) ambient temperatures used in the conformity 
analysis are consistent with those used to establish the emission budget in the 
applicable implementation plan (and, similarly, relative humidity data and average 
barometric pressure as applied are consistent); and (7) reasonable methods were 
applied to estimate VMT on off-network roadways,  

(b) (1) A regional network model was applied.  Land use, population, employment and 
other assumptions were documented and based on the best available information. 
Assumed land use development is consistent with the future transportation system. 
A capacity sensitive assignment methodology was applied, and (via the post-
processor) emission estimates are based on speeds derived from final assigned 
volumes. Zonal travel impedances are in reasonable agreement with the final 
assigned volumes. The model is reasonably sensitive to changes in times, costs and 
other factors affecting travel choices; (2) reasonable methods were applied to 
estimate traffic speeds sensitive to estimated volumes on each roadway segment; 
(3) The network model was reconciled to HPMS data for the base year. 

• §93.126 & §93.127 - Certain types of projects (such as safety projects, transit projects, and 
intersection improvements) that do not have adverse emission impacts are exempt from 
being included in the regional emissions analysis and will not be stopped in the absence of 
conforming LRTP or TIP: 

All projects that are exempt under the federal conformity rule and would not typically be 
included in the regional network model were not included.  

Conclusion and Conformity Finding 
 

Table 4-2 presents the results of the conformity analysis for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 
2045 LRTP. As indicated in the table, the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP meets all 
applicable requirements of the federal transportation conformity rule. A recommendation for a 
finding of conformity for the FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP is therefore made, but is 
conditional upon any further and separate review as may be required by the US DOT for the 
fiscal constraint criterion consistent with Section 93.108 of the federal conformity rule and the 
requirements of federal planning regulations specified at 23 CFR Part 450.  
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Table 4-2:  Conformity Criteria Summary* 
 

Section Criteria Demonstrated for the: 

LRTP TIP 

93.108  Fiscal constraint Yes** Yes** 

93.110  Latest planning assumptions Yes Yes 

93.111 Latest emissions model Yes Yes 

93.112 Consultation Yes Yes 

93.113(b) & (c) TCMs na*** na*** 

93.118 Emissions Budget Yes Yes 
 

*  As specified in the federal conformity rule at 40 CFR 93.109, “Table 1 – Conformity Criteria”, with the addition 
of fiscal constraint as required in Section 93.108.  

**  As indicated by MPO approval of the project list and amendments to the LRTP and TIP, and documented with 
those reports, and subject to federal review consistent with 23 CFR Part 450 as referenced in Section 93.108.  

***The applicable implementation (maintenance) plan for the Fredericksburg region does not include 
transportation control measures (TCMs), and therefore they are not required for the conformity analysis or 
determination (70 FR 76165, effective January 23, 2006). 
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Appendix A:  Socioeconomic Forecast by Jurisdiction 
 

 

 



 

Appendix B: MOVES 2014a Run Specification File 
 
The Navigation Panel in MOVES is used to select a series of panels which specify the parameters 
used for creation of the Run Specification file. A copy of the 2021 run spec file as used in the 
analysis for Spotsylvania County is provided.  Copies of all input files are available upon 
request. 
 
 
 
<runspec version="MOVES2014a-20151201"> 
 <description><![CDATA[Fredericksburg 8-Hour Ozone Maintenance 
Area 
2021 Spotsylvania County 
Run 1]]></description> 
 <models> 
  <model value="ONROAD"/> 
 </models> 
 <modelscale value="Inv"/> 
 <modeldomain value="SINGLE"/> 
 <geographicselections> 
  <geographicselection type="COUNTY" key="51177" 
description="VIRGINIA - Spotsylvania County"/> 
 </geographicselections> 
 <timespan> 
  <year key="2021"/> 
  <month id="7"/> 
  <day id="5"/> 
  <beginhour id="1"/> 
  <endhour id="24"/> 
  <aggregateBy key="Hour"/> 
 </timespan> 
 <onroadvehicleselections> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="3" 
fueltypedesc="Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)" sourcetypeid="42" 
sourcetypename="Transit Bus"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="62" sourcetypename="Combination Long-haul Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="61" sourcetypename="Combination Short-haul 
Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="41" sourcetypename="Intercity Bus"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="32" sourcetypename="Light Commercial Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="54" sourcetypename="Motor Home"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="21" sourcetypename="Passenger Car"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="31" sourcetypename="Passenger Truck"/> 
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  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="51" sourcetypename="Refuse Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="43" sourcetypename="School Bus"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="53" sourcetypename="Single Unit Long-haul Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="52" sourcetypename="Single Unit Short-haul 
Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="2" fueltypedesc="Diesel 
Fuel" sourcetypeid="42" sourcetypename="Transit Bus"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="5" 
fueltypedesc="Ethanol (E-85)" sourcetypeid="32" sourcetypename="Light 
Commercial Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="5" 
fueltypedesc="Ethanol (E-85)" sourcetypeid="21" 
sourcetypename="Passenger Car"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="5" 
fueltypedesc="Ethanol (E-85)" sourcetypeid="31" 
sourcetypename="Passenger Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="61" sourcetypename="Combination 
Short-haul Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="32" sourcetypename="Light 
Commercial Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="54" sourcetypename="Motor 
Home"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="11" 
sourcetypename="Motorcycle"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="21" sourcetypename="Passenger 
Car"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="31" sourcetypename="Passenger 
Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="51" sourcetypename="Refuse 
Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="43" sourcetypename="School 
Bus"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="53" sourcetypename="Single Unit 
Long-haul Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="52" sourcetypename="Single Unit 
Short-haul Truck"/> 
  <onroadvehicleselection fueltypeid="1" 
fueltypedesc="Gasoline" sourcetypeid="42" sourcetypename="Transit 
Bus"/> 
 </onroadvehicleselections> 
 <offroadvehicleselections> 
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 </offroadvehicleselections> 
 <offroadvehiclesccs> 
 </offroadvehiclesccs> 
 <roadtypes separateramps="false"> 
  <roadtype roadtypeid="1" roadtypename="Off-Network" 
modelCombination="M1"/> 
  <roadtype roadtypeid="2" roadtypename="Rural Restricted 
Access" modelCombination="M1"/> 
  <roadtype roadtypeid="3" roadtypename="Rural Unrestricted 
Access" modelCombination="M1"/> 
  <roadtype roadtypeid="4" roadtypename="Urban Restricted 
Access" modelCombination="M1"/> 
  <roadtype roadtypeid="5" roadtypename="Urban Unrestricted 
Access" modelCombination="M1"/> 
 </roadtypes> 
 <pollutantprocessassociations> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="1" 
processname="Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="2" 
processname="Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="11" 
processname="Evap Permeation"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="12" 
processname="Evap Fuel Vapor Venting"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="13" 
processname="Evap Fuel Leaks"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="15" 
processname="Crankcase Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="16" 
processname="Crankcase Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="17" 
processname="Crankcase Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="90" 
processname="Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="79" 
pollutantname="Non-Methane Hydrocarbons" processkey="91" 
processname="Auxiliary Power Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="1" 
processname="Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="2" 
processname="Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="15" 
processname="Crankcase Running Exhaust"/> 
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  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="16" 
processname="Crankcase Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="17" 
processname="Crankcase Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="90" 
processname="Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="3" 
pollutantname="Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)" processkey="91" 
processname="Auxiliary Power Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="1" 
processname="Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="2" 
processname="Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="11" 
processname="Evap Permeation"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="12" 
processname="Evap Fuel Vapor Venting"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="13" 
processname="Evap Fuel Leaks"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="15" 
processname="Crankcase Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="16" 
processname="Crankcase Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="17" 
processname="Crankcase Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="90" 
processname="Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="1" 
pollutantname="Total Gaseous Hydrocarbons" processkey="91" 
processname="Auxiliary Power Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="1" 
processname="Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="2" 
processname="Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="11" 
processname="Evap Permeation"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="12" 
processname="Evap Fuel Vapor Venting"/> 
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  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="13" 
processname="Evap Fuel Leaks"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="15" 
processname="Crankcase Running Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="16" 
processname="Crankcase Start Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="17" 
processname="Crankcase Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="90" 
processname="Extended Idle Exhaust"/> 
  <pollutantprocessassociation pollutantkey="87" 
pollutantname="Volatile Organic Compounds" processkey="91" 
processname="Auxiliary Power Exhaust"/> 
 </pollutantprocessassociations> 
 <databaseselections> 
  <databaseselection servername="" 
databasename="MOVES2014_early_NLEV" description=""/> 
 </databaseselections> 
 <internalcontrolstrategies> 
<internalcontrolstrategy 
classname="gov.epa.otaq.moves.master.implementation.ghg.internalcontro
lstrategies.rateofprogress.RateOfProgressStrategy"><![CDATA[ 
useParameters No 
 
]]></internalcontrolstrategy> 
 </internalcontrolstrategies> 
 <inputdatabase servername="" databasename="" description=""/> 
 <uncertaintyparameters uncertaintymodeenabled="false" 
numberofrunspersimulation="0" numberofsimulations="0"/> 
 <geographicoutputdetail description="COUNTY"/> 
 <outputemissionsbreakdownselection> 
  <modelyear selected="false"/> 
  <fueltype selected="false"/> 
  <fuelsubtype selected="false"/> 
  <emissionprocess selected="false"/> 
  <onroadoffroad selected="true"/> 
  <roadtype selected="false"/> 
  <sourceusetype selected="false"/> 
  <movesvehicletype selected="false"/> 
  <onroadscc selected="false"/> 
  <estimateuncertainty selected="false" 
numberOfIterations="2" keepSampledData="false" 
keepIterations="false"/> 
  <sector selected="false"/> 
  <engtechid selected="false"/> 
  <hpclass selected="false"/> 
  <regclassid selected="false"/> 
 </outputemissionsbreakdownselection> 
 <outputdatabase servername="" 
databasename="fredericksburg_2021_conf_out" description=""/> 
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 <outputtimestep value="24-Hour Day"/> 
 <outputvmtdata value="true"/> 
 <outputsho value="false"/> 
 <outputsh value="false"/> 
 <outputshp value="false"/> 
 <outputshidling value="false"/> 
 <outputstarts value="false"/> 
 <outputpopulation value="false"/> 
 <scaleinputdatabase servername="localhost" 
databasename="51177_2021_cdm" description=""/> 
 <pmsize value="0"/> 
 <outputfactors> 
  <timefactors selected="true" units="Days"/> 
  <distancefactors selected="true" units="Miles"/> 
  <massfactors selected="true" units="Pounds" 
energyunits="Million BTU"/> 
 </outputfactors> 
 <savedata> 
 
 </savedata> 
 
 <donotexecute> 
 
 </donotexecute> 
 
 <generatordatabase shouldsave="false" servername="" 
databasename="" description=""/> 
  <donotperformfinalaggregation selected="false"/> 
 <lookuptableflags scenarioid="" truncateoutput="true" 
truncateactivity="true" truncatebaserates="true"/> 
</runspec> 
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Appendix C:  Consultation  
This appendix includes the FAMPO Inter-Agency Consultation Group (ICG) meeting 
minutes and public consultation materials for the conformity analysis on the FAMPO FY 
18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP.  

Attached in chronological order:  
 

• FAMPO resolution dated May 21st, 2018, approving the FY18-21 TIP and 2045 
LRTP project list for conformity and authorizing the FAMPO Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) to approve the conformity analysis for public review.  

 

• FAMPO resolution dated June 18th, 2018, authorizing the FAMPO TAC to 
approve the conformity report for submittal to FHWA following the public review 
period.  

 

• Presentation and meeting minutes from the June 4th, 2018 FAMPO ICG meeting, 
at which time the conformity methodology and assumptions, conformity schedule, 
project lists for the conformity analysis were approved by the FAMPO ICG. An 
opportunity for public input was provided at this meeting but no comments were 
received.  

 

• FAMPO TAC resolution from the August 8th, 2018 FAMPO TAC meeting where 
the committee approved the conformity analysis for public review and submittal 
to FHWA pending no adverse comments received.  

 

• Public notice for the conformity analysis which ran from August 9th – 23rd, 2018.  

 

• E-mail from FAMPO confirming no comments were received during the public 
review period. 

 

The draft FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP project list that identified regionally 
significant projects and their first analysis year was distributed at the June 4th, 2018 
FAMPO ICG meeting but is not reproduced here. The final version of the approved 
FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP projects list is provided in Appendix D. 
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FAMPO REGIONAL CONFORMITY ANALYSIS

FY18-21 TIP AND 2045 LRTP

Jim Ponticello, VDOT Environmental

Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) Meeting

George Washington Regional Commission

June 4, 2018
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1. Introduction & Overview

2. ICG Membership Update

3.  Consultation Items

a. Models, Methodology & Assumptions

b. Conformity Analysis Schedule

c. Project list for conformity analysis

4. Public Comment Period

5. Approvals & Next Steps

Agenda

Virginia Department of Transportation

• February 16, 2018, the US Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit ruled that, among other 

things, “the revocation of the 1997 NAAQS does not waive the unambiguous mandate 

that conformity requirements apply to orphan maintenance areas.”

• April 23, 2018, FHWA/FTA issued Interim Guidance on Conformity essentially placing 

TIP/STIP/LRTP updates/amendments that include non-exempt projects “on hold” until 

conformity is demonstrated, at least until EPA provides further clarification. 

• Interagency consultation is required by the Transportation Conformity Rule

– ICG Membership specified by agency

– FAMPO approved ICG Consultation Procedures in August 2004

• Consultation required for:

– Models, methods, and planning assumptions 

• Consistent with the Fredericksburg 8-hour ozone maintenance plan approved by EPA on January 23rd, 2006

– Schedule

– Conformity project list

1.  Introduction and Overview

Virginia Department of Transportation
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2.  ICG Membership Update

Virginia Department of Transportation

Fredericksburg 8-Hour Ozone Maintenance Area

Virginia Department of Transportation
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3(a).  Methodology:  Motor Vehicle Emissions Budgets

Virginia Department of Transportation

• On September 26, 2011, DEQ submitted a 8-hour Ozone Maintenance Plan 

revision to EPA that updated the NOx motor vehicle emissions budget for 

2015 using the MOVES model  

• On December 20, 2012, EPA published approval of the NOx motor vehicle 

emissions budget in the Federal Register

• No transportation control measures (TCMs) were included in the Maintenance 

Plan

2021:

Last year of the current FY18-21 TIP (may not be 

needed; EPA to confirm)

2025 and 2035:

Ten-year interval limit

2045:

Horizon Year of LRTP

3(a).  Methodology:  Analysis Years

Virginia Department of Transportation

Stafford

County

Spotsylvania

County
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9

3(a).  Regional Emissions Analysis

(Network VMT + Local VMT)

Land Use
Data Project List

Off-Line
Calculations

Emissions
Model

Speed

Fleet Mix

Fuel

Transportation
Model

Vehicle Emissions

3(a).  Socio-Economic Data Summary

Virginia Department of Transportation

* As approved by FAMPO
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• Using EPA’s latest MOVES2014a MOtor Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES) model

• Meteorological Data - consistent with 1997 8-Hour Ozone Maintenance Plan

• Source Type Age Distributions
• Based on 2014 DMV registration data

• Provided by VDEQ and used in 2014 NEI

• Source Type Populations
• Based on 2014 DMV registration data

• Provided by VDEQ and used in 2014 NEI

• Grown to future years consistent with S-E auto growth rates

• Road Type Distributions
• Source type fractions calculated from 2016 HPMS data

• Based on TDM output for arterials and larger roadways; HPMS for locals and collector roadways

3(a).  Models, Methods, and Assumptions

Virginia Department of Transportation

• Speed Distributions
• Source type fractions obtained from 2016 HPMS data

• Based on daily TDM link congested speeds for arterials and larger roadways; HPMS and SPS for locals 
and collector roadways

• Fuels data obtained from VDEQ
• RFG in Stafford; conventional gasoline in Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania

• I&M in Stafford County

• Vehicle Miles traveled (VMT)
• TDM for arterial and larger roadways

• HPMS for local and collector roadways, grown to future years consistent with S-E auto growth rates

• Hourly VMT Fractions - default

3(a).  Additional MOVES Inputs

Virginia Department of Transportation
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3(a).  MOVES Weekday VMT Fractions*

Virginia Department of Transportation

*Based on 2014 HPMS Data

3(a).  MOVES Ozone Season VMT Fractions*

Virginia Department of Transportation

*Based on 2014 HPMS Data
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3(b).  Conformity Analysis Schedule

Virginia Department of Transportation

• The conformity project list focuses on projects that are regionally 

significant and would normally be included in the network travel demand 

model

• Projects that are not regionally significant or are not typically modeled 

will not impact the conformity analysis

• Discussion on project list?

3(c).  Project Lists for Conformity Analysis

Virginia Department of Transportation
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Three minute limit on comments

4.  Public Comment Period

Virginia Department of Transportation

APPROVALS:

• Conformity Methodology & Assumptions

• Conformity Schedule

• Project List for Conformity Analysis 

NEXT STEPS:

• Completion of TDM runs for appropriate analysis years

• Completion of emissions modeling

• Development of draft conformity analysis for public review scheduled to begin 

August 9, 2018

5.  Wrap-Up & Next Steps

Virginia Department of Transportation
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   Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization   
   Interagency Consultation group (ICG) Meeting  
     June 4, 2018      
 
Committee Members Present: 
 
Mr. Erik Nelson, City of Fredericksburg 
Mr. Dan Cole, Spotsylvania County  
Mr. Joey Hess, Stafford County  
Ms. Sonya Lewis-Cheatham, DEQ 
Ms. Ciara Williams, DRPT 
Mr. Paul Agnello, FAMPO  
Mr. Ivan Rucker, FHWA (on-line call-in) 
Mr. Rodney White, FRED 
Ms. Diana Utz, GWRC 
Mr. Chuck Steigerwald, PRTC/VDEQ (on-line call-in) 
Mr. Jim Ponticello, VDOT Central Office  
Mr. Stephen Haynes, VDOT District Office 
Ms. Sonali Soneji, VRE 
 
Members Absent: 
 
Mr. Gregory Becoat, EPA 
Ms. Melissa McGill, FTA 
 
Others in Attendance: 
 
Ms. Doris McLeod, DEQ 
Mr. Doug Morgan, Spotsylvania County 
Mr. Dan Grinnell, VDOT Central Office 
Ms. Susan Gardner, VDOT District Office 
Ms. Michelle Shropshire, VDOT District Office 
Mr. Reinaldo Germano, VRE 
Mr. Chris Salzahc, VRE 
 
George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) Staff: 
 
Ms. Marti Donley, FAMPO 
Ms. Briana Hairfield, FAMPO 
Mr. Nick Quint, FAMPO 
Ms. Kari Barber, FAMPO   
Mr. John Bentley, FAMPO  
Mr. Colin Cate, FAMPO 
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Welcome 
 
Mr. Agnello thanked everyone for attending today’s meeting.  Mr. Agnello introduced Ms. 
Briana Hairfield as a new FAMPO employee.  Mr. Agnello advised this is Ms. Hairfield’s first 
day and she will be replacing Ms. Donley who will be retiring from FAMPO on June 30th.  Mr. 
Agnello stated FAMPO is pleased to have Ms. Hairfield on board. 
 
Introduction & Overview 
 
Mr. Ponticello, with the VDOT Environmental Division provided the presentation at today’s ICG 
meeting.  Mr. Ponticello stated the purpose of the meeting is to initiate a regional conformity 
analysis on the FY2018-2021 TIP & 2045 LRTP. 
 
Mr. Ponticello advised that on February 16, 2018, the US Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit 
ruled that “the revocation of the 1997 NAAQS does not waive the unambiguous mandate that 
conformity requirements apply to orphan maintenance areas,” and the Fredericksburg region is 
considered an “orphan maintenance area” as defined in the ruling. Mr. Ponticello stated that EPA 
filed a petition for rehearing on April 23rd, and in conjunction with that petition, FHWA/FTA 
issued interim guidance on conformity that essentially placed TIP/STIP/LRTP updates/ 
amendments/revisions for non-exempt projects “on hold” until conformity has been 
demonstrated, at least until EPA provides further clarification.   
 
Mr. Ponticello said that FAMPO approved the Interagency Consultation Group (ICG) procedures 
in August of 2004, and  advised that consultation is required for the models, methods, and 
planning assumptions used in the analysis, and that they be consistent with the Fredericksburg 
region’s 8-hour ozone maintenance plan that was approved by EPA on January 23, 2006.   
 
ICG Membership Update 
 
Mr. Ponticello presented a slide of the current ICG membership roster, and asked if any 
membership representatives need to be updated.  No comments or updates to ICG membership 
were noted.  Mr. Ponticello stated the Fredericksburg 8-hour ozone maintenance area consists of 
the City of Fredericksburg and the Counties of Spotsylvania and Stafford.   
 
Consultation Items 
 

i. Models, Methodology & Assumptions 
 
Mr. Ponticello advised that it has been a number of years since a regional conformity analysis 
had been completed in this region.  The Fredericksburg region was previously in maintenance 
with the 1997 8-hour ozone standard.  When EPA finalized a new more stringent ozone standard 
in 2008, and for areas such as Fredericksburg that were found to be in attainment with the new 
standard, conformity requirements pertaining to 1997 8-hour ozone standard were revoked.  Mr. 
Ponticello advised the last time a regional conformity analysis was completed in this region was 
in 2013, at which time the FAMPO region remained in compliance.   
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Mr. Ponticello stated that the purpose of today’s meeting is to initiate a regional conformity 
determination in an expedited manner so we can avoid having delays to major transportation 
projects throughout the region.  Mr. Ponticello stated the transportation conformity regulation 
requires that we consult on the models/methodologies/assumptions and project list used in the 
upcoming analysis, which are the main topics of discussion today.   
 
Mr. Ponticello stated on September 26, 2011, DEQ submitted an 8-hour ozone maintenance plan 
revision to EPA that updated the 2015 NOx motor vehicle emissions budget by using the 
MOVES2010 model.  On December 20, 2012, EPA published an approval of the NOx motor 
vehicle emissions budget (MVEB) in the Federal Register.  Mr. Ponticello stated that no 
transportation control measures (TCMs) were included in the maintenance plan.   
 
Mr. Ponticello advised that transportation conformity requires the region to demonstrate that the 
total motor vehicle emissions for all analysis years remain below the level of the MVEBs 
included in the 1997 8-hour ozone maintenance plan that was developed for this region and 
adopted in the 2004 time frame.   
 
Mr. Ponticello then provided a general overview of the methodology and assumptions to be 
applied in the analysis. The traffic forecasts would be developed based on the approved project 
lists, using the 2045 socioeconomic data provided by GWRC and approved by FAMPO.  EPA’s 
latest emissions model, MOVES2014a, would be used to generate motor vehicle emissions 
estimates.  Gasoline inputs will be consistent with those used by VDEQ in the development of 
the 2014 National Emissions Inventory (NEI).  Reformulated gasoline (RFG) will be used in 
Stafford County and conventional gasoline will be used in the City of Fredericksburg and 
Spotsylvania County.  An inspection and maintenance program would be included in the 
modeling for Stafford County, which dates back to their days as part of the Northern Virginia 1-
hour ozone nonattainment area.  Mr. Agnello asked if this requirement applies to only northern 
Stafford County or the entire county, and Mr. Ponticello confirmed it applies to the entire county.   
 
Hourly temperature and relative humidity values would be consistent with those used in the 1997 
8-Hour Ozone Maintenance Plan.  Local traffic inputs needed for MOVES2014a were discussed 
during the presentation (attached) and include age distributions, source type populations, road 
type distributions, speed distributions, annual vehicle miles traveled, and monthly and daily 
adjustment factors to account for ozone season weekday vehicle activity.  Local inputs will be 
based on 2014 vehicle registration data provided by the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles, 
2014 HPMS data provided by the VDOT Traffic Engineering Division and documented in 
“Traffic Data for the 2014 Periodic Emissions Inventory,” as well as the latest TDM outputs for 
each analysis year that will be provided by GWRC staff.   
 
Transportation conformity budget tests will be applied for the forecast years 2021, 2025, 2035 
and 2045. These years were selected to meet specific conformity rule requirements; 2021 is a 
year in the timeframe of the TIP, and 2045 is the horizon year of the long range transportation 
plan (LRTP). The years 2025 and 2035 were selected as interim years to meet federal 
transportation conformity rule requirements for the years selected to be no more than ten years 
apart.  
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No comments were received on the conformity analysis methodology and assumptions.  
  
 

ii. Conformity Analysis Schedule 
 

Mr. Ponticello reviewed the Conformity Analysis schedule which is as follows: 
 
 June 15th – FAMPO staff will electronically deliver TDM output files to 
 VDOT Environmental 
 
 June 18th – FAMPO will authorize TAC to approve Conformity Report 
 that will be submitted to FHWA 
 
 July 31st – VDOT Environmental will complete emissions  
 modeling and a draft of the Conformity Report 
 
 August 1st-6th – Internal review of the draft Conformity Report by VDEQ,  
 VDOT & FAMPO staff 
 
 August 8th – Special called TAC meeting to approve draft Conformity 
 Report for public comment period to begin 
 
 August 9th – start of 14-day public comment period 
 
 August 23rd – public comment period ends 
 
 August 24th – VDOT/FAMPO staff will review and address public 
 comments received from August 9th through August 23rd, if necessary   
 
 August 27th – Special called TAC meeting (only if necessary) if 
 adverse public comments were received prior to draft Conformity 
 Report being submitted to FHWA 
 
 August 28th – VDOT will submit an e-copy of the Conformity Analysis  
 Report to FHWA which will then result in a 45-day federal review  
 period to begin 
 
 September 11th – VDOT will submit printed copies of Conformity Report 
 to FHWA for their records 
 
 October 12th – Federal Conformity determination to be received to VDOT 
 from FHWA.   
 

iii. Project List for Conformity Analysis 
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The conformity project list for the FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP and were emailed to the ICG 
prior to the meeting, and they were also included with the agenda package and distributed at the 
ICG meeting.  The project list includes the fiscally constrained FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP 
projects as approved by FAMPO, and also notes whether each project is considered to be 
regionally significant and, if so, it’s first conformity analysis year. 

 
Mr. Ponticello advised the conformity project list focuses on projects that are regionally 
significant that would normally be included within the regional travel demand model.  Mr. 
Ponticello stated that projects that are not regionally significant may not typically be modeled 
and would not impact the conformity analysis.  Mr. Ponticello asked that the ICG members 
review the projects to see if any amendments/additions need to be made. 
 
Mr. Morgan advised that UPC #13558 which is an I-95 interchange relocation and widening 
project is listed as being a project in Spotsylvania County.  Mr. Morgan relayed this project is 
actually a Stafford County project so the jurisdiction needs to be updated.  
 
Ms. Soneji asked Mr. Agnello if the model would also include VRE projects.  Mr. Agnello stated 
the current FAMPO TDM being utilized does not have transit capabilities; however, future 
models will include transit projects.  Mr. Agnello stated the plan now will just include highway 
and bike/ped projects. 
 
Ms. Utz asked Mr. Ponticello if the region would need to utilize VRE and Vanpool/Bus  
emissions credits in the analysis.  Mr. Ponticello stated that he did not think the analysis would 
need to use these credits in order to demonstrate conformity.   
 
Mr. Haynes stated VDOT has 2 secondary projects in Stafford County that are being considered 
and he is not sure whether these would need to be added to the existing project list.  The 2 
projects are UPC #100622 – Poplar Road improvements & UPC #107194 – Berea Church Road. 
 
Mr. Agnello asked if the Berea Church Road project is adding additional capacity.  Mr. Hess 
stated the project is listed as an improvement project that will take out existing curves, widen 
shoulders and make the road safer; however, is not going to be adding any additional lanes and is 
considered as a rehab/re-construction project.  Mr. Ponticello stated that if the project is not 
adding capacity, then it would not typically be considered regionally significant.   
 
Mr. Agnello asked if the Poplar Road project is adding additional lane capacity or just improving 
existing roadway with additional turn lanes.  Mr. Ponticello stated he would refer to the 
modeling experts in the room; however, in the past additional turn lanes are also projects that are 
not typically included in the model.  Mr. Agnello concurred that if lanes are not being added, this 
is not something that can be modeled by FAMPO staff.   
 
Mr. Haynes stated that it is concurrence from the committee that the 2 projects mentioned do not 
need to be added to the existing project list.  Mr. Ponticello stated they should still be added to 
the list to document that they were considered for conformity and are fiscally constrained, 
however they would not be noted as being regionally significant. 
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Mr. Haynes asked Mr. Ponticello if he was in receipt of an I-95 ramp improvement project at 
Exit 136 that VDOT District Office submitted last Friday afternoon.  Mr. Ponticello stated the 
current project list in today’s packet has not been updated, and he hadn’t had a chance to review 
the email in question.  Mr. Haynes asked Mr. Ponticello to follow-up as this is a Stafford County 
Smart Scale application that will add 2 additional turn lanes at Centreport Parkway so if not 
available for updating, then the project would need to be added.  Mr. Agnello stated there could 
be Smart Scale projects selected that are not currently constrained so this project could be one of 
them.  Until the Smart Scale application process is completed, it is not necessary for FAMPO to 
do anything right now regarding updates to any plans, etc. In further correspondence after the 
meeting, Mr. Haynes agreed the project does not need to be added at this time.   
 
Mr. Agnello stated that after the Round 3 of the Smart Scale process is completed, a new 
conformity analysis may need to be completed for the next 6-year plan for FY2025.  Mr. 
Ponticello stated that projects can be added to the TIP/LRTP for “PE only” without triggering 
conformity, and this could be a viable way get projects started prior to completing a subsequent 
conformity determination.   
 
Mr. Agnello advised that adding new projects would also require the LRTP be updated which 
requires a 2-month process.  Mr. Agnello stated that staff is planning to complete an update in 
the spring of 2019 anyway so the updates could be made at that time. 
 
Mr. Agnello asked Mr. Ponticello if there is any chance that both Caroline & King George 
counties will be subject to Air Quality conformity regulations.  Mr. Ponticello stated the only 
way this could happen is if the region monitored ozone levels in violation of the 2015 8-hour 
ozone standards.  Mr. Ponticello stated this happening appears very unlikely as the current ozone 
design values are in the low 60 ppb range, whereas the 2015 8-hour ozone standard is set at 70 
ppb. 
 
Subsequent to the meeting, Ms. Michelle Shropshire submitted two comments.  First, the 
estimate of project costs for the I-95 Express Lanes Fredericksburg Extension Project was 
modified to $595 million, and this includes Design-Build costs, oversight (VDOT and 
concessionaire), and financing costs.  Second, the project description for the I-95 Northbound 
Rappahannock River Crossing project was changed to read “Construct 3 CD lanes from Exit 130 
to Exit 133, construct a 4th auxiliary lane from Exit 133 to Exit 136, and improve Exit 133 
interchange.” 
 
Public Comment Period – No public comments were received and the Public Comment period 
was closed. 
 
Approvals & Next Steps 
 
Mr. Ponticello made a motion that the ICG committee approve the conformity methodologies 
and assumptions as presented at today’s meeting.  Mr. Ponticello also added that motion to 
approve project list for conformity analysis, with corrections to be made as noted from 
committee members, also be approved.   
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Upon motion by Mr. Ponticello and seconded by Mr. Nelson, with all concurring, conformity 
methodologies/assumptions and project list was endorsed.  Mr. Ponticello advised a special TAC 
meeting will be held on August 8th to approve final conformity assumptions and project list that 
would also initiate the public comment period.  
 
Adjourn 
 
The June 4th, 2018 ICG meeting adjourned at 9:40 a.m. 
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Grinnell, Daniel <daniel.grinnell@vdot.virginia.gov>

FW: FAMPO- Air Quality Conformity Report Released for Public Review 
1 message

Paul Agnello <agnello@gwregion.org> Thu, Aug 9, 2018 at 9:11 AM
To: "Ponticello, James (VDOT)" <Jim.Ponticello@vdot.virginia.gov>, Dan Grinnell <daniel.grinnell@vdot.virginia.gov>,
Stephen Haynes <stephen.haynes@vdot.virginia.gov>

FYI

 

From: FAMPO <hairfield@gwregion.org>  
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 8:58 AM 
To: Paul Agnello <agnello@gwregion.org> 
Subject: FAMPO- Air Quality Conformity Report Released for Public Review

 

Fredericksburg, Virginia 8-Hour Ozone Air Quality Maintenance Area

 

 

 

Notice of Public Review & Comment Period for the
Draft Transportation Conformity Analysis Report for

the Fredericksburg, Virginia 8-Hour Ozone Air
Quality Maintenance Area

mailto:hairfield@gwregion.org
mailto:agnello@gwregion.org
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Public Comment Period

Thursday, August 9, 2018 - Thursday, August 23, 2018

 

 

The Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) has
opened a Public Comment Period beginning Thursday, August 9, 2018 until

Thursday, August 23, 2018 regarding the Transportation Conformity Analysis
Report for the Fredericksburg, Virginia 8-Hour Ozone Air Quality Maintenance
Area. It evaluates the impact upon air quality resulting from the implementation

of the FAMPO FY2018-2021 Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) and the
FAMPO 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). The analysis document is

available for public review by visiting the FAMPO website at
http://www.fampo.gwregion.org/public-notices/ or by contacting the FAMPO

office at (540)373-2890.

 

 

This document is available for review by visiting the FAMPO website or the FAMPO
office. A copy can be requested by contacting the FAMPO office by email
at fampo@gwregion.org, by fax at (540) 899-4808 or by calling the office at
(540) 373-2890.

 

 

All comments must be received by 4:00p.m. on Thursday, August 23,
2018.

 

Draft Transportation Conformity Analysis Report

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UhBZ_ksSL2SPvLjT-pE4jAFdmnaMZ82huphuH9qdA3xiu12OjQDTrcN4zaOF7bH2NK0rv32PAJt-BgLNSGyKorEhIvyIg1GQQzdoBQzcLxuCUyPtO-jb0ng70oc5xavi0b8KzwqkJdQwRLPqGkBVipTkL1mTgCgc-tTUgcBh61rHABSyaKA4ig==&c=17UMGP0CY3qHSSDjC3KX16PlGh0DghiHaYoOLqzma3aWRvP7xNJFyQ==&ch=CFXn0UMgBgkupIEeQp0uJcrcArcwJMruEiCR3xwpI2GslvPuDaZdvw==
mailto:hairfield@gwregion.org
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UhBZ_ksSL2SPvLjT-pE4jAFdmnaMZ82huphuH9qdA3xiu12OjQDTrcN4zaOF7bH2UZCeOAi5Q2d_zdSqDpFCdD5fZlAFkepr1I5qmH0-BYK43q4k-umdVCS7BqwFIAzw676fp3Y_D3mwneWL4Vq-lMNc4FK4eqGJwN0zUbrwrkHqXmy5xEN-TnaTBPZId5CzN69pZ4cNJt6uqKHKORN5CU8VlvUkqIJsvzlKS_-BvY4=&c=17UMGP0CY3qHSSDjC3KX16PlGh0DghiHaYoOLqzma3aWRvP7xNJFyQ==&ch=CFXn0UMgBgkupIEeQp0uJcrcArcwJMruEiCR3xwpI2GslvPuDaZdvw==
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Ways to send your comments

 

 

·    Online Comment Form

·    Email: fampo@gwregion.org

·    Fax: (540) 898-4800

·    USPS: FAMPO, 406 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia
22401

 

Do you need assistance?

 

FAMPO strives to provide reasonable accommodations and services for
persons who require special assistance to participate in this public involvement

opportunity. Contact the Title VI Coordinator at (540) 373-2890 for more
information.

 

FAMPO ensures nondiscrimination in all programs and activities in accordance
with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Public participation is solicited
without regard to race, color, national origin, age, sex, religion, disability or

family status. Persons who require special accommodations under the
American with Disabilities Act or persons who require translation services (free

of charge) should contact the GWRC/FAMPO at 540-373-2890 or
fampo@gwregion.org at least four days prior to the meeting. If hearing

impaired, telephone 1-800-273-7545 (TDD)

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UhBZ_ksSL2SPvLjT-pE4jAFdmnaMZ82huphuH9qdA3xiu12OjQDTrdx03xxgqqDdLx3Pn_mRMTswM3RzvP0zSb-AN6yLepVoVn-nOJ6bgYZgAmey6yha9dzewFHgxn8JdA7dvxlZjffcivf9AsIIU0G4SzMGqKqm85F4k7WHN-SBJbd1Vj_Dvg==&c=17UMGP0CY3qHSSDjC3KX16PlGh0DghiHaYoOLqzma3aWRvP7xNJFyQ==&ch=CFXn0UMgBgkupIEeQp0uJcrcArcwJMruEiCR3xwpI2GslvPuDaZdvw==
mailto:fampo@gwregion.org
https://maps.google.com/?q=406+Princess+Anne+Street,+Fredericksburg,+Virginia+22401&entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:fampo@gwregion.org
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Public notice of public involvement activities and time established for public
review of and comments on the LRTP will satisfy the POP requirements.

 

La participación pública es solicitada sin distinción de raza, color, origen
nacional, edad, sexo, religión, discapacidad o su estado familiar. Las personas

que requieren alojamiento especial de acuerdo con el American with
Disabilities Act, o personas que requieren servicios de traducción (libre de

cargo) deben comunicarse con la GWRC / FAMPO al 540-373-2890 o
fampo@gwregion.org al menos dos días antes de la reunión. Personas con

problemas auditivos, llama 800-273-7545 (TDD).

 

El aviso público de las actividades de participación pública y el tiempo
establecido para la revisión y comentarios públicos al TIP cumplirán con los

requerimientos del POP.

 

Location & Parking

 

 

 406 Princess Anne Street

Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401

 

Parking is available at the rear of the building.
Entrance to the parking lot is on Charles Street.

 

About

 

 

mailto:fampo@gwregion.org
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Established in 1992, the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organiza�on is
the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the

Fredericksburg Urbanized Area. The City of Fredericksburg and the Counties
of Stafford and Spotsylvania comprise the MPO study area. 
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Grinnell, Daniel <daniel.grinnell@vdot.virginia.gov>

RE: FAMPO- Air Quality Conformity Report Released for Public Review 
1 message

Briana Hairfield <hairfield@gwregion.org> Mon, Aug 27, 2018 at 8:31 AM
To: James Ponticello <jim.ponticello@vdot.virginia.gov>, Nicholas Quint <quint@gwregion.org>, Paul Agnello
<agnello@gwregion.org>
Cc: Daniel Grinnell <daniel.grinnell@vdot.virginia.gov>, Stephen Haynes <stephen.haynes@vdot.virginia.gov>, Michelle
Shropshire <michelle.shropshire@vdot.virginia.gov>

Good Morning Jim!

 

We did not receive any comments from the public.

 

Thank you,

Bri

 

Briana M. Hairfield

Public Involvement Coordinator

Title VI Coordinator

George Washington Regional Commission/ Fredericksburg Area MPO

A 406 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401

P +1.540.642.1575| F +1.540.899.4808

E  hairfield@gwregion.org

W www.fampo.gwregion.org

    

 

From: James Pon�cello <jim.ponticello@vdot.virginia.gov>  
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2018 10:42 AM 
To: Briana Hairfield <hairfield@gwregion.org>; Nicholas Quint <quint@gwregion.org>; Paul Agnello
<agnello@gwregion.org> 
Cc: Daniel Grinnell <daniel.grinnell@vdot.virginia.gov>; Stephen Haynes <stephen.haynes@vdot.virginia.gov>;
Michelle Shropshire <michelle.shropshire@vdot.virginia.gov> 
Subject: FW: FAMPO- Air Quality Conformity Report Released for Public Review
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Appendix D:   

FAMPO FY 18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP Project List 

 
This appendix includes final project lists included in the conformity analysis for the Fredericksburg 
FY18-21 TIP and 2045 LRTP. 
 



From To

Multi-Jurisdictional 95 Express Lanes Fredericksburg Extension I-95 South of Rte 610 US 17 X X X 2025 Extend express lane to US 17 interchange (Exit 133)  $                    595,000,000 

Multi-Jurisdictional I-95 Widening I-95 Exit 126 Exit 130 X 2035
Widen northbound and southbound I-95 from 3 to 4 lanes and 

reconstruct Harrison Rd Bridge
 $                      96,200,000 

Multi-Jurisdictional I-95 Corridor ITS Improvements I-95 n/a n/a X X 2035 Improved ITS on I-95 and arterials  $                      10,000,000 

Multi-Jurisdictional I-95 SB Rappahannock River Crossing I-95 1.29 Miles South of Exit 130
.31 Miles North of Truslow 

Road
101595 & 110595 X X X 2025 Construct 3 CD lanes and widen SB US 17 to SB I-95 on-ramp  $                    138,333,628 

Multi-Jurisdictional I-95 NB Rappahannock River Crossing I-95 South of Exit 130 Exit 136 105510 X X 2025
Construct 3 CD lanes from Exit 130 to Exit 133, construct a 4th 
auxilary lane from Exit 133 to Exit 136, and improve Exit 133 

interchange 
 $                    132,000,000 

Stafford County I-95 NB Widening I-95 Exit 133 Exit 136 X 2045 Widen from 3 to 4 lanes  $                      50,000,000 

Stafford County I-95 SB & NB Over US 17 Bridge Replacement I-95 n/a n/a 107140 X X X 2025 Replace Bridge  $                      20,421,000 

Stafford County I-95 Bridge Rehab: Aquia Creek NB/SB I-95 n/a n/a X X N/A Rehabilitate Bridge  $                        5,572,340 

Stafford County I-95 Bridge Rehab: Potomac Creek NB/SB I-95 n/a n/a X X N/A Replace Bridge  $                        2,200,000 

City of 
Fredericksburg

I-95 Safety Improvements at Rte 3 I-95 n/a n/a 107715 X X X 2021 Safety Improvements  $                        5,572,340 

Spotsylvania 
County 

I-95 Bridge Rehab: Ni River NB/SB I-95 n/a n/a X N/A Replace Bridge  $                        2,200,000 

Stafford County I-95 Exit 133 Interchange Improvements I-95 n/a n/a X 2035 Capacity and operational Improvements at various ramps  $                      25,000,000 

City of 
Fredericksburg

NB I-95 Interchange near Celebrate VA South I-95 n/a n/a X 2035
Partial interchange to and from southbound I-95 and from 

northbound I-95 to Carl D. Silver Pkwy
 $                      40,000,000 

City of 
Fredericksburg

NB I-95 to EB Rte 3 ramp realignment I-95 n/a n/a X 2035
Shift I-95 off ramp to the west to allow more space for merging onto 

eastbound Rte 3
 $                        5,860,000 

Spotsylvania 
County 

I-95 Exit 126 Interchange Improvements I-95 n/a n/a X X 2035 Capacity and operational Improvements at various ramps  $                      40,000,000 

Spotsylvania 
County 

I-95 Exit 118 Interchange Improvements I-95 n/a n/a 100829 & 105463 X X X 2021 Reconstruct interchange with added capacity  $                      26,167,297 

Stafford County I-95 Exit 140 Interchange Relocation and Widening I-95 n/a n/a 13558 X X X 2021 New diverging diamond interchange and widening of Courthouse Rd  $                    150,000,000 

TOTAL:  $                 1,344,526,605 

Other Principal Arterial Projects

Multi-Jurisdictional US 301 Northbound Turn Lane Extension US-301 n/a n/a X X 2021 Extend northbound US 301 right turn lane 730,000$                            

Multi-Jurisdictional  US 301 Bridge Rehabilitation US-301 n/a n/a X X N/A Rehabilitate bridge 6,700,000$                         

Stafford County 
Safety Improvements at US 1 and Woodstock Ln and Telegraph 

Rd
US-1 n/a n/a 109467 X X X 2025 Safety and turn lane Improvements 8,800,000$                         

Stafford County US 1 over Chopawamsic Creek Bridge Replacement US-1 0.26 S Russel Rd 0.25 S Russel Rd 111406 X X N/A Replace Bridge 7,750,000$                         

Stafford County Turn Lane Improvements at US 1 and Potomac Creek Dr US-1 n/a n/a 111753 X X 2021 Construct left turn lane for SB US 1 1,800,000$                         

Stafford County US 1 Bridge Replacements over Potomac Creek Dr US-1 n/a n/a 102936 X X N/A Replace Bridge 6,576,870$                         

Stafford County Stafford US 1 Courthouse Area Improvements US-1 Hope Road Courthouse Rd 103085 X X X 2025 Turn lane Improvements with bike/ped accommodations 13,280,300$                      

Stafford County US 17 Business Safety Improvements US-17 I-95 Washington Ave X N/A Implement Stars Study recommendations 5,113,000$                         

Stafford County Rte 3 over CSX RR PR-3 n/a n/a X X N/A Rehabilitate bridge

Stafford County Ferry Road (Rte 606) and Route 3 Intersection Improvements PR-3 n/a n/a 103084 X X 2021 Turn lane Improvements with bike/ped accommodations 11,600,000$                      

Stafford County Turn Lane Addition - Route 1 south at Garrisonville Rd US-1 n/a n/a 103082 X X 2021 Construct additional right turn lane for Rte 1 SB 1,415,592$                         

City of 
Fredericksburg

Rte 3 Safety Improvements PR-3 I-95 Dixon St X N/A Implement Stars Study recommendations 10,862,000$                      

Interstate Projects

Jurisdiction Project
Route 

Number

Boundaries
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City of 
Fredericksburg

US 1 Safety Improvements US-1 Princess Anne St Rte 3 X N/A Implement Stars Study recommendations 11,600,000$                      

City of 
Fredericksburg

Rte 3 Signal Optimization PR-3 Blue and Gray Parkway William St 100450 X X X 2025 Operational Improvements 1,047,000$                         

Spotsylvania 
County 

US 17 I-95 bridge replacement and widening US-17 US-1 Hospital Blvd 107140 X X X 2025 Widen to 4 lanes divided with bike/ped accommodations 20,000,000$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

I-95 Exit 126, US 1 SB onto Southpoint Pkwy US-1 I-95 SB Off-Ramp Southpoint Pkwy 110914 X X X 2025 Widen I-95 off-ramp and US1 Southbound 14,495,000$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Harrison Rd and US 1 Intersection Improvements US-1 n/a n/a 51845 X X X 2021 Turn lane Improvements with bike/ped accommodations 22,732,636$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

US 17 (Mills Drive) and RT 609 Intersection Improvements US-17 n/a n/a 105893 X X 2021 Intersection Improvements  2,975,000$                         

TOTAL:  $                    147,477,398 

Minor Arterial Projects

Multi-Jurisdictional Tidewater Trail Widening (US-17/PR-2) Beulah Salisburty Drive US 17 (Mills Dr) X 2035 Widen to 4 lanes divided with bike/ped accommodations 56,620,000$                      

Stafford County Chatham Bridge Rehabilitation SR-3 n/a n/a 105535 & 110822 X X X 2025 Rehabilitate bridge deck with bike/ped accommodations 22,200,000$                      

Stafford County Butler Rd Improvements SR-218 Carter St Castle Rock Dr X 2045  Widen from 2 to 4 lane facility with bike/ped accommodations 28,225,000$                      

City of 
Fredericksburg

Lafayette Blvd Intersection Improvements US-1 BUS Princess Anne St Jackson Street 100439 X X 2035 Roundabouts at Lafayette Blvd and Charles St and Lafayette Blvd and 
Kenmore Ave with bike/ped accommodations

5,548,000$                         

City of 
Fredericksburg

Lafayette Blvd Improvements/Widening US-1 BUS Blue & Gray Pkwy. City Limits X 2045 Widen to 4 lanes divided with bike/ped accomodations 19,817,000$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

US 17 BUS (Dixon Street) Reconstruction US-17 BUS Beulah Salisburty Drive 
North end of bridge over 

Hazel Run
109459 N/A Repave roadway 292,250$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Harrison Rd Widening SC-620 Salem Church Rd US 1 X 2035 Widen to 4 lanes divided with bike/ped accommodations 34,679,750$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

US 17 BUS over Deep Run US-17 BUS n/a n/a X N/A Rehabilitate Bridge

Spotsylvania 
County 

Lafayette Blvd and Harrison Blvd Turn Lane Improvements US-1 BUS n/a n/a 110913 X N/A Extend SB Lafayette Blvd right turn lane onto Harrison Rd 1,200,000$                         

Spotsylvania 
County 

Rt 208 and Rt 636 Intersection Improvements SR-208 n/a n/a 110987 X N/A Intersection Improvements with bike/ped accommodations 5,150,000$                         

TOTAL:  $                    173,732,000 

Collector Projects 

Multi-Jurisdictional Lansdowne Rd Operational Improvements UR-3952 Mine Rd Tidewater Trail N/A Turn lane Improvements at Mine Rd, Shannon Dr and Tidewater Trail 
with bike/ped accommodations

12,396,000$                      

Stafford County US 1 & Enon Rd Intersection Improvements
US1/Enon 

Rd
US1

.02 mi west of Beauregard 
Dr

105722 N/A Widen to add center turn lane withturn lane Improvements at US 1 10,200,000$                      

Stafford County Courthouse Road Widening SC-630 Austin Ridge Dr
Ramoth Church 

Rd/Winding Creek Rd
4632 X X X 2021 Widen to 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations 35,966,920$                      

Stafford County Courthouse Road Widening SC-630 
Ramoth Church/Winding 

Creek 
Shelton Shop Rd X 2035 Widen to 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations 21,090,950$                      

Stafford County Shelton Shop Rd Widening (st) SC-648 Garrisonville Road Mountain View Road X 2035 Widen to 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations 24,787,000$                      

Stafford County Eskimo Hill Road Improvements SC-628 US-1 Potomac Run Rd N/A Reconstruct 2-lane road with intersection imporovments at US 1 and 
bike/ped accomodations

13,458,800$                      

Stafford County Garrisonville Road Widening SC-610 Eustace Rd Shelton Shop Rd X 2045 Widen to 6 lanes with sidewalk 21,767,200$                      

Stafford County Rte 610 - Garrisonville Road - Widen to 6 Lanes - Phase 2 SC-610 Shenandoah Ln Onville Rd 98847 X X 2021 Widen to 6 lanes divided with sidewalks 13,458,800$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Mine Road Widening SC-636 Falcon Dr/Spotsylvania Ave Lansdowne Rd X 2035 Widen to 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations 13,407,135$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Germanna Point Dr Extension SC-1029 Current Terminus Spotsylvania Ave X 2045 Extend 2-lane road with bike/ped accommodations 27,000,000$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Old Plank Rd and Ashleigh Park Blvd Intersection Improvements SC-610 n/a n/a 110898 X N/A Widen to 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations 13,407,135$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Rt 606 (Mudd Tavern Road) Widening SC-606 US 1 I-95 105464 X X 2025 Widen to 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations 21,250,000$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Route 711 - Crossover Movement Conversion SC-711 US 1 I-95 109516 X X N/A Safety Improvements 1,433,000$                         

Spotsylvania 
County 

Rte. 608 over Massaponax Creek SC-608 n/a n/a N/A Replace Culvert
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Stafford County Poplar Road Intersection Improvement SC-616 Poplar Rd Cedar Hill Ln 100622 X X 2021 Reconstruct intersection to meet current standards 2,021,621$                         

Stafford County Berea Church Road Reconstruction SC-654 Turslow Road Warrenton Road 107194 X X 2025 Reconstruct roadway without added capactiy 5,806,000$                         

TOTAL:  $                    237,450,561 

Local Roads Projects

Stafford Rte 2200 over Stream
SC-2200

n/a n/a X N/A Replace Culvert

City of 
Fredericksburg

Gateway Boulevard Extension FR-693 Rte 3 Fall Hill Ave X 2035 New 4 Lane Divided Roadway Alignment. Include a bike/ped bridge at 
Rte. 3

21,212,150$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Lee Hill School Dr and Old Dominion Pkwy Intersection 
Improvements

SC-635 n/a n/a 110900 N/A Safety Improvements 658,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Bridge over I-95 0.1 mile West of I-95 0.1 mile East of I-95 X X 2035 Bridge between Jackson Village and Alexander's Crossing 
developments. 4 lanes with bike/ped accommodations

15,000,000$                      

Spotsylvania 
County 

Mt. Olive Rd over N Anna River Bridge Replacement SC-650
.05 miles S of 

Hanover/Spotsy County 
Line

.03 miles N of 
Hanover/Spotsy County 

Line
81501 X X N/A Replace Bridge 2,834,580$                         

City of 
Fredericksburg

Carl D. Silver Pkwy Extension Current Terminus
Int. with Gordon W. Shelton 

BLVD
X 2035 Extend 4-lane divided road with bike/ped accommodations 5,662,000$                         

Spotsylvania 
County 

Route 606 Service Road SC-2092 Rte 606 Dan Bell Lane 111456 X N/A Construct service road north of Rte 606 7,820,000$                         

TOTAL:  $                      53,186,730 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects

Multi-Jurisdictional Bike Share Plan Capital Costs n/a n/a X N/A Implement bike share program in Fredericksburg area 684,000$                            

Stafford County Courhouse Rd Sidewalk Project Rad Oak Dr US 1
17570, 107551, 
108077, 112311

X N/A Construct shared-use path 6,950,959$                         

Stafford County Onville Road Sidewalk Project Stafford Mews Ln Garrisonville Ln 111224 X N/A Construct Sidewalk 550,000$                            

Stafford County Manning Drive Sidewalks Belmont Ferry Farm
17570, 107551, 
108077, 112311

X N/A Construct shared-use path 6,950,959$                         

Stafford County Upgrades on Leeland Road Deacon Rd 1.03 Mi N of Deacon Road 109477 X N/A Construct new bike lanes 3,350,000$                         

Stafford County Manning Drive Sidewalks James Madison Dr Forbes St N/A Construct sidewalk adjacent to Manning Dr 426,000$                            

Stafford County Lichfield Blvd Sidewalks Harrogate Rd Plantation Dr N/A Construct sidewalk adjacent to Lichfield Blvd 162,000$                            

Stafford County Flatford Road Sidewalks ParkwayBlvd Winding Creek Rd N/A Construct sidewalf adjacent to Flatford Rd 650,000$                            

Stafford County Butler Road Sidewalks Carter St St. Clair Brooks Park N/A Construct sidewalk adjacent to Butler Rd 530,000$                            

Stafford County Deacon Road Sidewalks VDOT District Office Leeland Rd N/A Construct sidewalk adjacent to Deacon Rd 1,050,000$                         

Stafford County
Crossing Improvements at Kings Highway and Cool Springs 

Road/Jett Drive
n/a n/a N/A Construct 3 crosswalks and install pedestrian signal 160,000$                            

Stafford County Warrenton Road (US 17 BUS) Sidewalks I-95 US 1 N/A Construct sidewalk adjacent to Warrenton Rd 1,161,000$                         

City of 
Fredericksburg

Fall Hill Ave Sidewlks River Rd Carl D. Silver Pkwy N/A Construct sidewalk adjacent to Fall Hill Ave 175,000$                            

City of 
Fredericksburg

Riverfront Corridor Connector Rappahannock River 
Heritage Trail

Lafayette Blvd N/A
Construct bike lanes along Sophia St and Pitt St from Lafayette Blvd to 
Caroline St, construct a cycle track along Caroline St from Pitt St to the 

RRHT, and improve intersection at Sophia and William
264,000$                            

City of 
Fredericksburg

VCR Trail Bridge over Blue & Gray Parkway n/a n/a X N/A Construct bike/ped bridge over Blue & Gray Pkwy near VCR Trail 5,217,000$                         

City of 
Fredericksburg

Kenmore Ave Bike Improvements Lafayette Blvd Rappahannock Canal Path N/A
Construct cycle track between Lafayette Blvd and William St, 

Sharrows between William St and Grove Ave, and shared-use path 
between Grove Ave and Canal Path

103,000$                            

City of 
Fredericksburg

East-West Bike Boulevard Rowe St and Stafford Ave Sophia Street N/A Utilize traffic calming techniques to create bike boulevard from FRED 
Central to Sophia St

785,000$                            

City of 
Fredericksburg

Idlewild Shared-Use Path Idlewild Neighborhood VCR Trail N/A Construct paved share-use path connecting Idlewild to VCR Trail 62,000$                              

City of 
Fredericksburg

Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge n/a n/a 109574 X N/A Construct bike/ped bridge 542,000$                            
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From To
Jurisdiction Project

Route 
Number

Boundaries Regionally 
Significant

Contained in 
TIP 

Committed 
Project

UPC # 
AQ Conformity 

Analysis Network 
Year

 Cost Estimate (2018 
Dollars) 

Improvements Description

City of 
Fredericksburg

Twin Lake/Kensington/Ped Counter St Paul St Twin Lake Dr 110932 X N/A Construct shared-use path 1,981,550$                         

City of 
Fredericksburg

Hospital Drive Shared-Use Path Cowan Blvd Rappahannock Canal Path N/A Construct shared-use path adjacent to Hospital Dr 542,000$                            

City of 
Fredericksburg

Downtown Fredericksburg Pedestrian Improvements n/a n/a 111804 X N/A Street light upgrades, sidewalk reconstruction, crosswalk upgrades 
and market square alley Improvements

1,300,000$                         

Spotsylvania 
County 

US 1 and Spotsylvania Parkway Intersection Improvements n/a n/a N/A Construct shared-use path along Spotsylvania Pkwy, repaint 5 
crosswalks and install pedestrian signal

542,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Salem Church Road Shared-use Path and Sidewalk Rte 3 Harrison Rd N/A Construct shared-use path and sidewalk along Salem Church Rd Install 
3 crosswalks and pedestrian signal at Rt. 3 and Salem Church Rd

288,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Harrison Rd and Leavells Rd/Salem Church Rd Intersection 
Improvements

n/a n/a N/A Install 3 crosswalks and pedestrian signals. Construct shared-use path 
to VCR Trail

520,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Smith Station Road Shared-Use Path Leavells Rd 1,000 ft west of Leavells Rd N/A Construct shared-use path and repain crosswalks at Smith Station Rd 
and Spotsylvania Pkwy

600,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Harrison Rd and Gordon Rd Intersection Improvements n/a n/a N/A Construct a shared-use path from VCR Trail to intersection. Install 3 
crosswalks and a pedestrian signal

700,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Smith Station Road Sidewalk Spotsylvania Pkwy Existing Sidewalk N/A Construct sidewalk along Smith Station Rd from existing sidewalk 
south of Spotsylvania Pkwy to Spotsylvania Pkwy

137,000$                            

Spotsylvania 
County 

Spotswood Furnace Road Sidewalk Riverbend High School Rte 3 N/A Construct sidewalk along Spotswood Furnace Rd 69,000$                              

Spotsylvania 
County 

Spotsylvania Courthouse Village Streetscape - Phase II 110488 N/A Construct sidewalks and other ped infrastructure 1,118,773$                         

TOTAL: 37,571,241$                      

1,993,944,535$            
* Funds already programmed in FY12-15 TIP are not included in CLRP Project Allocations, See Notes Column for Programmed TIP Funds

GRAND TOTAL
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Multi-jurisdictional New Commuter Bus Routes N/A Implement two new commuter bus routes from FAMPO Region to Northern Virginia and 
Washington D.C., with 8 total trips. Exact routes TBD

17,000,000$              

Stafford County Garrisonville to Quantico Bus Route N/A New service from Garrisonville commuter lots to Quantico 2,000,000$                

City of Fredericksburg Downtown Fredericksburg Circulator N/A New service around the Downtown Fredericksburg area 400,000$                    

Spotsylvania County FRED Transit Lee Hill Transfer Center N/A Construct transfer station near Market St and Wensel Rd 500,000$                    

Stafford County Brooke VRE Station Platforms + Ped Bridge + Ped/Bike Access 111883 X X N/A Expand existing platform, construct second platform and add bike/ped accommodations 23,391,019$              

Stafford County Leeland Road VRE Station Platforms + Ped Bridge + Ped/Bike Access 111884 X X N/A Expand existing platform, construct second platform and add bike/ped accommodations 15,257,090$              

Multi-jurisdictional Regional Commuter Lot Improvements N/A Miscellaneous commuter lot Improvements regionwide 100,000$                    

Multi-jurisdictional GWRideConnect/TDM Assistance 103685 N/A 1,295,604$                

Stafford County Leeland Road VRE Station Parking Expansion 111885 X X N/A Expand existing parking lot by 225 spaces 5,519,179$                

Stafford County New Chatham Heights Road Commuter Lot N/A Construct new 80-space lot on Chatham Heights Road 2,100,000$                

Stafford County New Route 3 East Commuter Lot N/A Construct new 150-space lot on Route 3 in eastern Stafford County 3,000,000$                

Stafford County New Warrenton Road (US 17 Bus.) Commuter Lot X N/A Construct new 1000-space lot on US 17 Business near Olde Forge Drive 20,000,000$              

Stafford County Mine Road Commuter Lot Expansion X N/A Expand existing parking lot by 400 spaces 11,700,000$              

City of Fredericksburg New Celebrate VA South Commuter Lot X N/A Construct new 1200-space lot in Celebrate VA South 20,000,000$              

Spotsylvania County New Massaponax Commuter Lot X N/A  Construct new or expand existing lot in Massaponax area 10,000,000$              

Total  $        132,262,892 

TDM Projects

Jurisdiction

FAMPO 2045 CONSTRAINED TRANSIT/TDM PROJECT LIST FOR AIR QUALITY CONFORMITY

2018 Cost Estimate

Transit Projects

 Project/Corridor VDOT UPC # Project Description
 Regionally 
Significant  

 Committed Projects 
 AQ Conformity Analysis 

Network Year 
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5c.  STARS Study Update – Mr. Paul Agnello and Mr. Stephen Haynes, Virginia 
Department of Transportation (VDOT) 
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5ci.  FAMPO Resolution No. 19-05, Authorizing Staff to Transfer Fiscal Years 2019 and 
2020 Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) Funding to Support Two Potential 
VDOT STARS Studies - Mr. Paul Agnello  
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FAMPO RESOLUTION 19-05 
 

AUTHORIZING STAFF TO TRANSFER FISCAL YEARS 2019 AND 2020 REGIONAL SURFACE 
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM FUNDING TO SUPPORT TWO POTENTIAL VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION STARS STUDIES 
 
 
WHEREAS, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) STARS (Strategically Targeted Affordable 
Roadway Solutions) Program strives to develop comprehensive, innovative transportation solutions to relieve 
congestion bottlenecks and solve critical traffic and safety challenges throughout the Commonwealth; and 
 
WHEREAS, the VDOT Fredericksburg District’s top priorities for STARS Program funding in FY2019 include U.S. 
1 from Port Aquia Drive to Austin Run Boulevard in Stafford County and U.S. 1 from Filter Lane to Guinea Station 
Road in Spotsylvania County; and 
 
WHEREAS, the addition of $100,000 in FY2019 and FY2020 Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) 
funding for each study would help make them more competitive statewide; and 
 
WHEREAS, FAMPO staff proposes transferring $50,000 in FY2019 RSTP ($25,000 for each study) and $150,000 in 
FY2020 RSTP ($75,000 for each study) from the regionally significant projects UPC (113914) to these studies; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
hereby authorizes staff to transfer $50,000 in FY2019 RSTP and $150,000 in FY2020 RSTP from the regionally 
significant projects UPC to the U.S. 1 STARS studies 
 
; and 
 
BE IF FURTHER RESOLVED that the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization hereby supports 
all three applications the VDOT Fredericksburg District Office has/will be submitting to the STARS Program: 

1. U.S. 1 from Port Aquia Drive to Austin Run Boulevard in Stafford County; 
2. U.S. 1 from Filter Lane to Guinea Station Road in Spotsylvania County; and 
3. U.S. 1 from just north of Mine Road to Market Street in Spotsylvania County.  

 
 
Adopted by the Policy Committee at its meeting on September 17, 2018. 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________ 

Timothy McLaughlin, Chair 
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
Policy Committee 
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5d.  Resolution No. 19-06, TIP Amendment: UPC 111980 for the GARVEE Debt 
Service Interest – Mr. Nick Quint (ACTION ITEM) 
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FAMPO RESOLUTION 19-06 
 

AMENDING THE FISCAL YEARS 2018-2021 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM TO 
ADD UPC 111980 

 
 
WHEREAS, the Fiscal Years (FY) 2018-2021 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) was adopted by FAMPO 
on May 15, 2017; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) has requested that FAMPO amend its TIP to add 
UPC 111980, the Southbound Rappahannock River Crossing GARVEE Debt Service Interest Payment; and 
 
WHEREAS, this TIP amendment will allow VDOT to begin payment on this debt service at the beginning of Federal 
Fiscal Year (FFY) 2019; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
hereby amends the FY2018-2021 TIP to include UPC 111980, as shown in the attachment to this resolution. 
 
 
Adopted by the Policy Committee at its meeting on September 17, 2018. 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________ 

Timothy McLaughlin, Chair 
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
Policy Committee 



UPC NO 111980 SCOPE

SYSTEM Interstate JURISDICTION Fredericksburg OVERSIGHT NFO

PROJECT #HB2.FY17 I-95 RAPPAHANCK RVR CROSS SB - GARVEE Debt Service ADMIN BY VDOT

DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM NOTE TIP AMD - add $140,809 (NHPP) FFY20; add $1,579,934 (NHPP) FFY21. Includes $140,809 GARVEE Debt Service 
interest for FFY20, $1,579,934 GARVEE Debt Service interest for FFY21 and $12,710,610 GARVEE Debt Service 
interest for FFY22-FFY35. Total GARVEE Debt Service interest $14,431,353. Corresponding CN UPC 101595.

ROUTE/STREET 0095 TOTAL COST $14,431,353

FUND SOURCE MATCH FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21

PE Federal - NHS/NHPP $0 $0 $0 $140,809 $1,579,934

MPO Note

Interstate Projects

Fredericksburg MPO

1

MPO TIP Report
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5e.  Draft 1-95 Phase 2 Highway Study Report for Review– Mr. Paul Agnello 
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I-95 PHASE 2 CORRIDOR STUDY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Within the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) region, the I-95 corridor 

currently experiences severe and recurring traffic congestion from Quantico to Massaponax during 

weekdays and more widespread delays on weekends.  Forecasted growth in population, employment, 

tourism activity and freight movement will result in worsening conditions within the corridor. 

As part of the continuing, cooperative and comprehensive planning process in the FAMPO area, this Phase 

2 study was commissioned as a follow-on effort to the Phase 1 effort of 2016.  The timing of this study 

activity is particularly important in the context of the 2018 application deadline for the Commonwealth of 

Virginia’s Smart Scale program opportunity.  It is the expressed interest of this study to inform and support 

project submissions to this program. 

This technical report documents the results of the second phase of study in the I-95 corridor within the 

FAMPO area.  The 2016 Phase I study objective was to develop a 2040 master plan for I-95 between 

mileposts 145 and 125 that considered existing and future weekday and weekend travel conditions.  Phase 

1 relied on macroscopic analysis using the region’s travel forecasting model.  The 2018 Phase 2 effort was 

undertaken to provide a detailed microscopic (VISSIM) operations analysis of the I-95 corridor to reveal 

potential choke points and operational problem areas not known at the macroscopic level.    The results of 

the microscopic corridor analysis informed the project development process for near-term actions as well 

as the longer-term corridor planning process.  

A study Advisory Committee was established to oversee and provide feedback on work products.  The Long 

Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Advisory Committee was made up of representatives from various 

stakeholder groups that typically participate in planning and programming of local and regional 

transportation improvements.  The membership of this Advisory Committee can be found in Section 1.2 of 

this report.  The Advisory Committee met 8 times during the course of the study from June 22, 2017 to 

April 9, 2018. 

The I-95 corridor in the FAMPO area receives much attention due to its standing as one of the most 

congested interstate corridors in the nation.  Since the Phase 1 Study was published and even during the 

early months of the Phase 2 effort, significant decisions were made in terms of infrastructure investments 

along I-95 in this area.  The origin of these projects can be traced to the Smart Scale process or actions of 

the Governor’s administration.  Listed below are the most regionally-significant improvements that are now 

considered approved and funded.   

 I-95 Southbound Rappahannock River Crossing project (revised design) (UPC 101595) 

 FredEX lanes project from Garrisonville area (Exit 140) to US 17 (Exit 133) (UPC 112046) 

 I-95 Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing project (UPCs 105510, 112520, 113936) 
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 Exit 126 northbound on-ramp improvements 

 

The projects listed above along with other local spot improvements already identified made up the new 

no-build (later re-termed no build plus) assumption for the purpose of this Phase 2 study.  This no-build 

scenario (Figure ES-1) was tested under 2030 and 2045 traffic conditions to identify weekday and 

weekend choke points.   
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Figure ES-1: I-95 2045 No-Build Scenario 

Regarding the ability for the no-build scenario to accommodate 2030 and 2045 traffic, several additional 
improvements were identified based on the microscopic VISSIM analysis.  These are listed below: 
 

 A fourth general purpose (auxiliary) lane northbound between exits 126 and 130 

 A fourth general purpose (auxiliary) lane southbound between exits 130 and 126 

 A fifth southbound deceleration lane for the I-95 off-ramp to Exit 126 
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 Ramp improvements at Exit 136 

 Ramp improvements at Exit 133 

 Widening I-95 northbound from three to four GP lanes between the GP/CD merge (Truslow Road 

area) and Exit 136 

These proposed improvements over the no-build scenario were vetted with VDOT and the LRTP Advisory 

Committee.  There was general agreement among all parties that these investments will be needed by 2045 

with some warranted closer to the 2030 timeframe.  These study recommendations were strategically 

useful in development of the FAMPO 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan update as well as informing 

select decisions related to Smart Scale project submissions in 2018.   

Beyond the performance evaluation of the future no-build scenario, the study team discussed 

improvements to I-95 access to and from the local community.  Four new or improved access concepts 

were considered as described below: 

 New full access near milepost 131 connecting I-95 to Carl D Silver Pkwy & Gordon W Shelton Blvd 

 New full access at existing Harrison Road overpass (milepost 128) to include select widening of 
Harrison Road to accommodate increased traffic demand 

 Improved access at Exit 126 (Route 1) to include elements often referred to as the Super Ramp 
among other improvements 

 New full access at milepost 124 near a new residential community known as Jackson Village 

The decision to pursue new or improved interstate access is complex and challenging in a regulated 

environment.  Some of the key factors that must be considered and demonstrated during the decision and 

approval process include but are not limited to: 

1) Travel benefit or harm caused to the surrounding transportation network 

2) Construction cost 

3) Right-of-way impacts and costs  

4) Safety implications 

5) Environmental impacts 

6) Economic benefits 

To provide a high-level view of the four I-95 assess improvements being considered, the study team used 

available modeling tools to provide a preliminary and relative comparison based on the first three items in 

the above list.  The analysis presented information in the following areas: 

a) Relative change in vehicle hours of delay in the surrounding area 

b) Relative change in travel speed in the surrounding area 

c) Planning level estimate of construction cost 

d) Planning level estimate of right-of-way cost 

e) A benefit-cost-quotient that normalized the above items for ease of comparison 
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Considering the abbreviated information described above, it was decided by the FAMPO Policy Committee 

to not advance continued study of the new access point near milepost 124 (Jackson Village area).  There is 

continued interest in the other three proposals for improved access with each one showing varying levels 

of travel improvements compared to the no-action alternative. The methodology and results of the 

preliminary investigation of potential new access points can be found in Appendices C and D of this report.  

At the time this I-95 Phase 2 Study Final Report was published, no preference has been identified about 

which access improvement shows the most promise for the community.  This more detailed investigation 

is likely the next step for the region in preparation for the 4th round of Smart Scale.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the FAMPO area, the I-95 corridor currently experiences severe and recurring traffic congestion 

from Quantico to Massaponax during weekdays and more widespread delays on weekends.  Forecasted 

growth in population, employment, tourism activity and freight movement will result in worsening 

conditions within the corridor. 

As part of the continuing, cooperative and comprehensive planning process in the FAMPO area, this Phase 

2 study was commissioned, following on the previous Phase 1 effort.  The timing of this study activity is 

particularly important in the context of the update to the FAMPO 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan 

(LRTP) update and the 2018 application deadline for the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Smart Scale 

application process.   

1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVE 

This technical report documents the results of the second phase of study in the I-95 corridor within the 

GWRC area.  The 2016 Phase I study objective was to develop a 2040 master plan for I-95 between 

mileposts 145 and 125 that considered existing and future weekday and weekend travel conditions.  Phase 

1 relied on macroscopic analysis using the region’s travel forecasting model.  The 2018 Phase 2 effort was 

undertaken to provide a detailed microscopic (VISSIM) operations analysis of the I-95 corridor to reveal 

potential choke points and operational problem areas not known at the macroscopic level.  The results of 

the microscopic corridor analysis informed the project development process for near-term actions as well 

as the longer-term corridor planning process. 

1.2 ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

A LRTP Advisory Committee was established to oversee and provide feedback on work products resulting 

from this study.  The Advisory Committee was made up of representatives from various stakeholder groups 

that typically participate in planning and programming of local and regional transportation improvements.  

Table 1 identifies the members of the LRTP Advisory Committee. 

The Advisory Committee met 8 times during the course of the study from June 22, 2017 to April 9, 2018. 
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Table 1: LRTP Advisory Committee 

Jurisdiction Primary Representative Alternate(s) 

City of Fredericksburg Erik Nelson Doug Fawcett 

Spotsylvania County Ed Petrovitch Doug Morgan 

Stafford County Christopher Rapp Joey Hess 

CTAC Rupert Farley Fran Larkins 

VRE Sonali Soneji --- 

Caroline County Craig Pennington --- 

King George County Nieman Young --- 

VDOT Stephen Haynes Linda LaSut 

PRTC Chuck Steigerwald --- 

DRPT Tim Roseboom  

 

2. EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Interstate 95 within the study area provides three general purpose lanes in each direction with 

interchanges at major cross roads providing access to local land use and routes for regional travel.  Year 

2017 average daily traffic ranged from 102,000 to 150,000 vehicles per day, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: 2017 Existing Average Daily Traffic 
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2.1 INRIX FINDINGS 

INRIX is a data set that reports average travel speeds observed over a defined period.  This data is collected 

by anonymously sampling the digital signatures of GPS devices being used by those traveling the corridor.  

This data allows analysts to graphically depict the geographic area of congested conditions as a function of 

time.  As shown in Figure 2 through Figure 4, the INRIX graphics (heat maps) reflect average travel speeds 

measured between the dates of September 14, 2015 and November 19, 2015.  In the vertical dimension, 

the information relates to the roadway schematic to the right.  The horizontal axis indicates the time of day 

when the speeds were sampled. 
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Figure 2: Existing Weekday Southbound PM Congestion 

I-95 PHASE 2 STUDY 
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Figure 3: Existing Thursday/Friday Southbound PM Congestion 
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Figure 4: Existing Sunday Northbound Congestion 
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3. FUTURE NO-BUILD CONDITION 

Future conditions were predicted using the Version 3.1 Travel Forecasting Model adopted for long-range 

transportation planning in the GWRC area.  The version 3.1 model was developed for FAMPO in early 2017 

and includes the most recent zonal socioeconomic data and traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure developed 

for the 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). 

The travel model analysis consisted of three primary components which included reviewing the 

performance of the model in the study area, adjusting the model for better performance in the study area, 

and application of the model for the development and comparison of the study alternatives.  Additional 

information regarding the first two steps is discussed in detail in Appendix A. 

The method used to produce traffic volume forecasts for each of these scenarios is based on guidance 

provided in publications NCHRP 2551 and NCHRP 7652.  These publications prescribe a method of using 

estimated traffic volumes from a travel demand model along with observed traffic counts to derive the 

traffic forecasts.  Final adjustments are made to the forecasts to ensure that volumes are balanced between 

the interchanges and adjacent intersections, where appropriate. 

Peak Hour Volumes 

For the I-95 Phase 2 Study, this methodology was applied for the development of AM and PM peak hour 

forecasts for segments of I-95, the ramps for each interchange, and the intersections at key ramp termini. 

This process required several input components for each interchange or intersection and included the 

following: 

1. a set of 2017 base year traffic counts (AM peak hour, PM peak hour) 
2. a set of 2015 model volumes (AM peak hour, PM peak hour) 
3. a set of 2045 model volumes (AM peak hour, PM peak hour) 

Peak hour factors from the FAMPO time-of-day assignment models were used to convert the peak period 

volumes estimated by the model to peak hour volumes.  Peak periods for the model are three hours in 

duration and defined as 6-9 AM and 4-7 PM.    This resulted in factors of 0.40 and 0.37 that were applied 

to the AM and PM period volumes respectively to yield peak hour volumes.  Final adjustments were applied 

where necessary to ensure that volumes balanced between adjacent intersections. 

In addition to the weekday AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes estimated using the travel model, it was 

necessary to estimate PM peak hour traffic for weekend travel conditions.  Traffic count data was compiled 

                                                           
1 Pedersen, N.J. and Samdahl, D.R., “NCHRP Report 255: Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area Project Planning 

and Design.” National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report, Washington DC. (1982). 
2 CDM Smith, Horowitz, A., Creasey, T., Pendyala, R., and Chen, M., “NCHRP Report 765: Analytical Travel 

Forecasting Approaches for Project-Level Planning and Design.” National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
Report, Washington DC. (2014). 
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which represented 2017 weekend PM peak hour traffic conditions.  A pivot model approach was employed 

which used the differences in weekday and weekend traffic counts and applied these factors to the 2045 

weekday AM peak hour forecasts to derive comparable 2045 weekend traffic forecasts.  Two assumptions 

that were acknowledged in the application of this approach in this phase of analysis are, 1) that the 

relationship between weekday and weekend observed traffic counts are still valid in 2045, and 2) that the 

northbound peak direction during the weekday AM peak is similar to the weekend PM peak conditions. 

3.1 NO-BUILD ALTERNATIVE 

In consultation with VDOT and other members of the LRTP Advisory Committee, a no-build scenario was 

developed.  This alternative represents the existing conditions plus the planned and programmed projects 

that are reasonably foreseeable.  This no-build scenario was modeled and results were presented.  

Subsequent to this effort, the decision was made to add a few additional projects to the no-build condition 

and use this revised no-build scenario as the basis for testing any build concepts.  This revised no-build 

condition became known as No-Build Plus.  The future no-build plus scenario is depicted in Figure 5 and 

includes the following planned and approved improvements.   

 I-95 Southbound Rappahannock River Crossing project (revised design) (UPC 101595) 

 FredEX lanes project from Garrisonville area (Exit 140) to US 17 (Exit 133) (UPC 112046) 

 I-95 Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing project (UPCs 105510, 112520, 113936) 

 I-95 Northbound on-ramp improvements defined in the associated STARS study  

 Rte 3 East of I-95: 4 lanes from Gateway Blvd to Williams Street in No Build. 

 US 1 (North Stafford) – 4 lanes from Telegraph Rd to Prince William Co. line. 

 US 17 West of I-95 (Stafford) – 4 lanes from Stafford Lakes Pkwy to Hartwood Rd (SC-612) 

 Leavells Rd (SC-639) (Spotsylvania) – 2 -lanes from Courthouse Rd to Smith Station Rd. 

 Smith Station Rd (Spotsylvania – SC-628) – 2-lanes from Gordon Rd to Massaponax Church Rd. 

 Hood Dr. Widening (Spotsylvania – SC 636) – 2-lanes from Courthouse Rd to US 1. 

 Shelton Shop Rd (SC 648) – 2 lanes from Garrisonville Rd (SC 610) to Mountain View Rd (SC 627). 

 I-95 Interchange improvements at Exit 130 (Rte 3)  

 Exit 140 Courthouse Rd Interchange and Courthouse Rd relocation & widening. 

 Thornburg Exit (118) – Mudd Tavern Rd widening from Route 1 to Mallard Rd (2 to 4 lanes). 

 Ladysmith Exit (110) – Ladysmith Rd widening from western ramps of I-95 to Rte 1 (2 to 4 lanes). 

 Route 17 Exit (133) – Rte 17 and Short Street traffic signal is being removed as part of an HSIP 

project. A new signal will be installed at Olde Forge Drive. 

 One additional lane on US 1 southbound added between the I-95 southbound off-ramp at Exit 
126 and Southpointe Pkwy 

 Harrison Rd (Spotsylvania – SC-620) – 2-lanes from Lafayette Blvd to Salem Church Rd. 

In Figure 5, the information reflected in black represent the existing infrastructure while the red areas 
show I-95 improvements above and beyond the existing condition as listed above. 
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Figure 5: I-95 Lane Configuration – 2045 No-Build Plus 

 

PLUS 
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3.2 CORRIDOR TRAVEL GROWTH TREND 

Anticipated peak hour traffic growth on I-95 for the no-build plus scenario are shown in Table 2 and Table 

3 below.  Growth in traffic in the peak hours ranges from 0.6% to 2.0% per year.  Growth at the northern 

end of the corridor in the peak direction is more modest than segments further south due to the heavy 

commute volumes to and from Washington DC reaching the capacity of I-95 by the year 2045. 

Table 2: Comparison of Existing and Future Traffic Volumes (AM Peak Hour)  

 

I-95 Segment AM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour

Southbound Northbound Southbound Northbound Southbound Northbound

North of Exit 136 (Centrport Pkwy)
2,797             4,007             3,580             5,510             0.9% 1.1%

Exit 136

Between Exit 136 (Centrport Pkwy) and 

Exit 133 (US 17) 2,819             4,760             3,820             7,180             1.1% 1.5%

Exit 133

Between Exit 133 (US 17) and Central 

Park Area (Proposed Exit 131) 3,041             5,072             4,410             7,770             1.3% 1.5%

Proposed Exit 131

Between Central Park Area and Exit 130 

(Rte 3) 3,041             5,072             4,410             7,770             1.3% 1.5%

Exit 130

Between Exit 130 (Rte 3) and Harrison Rd 2,685             3,278             3,950             5,720             1.4% 2.0%

Proposed Exit 128

Between Harrison Rd and Exit 126 (US 1) 2,685             3,278             3,950             5,720             1.4% 2.0%

Exit 126

Between Exit 126 (US 1) and US 17 2,377             2,273             3,250             3,410             1.1% 1.5%

Proposed US 17 NB On-ramp

Between US 17 and Jackson Village 

Overpass (Proposed Exit 124) 2,377             2,273             3,250             3,410             1.1% 1.5%

Proposed Exit 124

South of Jackson Village Overpass 

(Proposed Exit 124) 2,377             2,273             3,250             3,410             1.1% 1.5%

2017 Traffic Counts

2045 No-Build Plus 

Traffic Volume Forecast

Average Annual 

Compund Growth
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Table 3: Comparison of Existing and Future Traffic Volumes (PM Peak Hour) 

 

As stated in previous sections, the 2030 and 2045 no build plus scenario was used to test corridor 

operations as the basis for determining additional improvements needed in the long term. 

4. BUILD IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED BEYOND NO-BUILD PLUS 

The consultant team used VISSIM to simulate the operational performance of the No-Build Plus 

configuration and identify any operational or safety concerns that need to be improved. The following 

potential improvements were identified and are described further in this section. 

1. Improvements to Exit 136 

2. Widening I-95 northbound and southbound from three to four mainline lanes in each direction 

between Exits 126 and 130. 

3. Adding a deceleration lane to I-95 southbound at Exit 126 

I-95 Segment PM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

Southbound Northbound Southbound Northbound Southbound Northbound

North of Exit 136 (Centrport Pkwy)
4,843             4,244             6,230             4,960             0.9% 0.6%

Exit 136

Between Exit 136 (Centrport Pkwy) and 

Exit 133 (US 17) 4,920             4,233             7,060             6,120             1.3% 1.3%

Exit 133

Between Exit 133 (US 17) and Central 

Park Area (Proposed Exit 131) 5,278             4,599             8,000             6,950             1.5% 1.5%

Proposed Exit 131

Between Central Park Area and Exit 130 

(Rte 3) 5,278             4,599             8,000             6,950             1.5% 1.5%

Exit 130

Between Exit 130 (Rte 3) and Harrison Rd 4,216             3,620             7,080             5,470             1.9% 1.5%

Proposed Exit 128

Between Harrison Rd and Exit 126 (US 1) 4,216             3,620             7,080             5,470             1.9% 1.5%

Exit 126

Between Exit 126 (US 1) and US 17 2,997             3,038             3,830             4,250             0.9% 1.2%

Proposed US 17 NB On-ramp

Between US 17 and Jackson Village 

Overpass (Proposed Exit 124) 2,997             3,038             3,830             4,250             0.9% 1.2%

Proposed Exit 124

South of Jackson Village Overpass 

(Proposed Exit 124) 2,997             3,038             3,830             4,250             0.9% 1.2%

2017 Traffic Counts

2045 No-Build Plus 

Traffic Volume Forecast

Average Annual 

Compund Growth
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4. Improvements to Exit 133 

5. Widening I-95 northbound from three to four GP lanes between the GP/CD merge (Truslow Rd 

area) and Exit 136 

Proposed Smart Scale Improvements for I-95 Interchange 136 

 

As part of Smart Scale Round 3, VDOT is recommending interchange improvement for Exit 136. The 
improvements are shown in Figure 6 below. 

 

 

Figure 6: Proposed Smart Scale Improvements for Exit 136 

The GWRC consultant used the VISSIM model built for the FAMPO I-95 Phase 2 analysis to test the 
operational performance of the interchange ramp terminals with and without the proposed ramp 
improvements using forecast volumes for 2030 and 2045. The measures of effectiveness for the overall 
intersection and individual turning movements are summarized in the Tables below. 
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Qualitatively, the proposed addition of a left-turn lane to I-95 SB off-ramp and restriping leading to a 
widening of east bound Centreport Pkwy are positive safety improvements with reduced queue lengths 
and increased capacity leading to improved safety performance. 

 

Conclusion (Exit 136): Based on the results from the VISSIM operational performance and the qualitative 
safety assessment, the GWRC consultant supports the proposed Smart Scale improvements for Exit 136 
on I-95. 

 

 

 

Intersection
Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy 26.1 LOS_C 26.0 LOS_C

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy 10.6 LOS_B 9.5 LOS_A

Intersection
Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy 22.8 LOS_C 23.4 LOS_C

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy 27.2 LOS_C 27.0 LOS_C

Intersection
Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy 16.7 LOS_B 16.8 LOS_B

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy 17.1 LOS_B 15.0 LOS_B

2030 Weekday AM Peak Hour

No Improvement (Existing 

Lane Configuration)
Improved Intersection

2045 Weekday PM Peak Hour

2045 Sunday Peak Hour
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Intersection
Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy 36.5 LOS_D 36.5 LOS_D

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy 13.0 LOS_B 12.9 LOS_B

Intersection
Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy 38.5 LOS_D 39.5 LOS_D

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy 26.3 LOS_C 25.1 LOS_C

Intersection
Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

Intersection Delay 

(sec/veh)
LOS

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy 35.7 LOS_D 35.9 LOS_D

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy 54.0 LOS_D 28.5 LOS_C

2045 Weekday PM Peak Hour

2045 Sunday Peak Hour

No Improvement (Existing 

Lane Configuration)
Improved Intersection

2045 Weekday AM Peak Hour
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Demand 

Volumes 

(veh/hr)

Simulated 

Throughput 

(veh/hr)

% 

Difference

Simulated 

Queue Length 

(feet)

Simulated 

Delay 

(sec/veh)

Simulated 

Throughp

ut 

(veh/hr)

% 

Difference

Simulated 

Queue 

Length 

(feet)

Simulated 

Delay 

(sec/veh)

Left 480 477 0.6% 1129 33.8 475 1.0% 1176 34.0

Through 0 0 1129 0.0 0 1176 0.0

Right 620 592 4.5% 1162 29.7 588 5.2% 1208 29.4

Left 0

Through 380 370 2.6% 62 33.3 371 2.4% 61 32.9

Right 310 323 4.2% 0 0.0 323 4.2% 0 0.0

Left 20 20 0.0% 17 43.2 19 5.0% 17 46.1

Through 140 142 1.4% 17 24.0 140 0.0% 17 23.9

Right 0

Left 90 84 6.7% 14 34.2 84 6.7% 9 26.5

Through 0 0 14 0.0 0 9 0.0

Right 10 11 10.0% 0 0.0 11 10.0% 0 0.0

Left 90 96 6.7% 22 23.5 96 6.7% 25 26.4

Through 780 746 4.4% 22 5.5 748 4.1% 25 5.7

Right 90

Left 0

Through 70 74 5.7% 14 14.2 73 4.3% 13 14.0

Right 200 193 3.5% 14 12.9 194 3.0% 13 12.5

Left 420 427 1.7% 47 18.6 420 0.0% 64 23.7

Through 0 0 47 0.0 0 64 0.0

Right 120 128 6.7% 10 14.9 128 6.7% 10 17.8

Left 0

Through 510 497 2.5% 90 31.2 498 2.4% 83 28.9

Right 130 136 4.6% 0 -0.1 136 4.6% 0 -0.1

Left 20 16 20.0% 60 50.2 21 5.0% 72 49.2

Through 490 436 11.0% 60 25.6 509 3.9% 72 24.3

Right 0

Left 140 127 9.3% 25 38.8 130 7.1% 24 49.3

Through 0 0 25 0.0 0 24 0.0

Right 210 226 7.6% 0 0.1 226 7.6% 0 0.1

Left 200 204 2.0% 57 33.5 194 3.0% 107 45.3

Through 730 728 0.3% 46 6.1 720 1.4% 106 11.3

Right 0

Left 0

Through 370 327 11.6% 1502 54.6 402 8.6% 1254 39.9

Right 520 405 22.1% 1502 51.6 508 2.3% 1254 38.5

Left 280 275 1.8% 57 17.7 276 1.4% 55 17.8

Through 20 15 57 15.5 14 55 19.0

Right 490 486 0.8% 63 13.9 485 1.0% 64 14.0

Left 0

Through 230 215 6.5% 35 33.6 216 6.1% 34 32.4

Right 360 369 2.5% 0 0.0 369 2.5% 0 0.0

Left 20 28 40.0% 36 44.4 28 40.0% 37 56.5

Through 240 234 2.5% 36 28.7 237 1.3% 37 28.3

Right 0

Left 140 149 6.4% 33 39.3 146 4.3% 146 0.0

Through 10 11 10.0% 33 42.3 11 11

Right 10 10 0.0% 0 0.0 10 0.0% 10 0.0

Left 90 76 15.6% 16 26.1 78 13.3% 78 0.1

Through 420 404 3.8% 16 5.9 408 2.9% 408 0.0

Right 0

Left 0

Through 120 116 3.3% 44 19.5 116 3.3% 116 0.0

Right 290 294 1.4% 44 17.4 291 0.3% 291 0.0

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy

2030 

Sunday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 SB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

2030 

Weekday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 SB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy

2030 

Sunday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 NB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy

2030 

Weekday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 NB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy

2030 

Weekday 

AM Peak 

Hour

I-95 NB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy

2030 

Weekday 

AM Peak 

Hour

I-95 SB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

Scenario Roadway Links Movement

No Improvement (Existing Lane Configuration) Improved Intersection

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy
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Demand 

Volumes 

(veh/hr)

Simulated 

Throughput 

(veh/hr)

% 

Difference

Simulated 

Queue Length 

(feet)

Simulated 

Delay 

(sec/veh)

Simulated 

Throughp

ut 

(veh/hr)

% 

Difference

Simulated 

Queue 

Length 

(feet)

Simulated 

Delay 

(sec/veh)

Left 880 436 50.5% 1227 47.9 437 50.3% 1232 48.0

Through 0 0 1227 0.0 0 1232 0.0

Right 970 454 53.2% 1260 40.5 457 52.9% 1264 38.9

Left 0

Through 530 523 1.3% 109 34.5 527 0.6% 111 35.1

Right 100 95 5.0% 0 0.0 95 5.0% 0 0.0

Left 80 78 2.5% 35 47.9 78 2.5% 36 52.8

Through 220 236 7.3% 35 23.4 237 7.7% 36 23.1

Right 0

Left 110 121 10.0% 21 35.6 121 10.0% 15 31.8

Through 0 0 21 0.0 0 15 0.0

Right 100 88 12.0% 0 0.0 88 12.0% 0 0.0

Left 140 102 27.1% 35 31.0 102 27.1% 56 29.5

Through 1270 865 31.9% 35 6.1 865 31.9% 56 7.5

Right 0

Left 0

Through 190 187 1.6% 40 20.4 187 1.6% 43 20.4

Right 310 314 1.3% 40 16.6 315 1.6% 43 18.7

Left 780 508 34.9% 1211 51.4 494 36.7% 1208 53.6

Through 0 0 1211 0.0 0 1208 0.0

Right 560 353 37.0% 1244 41.3 340 39.3% 1241 43.9

Left 0

Through 620 626 1.0% 145 34.5 622 0.3% 176 38.7

Right 40 35 12.5% 0 0.0 35 12.5% 0 0.0

Left 140 87 37.9% 51 63.3 105 25.0% 54 52.7

Through 540 347 35.7% 51 21.4 409 24.3% 54 19.9

Right 0

Left 150 149 0.7% 36 48.5 149 0.7% 27 53.2

Through 0 0 36 0.0 0 27 0.0

Right 260 275 5.8% 0 0.1 275 5.8% 0 0.1

Left 290 222 23.4% 74 41.3 221 23.8% 149 51.7

Through 1110 908 18.2% 60 5.8 891 19.7% 149 12.2

Right 0

Left 0

Through 530 294 44.5% 1476 55.9 365 31.1% 1321 33.6

Right 950 465 51.1% 1476 48.6 633 33.4% 1321 33.2

Left 410 321 21.7% 1251 52.4 317 22.7% 1244 51.0

Through 0 0 1251 0.0 0 1244 0.0

Right 740 549 25.8% 1284 45.4 544 26.5% 1277 46.3

Left 0

Through 400 393 1.8% 70 33.0 385 3.8% 70 34.0

Right 160 169 5.6% 0 0.0 165 3.1% 0 0.0

Left 60 67 11.7% 47 53.9 68 13.3% 52 45.2

Through 340 360 5.9% 47 22.4 373 9.7% 52 23.9

Right 0

Left 190 202 6.3% 292 244.2 149 0.7% 24 32.2

Through 10 5 50.0% 292 182.5 0 24 33.3

Right 140 152 8.6% 0 0.1 275 5.8% 0 0.1

Left 130 112 13.8% 24 27.2 221 23.8% 26 29.0

Through 680 606 10.9% 24 6.2 891 19.7% 26 5.6

Right 0

Left 0

Through 210 230 9.5% 1161 57.9 365 31.1% 1121 55.4

Right 470 448 4.7% 1161 54.3 633 33.4% 1121 51.5

2045 

Sunday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 NB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy

2045 

Sunday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 SB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy

2045 

Weekday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 SB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy

MovementRoadway LinksScenario

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy

2045 

Weekday 

PM Peak 

Hour

I-95 NB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

I-95 SB and Centreport Pkwy

2045 

Weekday 

AM Peak 

Hour

I-95 SB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB

No Improvement (Existing Lane Configuration) Improved Intersection

I-95 NB and Centreport Pkwy

2045 

Weekday 

AM Peak 

Hour

I-95 NB Off-Ramp

Centreport Pkwy WB

Centreport Pkwy EB
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Proposed mainline widening between Exits 126 & 130 and SB off-ramp 
improvements at Exit 126 

For the forecasted volumes for 2030 and 2045, Table 4 shows the operational performance with a 3-

lane mainline section on southbound I-95 between Exits 130 and 126. As can be seen clearly from 

Table 4 there is a capacity constraint for the forecasted 2030 Weekday PM Peak hour, 2045 Sunday 

PM peak hour and 2045 Weekday PM peak hour, respectively. Additional turbulence is created by 

weaving – vehicles from southbound I-95 GP lanes with destination to Exit 126 and vehicles from 

southbound I-95 CD lanes continuing south of Exit 126. The red cells in Table 4 show breakdown 

conditions and the light orange cells show borderline breakdown conditions.  Table 5 shows no 

operational challenges with a 4-lane mainline section on southbound I-95 between Exits 130 and 126 

for the forecasted volumes. VDOT has investigated the horizontal space available in this area and has 

preliminarily confirmed the possibility of including 4 southbound mainline lanes in the section 

between Exits 126 and 130. Hence, the consultant recommends the expansion of southbound 

mainline I-95 between Exits 130 and 126 to adequately and efficiently accommodate the forecasted 

future demand volumes.
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Table 4: Operational Performance with 3-Lane and 4-Lane I-95 Southbound mainline section between Exits 126 and 130 

Operational Performance with 3-Lane I-95 Southbound mainline section between Exits 126 and 130 

 

  

Throughput 

(veh/hr)

GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total

1000 989 988 1977 1490 988 2478 1989 988 2977 2493 989 3482 2982 988 3970 3476 989 4465 3977 988 4965 4471 988 5459 4974 988 5962

1500 989 1489 2478 1489 1489 2978 1989 1489 3478 2493 1489 3982 2981 1489 4470 3476 1489 4965 3977 1489 5466 4471 1489 5960 4972 1489 6461

2000 989 1993 2982 1489 1993 3482 1989 1992 3981 2493 1993 4486 2982 1993 4975 3476 1992 5468 3977 1992 5969 4471 1992 6463 4971 1990 6961

2500 989 2494 3483 1489 2494 3983 1989 2493 4482 2493 2494 4987 2982 2492 5474 3476 2494 5970 3977 2493 6470 4469 2491 6960 4960 2326 7286

3000 989 2994 3983 1489 2993 4482 1989 2993 4982 2494 2993 5487 2982 2993 5975 3476 2993 6469 3977 2991 6968 4476 2722 7198 4972 2270 7242

3500 989 3496 4485 1489 3496 4985 1989 3496 5485 2493 3496 5989 2981 3496 6477 3476 3496 6972 3956 3245 7201 4469 2781 7250 4967 2279 7246

4000 989 3991 4980 1489 3997 5486 1989 3987 5976 2493 3988 6481 2980 3997 6977 3475 3760 7235 3979 3252 7231 4464 2756 7220 4984 2289 7273

4500 989 4286 5275 1489 4352 5841 1990 4309 6299 2494 4274 6768 2984 4231 7215 3477 3672 7149 3967 3219 7186 4478 2708 7186 4961 2263 7224

5000 989 4354 5343 1489 4314 5803 1988 4316 6304 2494 4293 6787 2984 4204 7188 3488 3701 7189 3976 3239 7215 4484 2732 7216 4986 2292 7278

Weekday AM 2030 - No Issues

Weekday AM 2045 - No Issues

Weekday AM 2016 (with future splits) - No Issues

Weekday PM and Sun PM 2016 (with future splits) - No Issues

Sun PM 2030 - No Issues

Weekday PM 2030 - Currently at Maximum Throughput, Capacity and Queuing Issues if volumes are higher than the forecast band; Weaving challenges between GP/CD Merge Point and Exit 126

Sun PM 2045 - Currently at Maximum Throughput, Capacity and Queuing Issues if volumes are higher than the forecast band; Weaving challenges between GP/CD Merge Point and Exit 126

Weekday PM 2045 - Capacity and Queuing Issues at GP/CD Merge Point; Weaving challenges between GP/CD Merge Point and Exit 126

CD Lane 

Demand Volume 

(veh/hr)

GP Lane Demand Volume (veh/hr)

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
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Table 4 (cont.) Operational Performance with 4-Lane I-95 Southbound mainline section between Exits 126 and 130 

 

  

Throughput 

(veh/hr)

GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total GP CD Total

1000 989 988 1977 1490 988 2478 1989 988 2977 2493 989 3482 2982 988 3970 3476 989 4465 3977 988 4965 4471 988 5459 4974 988 5962

1500 989 1489 2478 1489 1489 2978 1989 1489 3478 2493 1489 3982 2981 1489 4470 3476 1489 4965 3977 1489 5466 4471 1489 5960 4972 1489 6461

2000 989 1993 2982 1489 1993 3482 1989 1992 3981 2493 1993 4486 2982 1993 4975 3476 1992 5468 3977 1992 5969 4471 1992 6463 4971 1990 6961

2500 989 2494 3483 1489 2494 3983 1989 2493 4482 2493 2494 4987 2982 2492 5474 3476 2494 5970 3977 2493 6470 4469 2491 6960 4960 2489 7449

3000 989 2994 3983 1489 2993 4482 1989 2993 4982 2494 2993 5487 2982 2993 5975 3497 2998 6495 3977 2991 6968 4476 2993 7469 4972 2998 7970

3500 989 3496 4485 1489 3496 4985 1989 3496 5485 2493 3496 5989 2981 3496 6477 3498 3496 6994 3956 3495 7451 4469 3498 7967 4967 3498 8465

4000 989 3991 4980 1489 3997 5486 1989 3987 5976 2493 3988 6481 2980 3997 6977 3498 3998 7496 3979 3994 7973 4464 3997 8461 4984 3487 8471

4500 989 4491 5480 1489 4499 5988 1990 4495 6485 2494 4498 6992 2984 4498 7482 3495 4493 7988 3967 4492 8459 4478 4180 8658 4961 3399 8360

5000 989 4995 5984 1489 4998 6487 1988 4997 6985 2494 4996 7490 2984 4994 7978 3497 4996 8493 3976 4493 8469 4484 3998 8482 4986 3498 8484

Weekday AM 2030 - No Issues

Weekday AM 2045 - No Issues

Weekday AM 2016 (with future splits) - No Issues

Weekday PM and Sun PM 2016 (with future splits) - No Issues

Sun PM 2030 - No Issues

Weekday PM 2030 - No Issues

Sun PM 2045 - No Issues

Weekday PM 2045 - No Issues

5000

GP Lane Demand Volume (veh/hr)

CD Lane 

Demand Volume 

(veh/hr)

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500
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Table 5: 4 Lane I-95 Southbound Section between Exits 126 and 130 

 

2030 SB 

Demand 

Volume 

(veh/hr)

Simulated 

Throughput 

(veh/hr)

% 

Difference

2045 SB 

Demand 

Volume 

(veh/hr)

Simulated 

Throughput 

(veh/hr)

% 

Difference

Existing 

Volumes 

(veh/hr)

North of Exit 136 3280 3294 0% 3600 3612 0% 2797

North of Exit 136 - Exp. Ln 0 0 0 0 NA

From Exit 136 to Exit 133 3480 3457 0% 3870 3865 0% 2819

From Exit 136 to Exit 130 - GP Lane 1920 1915 0% 2200 2193 0%

From Exit 133 to Exit 130 - CD Lane 1820 1809 0% 2240 2238 0%

From Exit 130 to Exit 126 3330 3299 0% 3960 3945 0% 2685

South of Exit 126 2830 2825 0% 3280 3282 0% 2377

North of Exit 136 4330 4320 0% 4910 4906 0% 4843

North of Exit 136 - Exp. Ln 840 844 0% 1330 1331 0% NA

From Exit 136 to Exit 133 4700 4689 0% 5750 5748 0% 4920

From Exit 136 to Exit 130 - GP Lane 2980 2990 0% 3390 3388 0%

From Exit 133 to Exit 130 - CD Lane 4200 4195 0% 5920 5915 0%

From Exit 130 to Exit 126 6050 6048 0% 7600 7556 0% 4216

South of Exit 126 3660 3648 0% 5020 5018 0% 2997

North of Exit 136 5050 5045 0% 5590 5602 0% 4290

North of Exit 136 - Exp. Ln 0 0 0 0 NA

From Exit 136 to Exit 133 5300 5302 0% 5900 5897 0% 4297

From Exit 136 to Exit 130 - GP Lane 2920 2918 0% 3350 3344 0%

From Exit 133 to Exit 130 - CD Lane 3190 3187 0% 4000 3987 0%

From Exit 130 to Exit 126 5610 5607 0% 6780 6779 0% 4489

South of Exit 126 4740 4742 0% 5610 5602 0% 3945

I-95 SB
4909

I-95 SB
5278

I-95 Mainline (Weekend Sunday PM Peak Hour)

I-95 SB
3041

I-95 Mainline (Weekday PM Peak Hour)

Direction and Location

I-95 Mainline (Weekday AM Peak Hour)

0 - 10%

Percentage Throughput Reduction
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For Exit 126, the consultant-proposed cross-section includes a 1,500 – 2,000 feet auxiliary deceleration 

lane on the right side of the fourth I-95 southbound GP Lanes (see  Figure 7).  There is currently 3,300 feet 

of space between the Courthouse Rd bridge and the gore point for the Exit 126 off-ramp. The benefit of 

this design is inclusion of traffic storage (on the new deceleration lane) for spillbacks from the Exit 126 

off-ramp due to challenges with arterial and/or ramp operations. This proposed design significantly 

improves traffic safety on I-95 at Exit 126. 

 

Figure 7: Preferred configuration for Exit 126 on I-95 southbound with 4-lane mainline section 

between Exits 126 and 130 

Figure 8 shows a lower-cost alternative for this diverge location.  This four-lane I-95 southbound cross-

section with 2 right lanes feeding the off-ramp and 3 left lanes feeding I-95 southbound traffic will also 

perform satisfactorily in terms of traffic operations (based on VISSIM simulations). In this concept, the 

second lane on I-95 SB from the right will be a shared-destination lane (choice lane). The concern with 

this design is lack of storage for traffic spillbacks from the Exit 126 off-ramp due to challenges with arterial 

and/or ramp operations leading to subsequent safety issues on I-95. 

1,500 – 2,000 feet auxiliary deceleration 

lane. 

Not engineered. For planning purposes 

only. 
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Figure 8: Alternate configuration for Exit 126 on I-95 southbound with 4-lane mainline section 

between Exits 126 and 130 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the capacity challenges with 3-lane mainline section on northbound I-95 

between Exits 126 and 130 for 2030 and 2045 Sunday PM peak hours. Currently, the forecasted volumes 

for 2030 and 2045 Sunday PM peak hours will not be served on I-95 beyond the northbound merge at 

Exist 126 leading to major queuing delays. Additional turbulence is created by weaving – vehicles from I-

95 GP lanes with destination to I-95 CD lanes and vehicles from Exit 126 to northbound I-95 with 

destination to I-95 GP lanes. The result is a speed drop of 35 miles/hour and an approximate queue length 

exceeding 1 line on I-95. A 4-lane mainline section on northbound I-95 between Exits 130 and 126 shows 

no operational challenges for the forecasted volumes. VDOT has investigated the horizontal space 

available in this area and has preliminarily confirmed the possibility of including 4 northbound mainline 

lanes in the section between Exits 126 and 130. Hence, the consultant recommends expansion of 

northbound mainline I-95 between Exits 126 and 130 to adequately and efficiently accommodate the 

forecasted future demand volumes.
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Figure 9: I-95 Northbound Chokepoint between Exit 126 and 130 (2030 Sunday PM Peak Hour) 
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Figure 10: I-95 Northbound Chokepoint between Exit 126 and 130 (2045 Sunday PM Peak Hour) 
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Proposed Improvements for I-95 Exit 133  

The operational analysis in the VISSIM model showed severe congestion on the proposed 3-lane auxiliary weaving section between the two loops 
for northbound I-95 at Exit 133 due to the high traffic volumes (shown in Figure 11). To alleviate the traffic congestion, we propose eliminating 
the US 17 eastbound to I-95 northbound loop ramp and add dual left turns from US 17 eastbound to I-95 northbound on-ramp for better 
operations. These proposed improvements are shown in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 11: 2045 Weekday AM Traffic Volumes at Exit 133 
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Figure 12: Proposed Improvements at Exit 133 

 

Proposed Improvements for northbound I-95 between Exits 133 and 136 

The future traffic demand and operational analysis in the VISSIM model show that the reduction of the I-
95 mainline lanes north of the GP-CD merge from four lanes to three lanes can cause congestion for 2045 
Weekday AM peak hour. The result is a capacity drop of approximately 400 veh/hr leading to speed 
reductions of 25 miles/hr and queues of approximately 1400 feet. The proposed improvements (shown 
in Figure 13) alleviate this bottleneck and remove any operational degradation for the northbound I-95 
traffic beyond the GP-CD merge section. 
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Figure 13: Proposed Improvements for I-95 NB between Exits 133 and 136 

For the ramp termini improvements at Exit 136, the proposed addition of a left-turn lane to I-95 SB off-

ramp and restriping leading to a widening of east bound Centreport Pkwy are positive safety 

improvements and are expected to lead to improved safety performance.  No additional safety 

investigation was performed for this proposal. 

 

4.1 SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR I-95 BETWEEN EXITS 126 AND 130 

For the proposed mainline widening between Exits 126 & 130 and SB off-ramp improvements at Exit 126, 
a more involved safety investigation was performed and is found below. 

 

The 4-mile long section of I-95 between Jefferson Davis Hwy (Route 1) and Plank Road (Route 3) 

experiences heavy congestion during peak hours, and sometimes the congestion stretches beyond the 

peak hours. The widening of this section from three lanes to four lanes is expected to improve the traffic 

operations and make congestion lighter; nevertheless, it is essential to investigate the existing safety 

condition in both directions of the study corridor before making improvements. In addition, the impact of 

the widening on the existing roadway safety is also critical to be evaluated.   

 

There are two ways to evaluate roadway safety; Qualitative and Quantitative. Qualitative tools for 

assessing roadway safety comprises of gathering crash history of few years and developing trends from 

the crash history summary. To analyze the impact of geometric improvements on roadway safety, 

quantitative tools are able to play major roles. Quantitative tools for roadway safety analysis are guided 
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by Highway Safety Manual (HSM), which was published by AASHTO on 2010. A supplement of Highway 

Safety Manual was published on 2014, which covers roadway safety analysis of freeway mainlines and 

ramps. The supplement was used quite extensively for this safety study.  

 

Crash Data Collection 

The qualitative and quantitative analysis of the study corridor is based on the summary crash data 

provided by the Fredericksburg District Office of Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). Crash 

history was provided for the previous five years from January 1, 2013, to December 31, 2017. The study 

corridor in the northbound direction is MP 126.06 to MP 130.15 which is of a length of 4.09 Miles. On the 

other hand, the southbound approach of the study corridor was 4.19 Miles long from MP 130.40 to MP 

126.21. A total of 338 crashes were reported in the northbound direction during the crash period. 2016 

observed the highest number of crashes in that direction which was 76. The number of crashes for the 

same period in the southbound direction was found to be 178, which is less than the number of crashes 

in the northbound direction. 2016 experienced the highest number of crashes for the southbound 

direction as well, the number amounts to 41. The difference in crash frequency for both directions are 

quite narrow from year to year; which might indicate that the safety condition remained almost constant 

during the crash period.     

Table 6: Crashes by Year for the Study Corridor 

Year I-95 Northbound I-95 Southbound 

2013 59 37 

2014 66 33 

2015 73 31 

2016 76 41 

2017 64 36 

Total 338 178 

 

Geometric and Traffic Data Collection 

To run the quantitative analysis following the procedures outlined by Highway Safety Manual, a number 

of Geometric and Traffic data elements were needed. Traffic data was gathered from the clearinghouse 

maintained by the Virginia Department of Transportation. Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) was 

collected for the mainline and the on/off ramps. The geometric data was collected through the use of 

measurement tools provided by Google Earth Pro 7.1.5.1557.  

Crash Data Analysis 

Crash data from 2013-2017 (five years) was analyzed with the purpose of developing the trends of crashes 

in the study corridor and the factors significantly influencing the number of crashes. The following sections 

will provide insights on the nature of the crashes in the study corridor. 
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Crashes by Severity 

The severity of crashes is measured in terms of the KABCO scale (K – Fatal Crash; A – Severe Injury Crash; 

B – Minor Injury Crash; C – Non-Visible Injury Crash; O – Property Damage Only Crash). The vast majority 

of crashes in both directions are Property Damage Only Crashes; 72% in northbound direction and 68% in 

the southbound direction. There were 3 and 1 fatalities in the northbound and southbound directions 

respectively during five years of crash history. Figure 14 and Figure 15 provide bar charts showing the 

number of crashes against severity. The second most predominant crash severity were B Crashes.  

 

Figure 14: Crashes by Severity in the NB Direction 
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Figure 15: Crashes by Severity in SB Direction 

Crashes by Type 

As the study corridor remain congested a good part of the day; it is anticipated that rear-end and 

sideswipe crashes would be high in number. It is observed that at least half of the total number of crashes 

in both directions are read-end crashes. The second most predominant type of crash in both directions 

are sideswipes. Therefore, it could be concluded that slow traffic due to congestion plays a crucial role in 

causing crashes in the study corridor. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the high number of rear-end crashes 

compared to other type of crashes.  
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Figure 16: Crashes by Type in NB Direction 

 

Figure 17: Crashes by Type in SB Direction 
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Crashes by Lighting, Surface Condition and Weather Condition 

The crash history of the previous five years of the bi-directional study corridor were evaluated against the 

lighting condition, surface condition and weather condition at the time of the event. As I-95 is North-South 

oriented; the likelihood of sun glare influencing drivers during morning and evening commutes and 

causing crashes is not very high. Figure 18 and Figure 19 present the number of crashes against the lighting 

condition at the time of the crash. It is observed that during both dawn and dusk the number of crashes 

in the five-year period is very low, less than 10. Therefore, it could be concluded that lighting does not 

play a significant role in causing crashes in the study corridor.  

Additionally, the pavement conditions at the time of crash was investigated to figure out if that 

contributed to the events during the crash period. Figure 20 and Figure 21 present results on surface 

condition at the time of the crash. It is observed that almost 80% of the crashes in both directions occurred 

at dry pavement. Moreover, the number of crashes when the pavement surface was snowy or icy is 

negligible. Hence, it appears that pavement condition did not play a role in crashes in the study corridor.  

Moreover, weather condition at the time of crash was studied as rain, snow or fog reduces visibility 

significantly. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the crash history against the weather condition during the 

event. It is observed from the crash history that over 80% of the crashes took place during the crash period 

when there was no adverse condition present. Therefore, it is very unlikely that weather played a big role 

in increasing the number of crashes in the study corridor.      
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Figure 18: Crashes by Lighting in NB Direction  

 

Figure 19: Crashes by Lighting in SB Direction  
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Figure 20: Crashes by Surface Condition in NB Direction  

 

 

Figure 21: Crashes by Surface Condition in SB Direction 
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Figure 22: Crashes by Weather Condition in NB Direction  

 

 

Figure 23: Crashes by Weather Condition in SB Direction 
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Crashes by Time 

The crashes and the concomitant time period was used to figure out crash trends within or around peak 

commuter periods. As the area is heavily travelled by cars, buses and trucks, peak hour traffic might 

influence the number of crashes. To conduct this analysis, a day was split into the following five periods: 

a) Late Night/Early Morning Period: 12 AM – 6 AM 

b) AM Peak Period: 6 AM – 9 AM 

c) Mid-Day Period: 9 AM – 3 PM 

d) PM Peak Period: 3 PM – 7 PM 

e) Night: 7 PM – 12 AM 

 

Figure 24 and Figure 25 illustrate the number of crashes per hour and the corresponding time period. 

Consulting the figures, it is obtained that the number of crashes during AM peak period (6 AM – 9 AM) for 

both directions is low. The number of hourly crashes during AM peak period hovers around 10% of the 

overall crashes for both directions during 2013-2017. Thus, the AM peak period traffic does not 

excessively contribute to the number of crashes. On the other hand, for both directions, the number of 

crashes during PM peak period is high. The PM peak period percentage of crashes in the northbound 

direction is about 40% and in the southbound direction is about 50% of overall crashes. Thus, it is safe to 

assume that the heavy traffic during PM peak period contributes to the high number of crashes.  
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Figure 24: Crashes by Time Period in NB Direction 

 

 

Figure 25: Crashes by Time Period in SB Direction 
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Crash Rates 

Crash rate is a very useful tool to compare the safety condition of a certain roadway against roadways of 

similar characteristics elsewhere. The crash rate, injury rate and fatality rate of the segments under 

investigation in both I-95 northbound and southbound are as follows: 

Table 7: Comparison of Crash Rates, Injury Rates and Fatality Rates 

Location Crash Rate 
(Per 100 Million VMT) 

Injury Rate 
(Per 100 Million VMT) 

Fatality Rate 
(Per 100 Million VMT) 

I-95 NB 78 37 0.70 

I-95 SB 38 18 0.21 

Statewide Average 72 30 0.42 

District Average 65 23 0.69 

 

It’s observed from Table 7 that the northbound direction is more prone to safety hazards as the crash 

rate, injury rate and fatality rate, are all are higher than both the statewide average and district average. 

On the other hand, the southbound direction performs at a roadway safety level which is better than the 

statewide average and district average. Here the statewide average implies the average of the rates of 

interstate highways in the state of Virginia and the district average implies the average of the rates of 

interstate highways under the jurisdiction of VDOT Fredericksburg District office; as the study corridor 

falls under that.  

Future Roadway Safety 

The subject corridor of I-95 between Exit 126 and Exit 130 is under consideration to be widened to 4 lanes 

in each direction from the existing 3 lanes in each direction. One of the goals of this safety analysis is to 

determine the change in roadway safety condition due to the widening. Highway Safety Manual puts 

forward a number of quantitative methods to predict crash frequency of different transportation facilities. 

The Enhanced Interchanges Safety Analysis Tool (ISATe) is developed based on Highway Safety Manual, 

which takes into account crash history, traffic data and geometric features, and produces future crash 

frequencies of a certain facility.  

In this safety study, ISATe was run for I-95 NB and I-95 SB separately for Build and No-Build conditions for 

2030 and 2045. The findings of the ISATe analysis are summarized in Table 1-3 and Table 1-4 for 

northbound and southbound respectively.  

It is observed from the tables that crash frequency decreases after the widening for both directions. The 

reason behind this decrease in crashes is explained by Kononov et al 3 . They suggested based on 

exploratory analysis of multilane freeways in Colorado, California and Texas that adding lanes improves 

the safety condition, but safety benefits can steadily disappear if AADTs increase significantly (close to the 

roadway capacity) and consequently congestion increases. Increased congestion in conjunction with an 

                                                           
3 Kononov, J., Bailey, B.A., Allery B.K. “Exploratory Analysis of Relationship between the Number of Lanes and Safety 

on Urban Freeways.” TRB 87th Annual Meeting Compendium of Papers CD-ROM. Washington, D.C., 2008. 
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increase in the number of lanes is associated with increase in the number of potential lane-change-related 

conflict opportunities.  

Table 8: Comparison of Predicted Frequency in the NB direction (Build and No-Build) 

Criteria (Crashes/year) No-Build 

2030 

Build 

2030 

No-Build 

2045 

Build 

2045 

Total Crash Frequency 93.1 88.4 83.9 78.0 

Fatal Crashes (K) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Severe Injury Crashes (A) 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 

Minor Injury Crashes (B) 8.1 8.1 7.6 7.5 

Non-Visible Injury Crashes (C) 20.4 20.3 18.5 18.3 

Property Damage Only Crashes (O) 62.6 58.2 55.9 50.3 

   

Table 9: Comparison of Predicted Frequency in the SB direction (Build and No-Build) 

Criteria (Crashes/year) No-Build 

2030  

Build 

2030  

No-Build 

2045 

Build 

2045 

Total Crash Frequency  75.8 73.1 109.8 101.1 

Fatal Crashes (K) 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 

Severe Injury Crashes (A) 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.8 

Minor Injury Crashes (B) 7.4 7.4 9.7 9.6 

Non-Visible Injury Crashes (C) 19.0 19.0 22.7 22.5 

Property Damage Only Crashes (O) 47.6 45.0 75.0 66.6 

 

Conclusion (Safety) 

From the analysis, it is clearly seen that expanding I-95 from three lanes to four lanes between Exits 126 

and 130 helps improve the safety performance significantly for future conditions. Hence, the widening of 

I-95 in both directions between Exits 126 and 130 and the concomitant safety improvements are 

supported by this safety analysis. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 

 

Within the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) region, the I-95 corridor 

currently experiences severe and recurring traffic congestion from Quantico to Massaponax during 

weekdays and more widespread delays on weekends.  Forecasted growth in population, employment, 

tourism activity and freight movement will result in worsening conditions within the corridor. 

Within recent years, significant decisions have been made in terms of infrastructure investments along I-

95 in this area.  The origin of these projects can be traced to the Smart Scale process or actions of the 

Governor’s administration.  Listed below are the most regionally-significant improvements that are now 

considered approved and funded.   

 I-95 Southbound Rappahannock River Crossing project 

 FredEX lanes project from Garrisonville area (Exit 140) to US 17 (Exit 133) 

 I-95 Northbound Rappahannock River Crossing project 

 Exit 126 northbound on-ramp improvements 

 

The projects listed above along with other local spot improvements already identified made up a no-build 

scenario which was tested under 2030 and 2045 traffic conditions to identify weekday and weekend choke 

points. 

From technical analysis and stakeholder engagement, additional improvements were identified above and 
beyond the no-build scenario to accommodate 2030 and 2045 traffic.  These are listed below: 
 

 A fourth general purpose (auxiliary) lane northbound between exits 126 and 130 

 A fourth general purpose (auxiliary) lane southbound between exits 130 and 126 

 A fifth southbound deceleration lane for the I-95 off-ramp to Exit 126 

 Ramp improvements at Exit 136 

 Ramp improvements at Exit 133 

 Widening I-95 northbound from three to four GP lanes between the GP/CD merge (Truslow Rd 

area) and Exit 136 

o This improvement is not needed by 2030 but is needed to accommodate 2045 traffic levels 

These study recommendations were strategically useful in development of the FAMPO 2045 Long Range 

Transportation Plan update as well as informing select decisions related to Smart Scale project submissions 

in 2018.  Several of these needed improvements have been submitted through Round 3 of Smart Scale and 

others will be advocated in future rounds of the program.  

Beyond the performance evaluation of the future no-build scenario, the study team discussed 

improvements to I-95 access to and from the local community.  Four new or improved access concepts 

were considered as described below: 
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 New full access near milepost 131 connecting I-95 to Carl D Silver Pkwy & Gordon W Shelton Blvd 

 New full access at existing Harrison Road overpass (milepost 128) to include select widening of 
Harrison Road to accommodate increased traffic demand 

 Improved access at Exit 126 (Route 1) to include elements often referred to as the Super Ramp 
among other improvements 

 New full access at milepost 124 near a new residential community known as Jackson Village 

The decision to pursue new or improved interstate access is complex and challenging in a regulated 

environment.  Some of the key factors that must be considered and demonstrated during the decision and 

approval process include but are not limited to: 

7) Travel benefit or harm caused to the surrounding transportation network 

8) Construction cost 

9) Right-of-way impacts and costs  

10) Safety implications 

11) Environmental impacts 

12) Economic benefits 

To provide a high-level view of the four I-95 assess improvements being considered, the study team used 

available modeling tools to provide a preliminary and relative comparison based on the first three items in 

the above list.  The analysis presented information in the following areas: 

f) Relative change in vehicle hours of delay in the surrounding area 

g) Relative change in travel speed in the surrounding area 

h) Planning level estimate of construction cost 

i) Planning level estimate of right-of-way cost 

j) A benefit-cost-quotient that normalized the above items for ease of comparison 

Considering the abbreviated information described above, it was decided by the FAMPO Policy Committee 

to not advance continued study of the new access point near milepost 124 (Jackson Village area).  There is 

continued interest in the other three proposals for improved access with each one showing varying levels 

of travel improvements compared to the no-action alternative. The methodology and results of the 

preliminary investigation of potential new access points can be found in Appendices C and D of this report.  

At the time this I-95 Phase 2 Study Final Report was published, no preference has been identified about 

which access improvement shows the most promise for the community.  This more detailed investigation 

is likely the next step for the region in preparation for the 4th round of Smart Scale. 
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APPENDIX A – TRAVEL MODELING METHODOLOGY 

 

The evaluation of travel conditions in this study relied upon macroscopic travel forecasts as well as 

microscopic operational analysis (covered in a separate section of this report).  The travel forecasts were 

predicted by the Version 3.1 Travel Forecasting Model adopted for long-range transportation planning in 

the George Washington Regional Commission (GWRC) area.  This model consists of three primary steps: 

trip generation, trip distribution, and trip assignment.  Trip generation determines the amount of travel 

activity by persons at various locations, or activity centers, in the region based on population and household 

data from the Census as well as employment data from the Virginia Employment Commission (VEC).  Based 

on the level of travel activity and roadway travel time between the activity centers, the trip distribution 

step determines the pattern and number of person trips moving between the activity centers.  Roadway 

travel times are dependent on regional roadway locations/connections and characteristics such as lanes, 

facility type, speed, and traffic capacity for existing and planned transportation projects.  Data describing 

external travel to the region, based the Fredericksburg Region 1999 Origin-Destination Survey and Census 

worker flows also provide guidance in the trip distribution step.   

A next step estimates vehicle trips traveling between activity centers based on the person trip estimates 

generated in the trip distribution step and auto occupancy factors developed from VRE survey data and 

published standards4.  The trip assignment step then assigns the vehicle trips to various combinations of 

roadways or routes that connect the activity centers, with the objective of minimizing travel time and delay 

due to traffic congestion.  This last step results in the estimation of vehicle traffic volumes on all roadways 

contained in the travel model.  A comparison with observed vehicle volumes derived from traffic counts 

provides a means to determine the accuracy or performance of the travel model estimates. 

The version 3.1 model was developed for FAMPO in early 2017 and includes the most recent zonal 

socioeconomic data and traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure developed for the 2045 Long-Range 

Transportation Plan (LRTP).  The base year for the version 3.1 model is 2015.  The details of the updates for 

the version 3.1 model and corresponding regional validation results are available in the memorandum to 

FAMPO from Cambridge Systematics, FAMPO Travel Demand Model Version 3.1 Update, February 24, 2017.  

This current model builds on what originally was a basic 3-step model, developed in the 1990s, with HOT 

Lanes and some capabilities to account for the VRE service in the I-95 corridor.  Subsequent updates 

occurred in 2005 with the Version 2 model, and then in 2006-2007 by VDOT staff and The Corradino Group 

to add I-95 HOT lanes south to Garrisonville to facilitate conformity analysis. 

 

 

                                                           
4 “NCHRP 365: Travel Estimation Techniques for Urban Planning”, Transportation Research Board, National Research 
Council, 1998. 
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This current travel model analysis consisted of 

three primary components which included 

reviewing the performance of the model in the 

study area, adjusting the model for better 

performance in the study area, and application 

of the model for the development and 

comparison of the study alternatives.   

After the preliminary evaluation of the 2015 

base year model in the study area shown in 

Figure A.1, it was observed that the model over-

estimates traffic crossing the Rappahannock 

River.  It is often the case that travel demand 

models do not adequately portray the perceived 

impedance to crossing major geographic boundaries such as rivers.  To account for this phenomenon, time 

penalties are applied which reflect additional impedance.  For this study, various time penalty values were 

tested to find the level of additional delay on the river crossings that would improve the validation within 

the study area.  The final adjustments were a 15 second time penalty on the I-95 crossing, a 2 second 

penalty on the Cambridge Street crossing, and a 5 second penalty on the William Street crossing. Updates 

to the model process were subsequently implemented in the 2045 model setups.   

The tables on the following pages show the differences in the study area validation, based on daily volumes, 

before and after the implementation of the time penalties on the river crossings. Guidelines for evaluating 

the validation of the model are based on recommendations from the Virginia Travel Demand Modeling 

Policies and Procedures Manual Version 2.0, June 2014.  Note that before the time penalty adjustment, 

certain roadway groups highlighted in the tables below did not meet guidelines for accuracy.  After 

adjustment, all roadway groups meet guidelines and the overall study area validation improves.   

 

Table A.1: RMSE and Volume-Count Ratio by Facility Type - Before Adjustment 

 

Facility Type

Number 

of Links

Estimated 

Volume

Observed 

(AAWDT_2015) % RMSE

% 

Deviation

Deviation 

Guideline

1 – Interstate 6 358,305               345,500               13.8% 3.7% ±7%

2 – Multi-Lane Arterial 28 511,826               459,500               23.0% 11.4% ±10%

3 – Two-Lane Arterial 18 217,296               189,400               24.1% 14.7% ±15%

4 – Collector 10 53,830                 51,100                 29.5% 5.3% ±25%

5 – Local 14 27,637                 24,600                 65.7% 12.3% ±25%

Total 76 1,168,894           1,070,100           23.9% 9.2% ±10%

Figure A.1: I-95 Phase 2 Validation Study Area 
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Table A.2: RMSE and Volume-Count Ratio by Volume Group - Before Adjustment 

 

 

Table A.3: RMSE and Volume-Count Ratio by Facility Type - After Adjustment 

 

 

Table A.4: RMSE and Volume-Count Ratio by Volume Group - After Adjustment 

 

 Volume Range

Number 

of Links

Estimated 

Volume

Observed 

(AAWDT_2015) % RMSE

RMSE 

Guideline

% 

Deviation

Less than 5,000 20 46,321                 40,100                 67.8% 100% 15.5%

5,000-9,999 20 168,777               143,000               29.6% 45% 18.0%

10,000-14,999 13 159,816               155,000               23.7% 35% 3.1%

15,000-19,999 9 181,355               147,500               30.4% 30% 23.0%

20,000-29,000 6 149,915               148,000               9.3% 27% 1.3%

30,000-49,000 3 144,128               132,500               15.5% 25% 8.8%

50,000-59,999 2 95,829                 107,000               14.8% 20% -10.4%

Greater than 60,000 3 222,753               197,000               17.0% 19% 13.1%

Total 76 1,168,894           1,070,100           23.9% 40% 9.2%

Facility Type

Number 

of Links

Estimated 

Volume

Observed 

(AAWDT_2015) % RMSE

% 

Deviation

Deviation 

Guideline

1 – Interstate 6 355,604               345,500               13.5% 2.9% ±7%

2 – Multi-Lane Arterial 28 497,632               459,500               19.1% 8.3% ±10%

3 – Two-Lane Arterial 18 216,227               189,400               24.1% 14.2% ±15%

4 – Collector 10 53,944                 51,100                 30.3% 5.6% ±25%

5 – Local 14 27,200                 24,600                 63.4% 10.6% ±25%

Total 76 1,150,607           1,070,100           21.9% 7.5% ±10%

 Volume Range

Number 

of Links

Estimated 

Volume

Observed 

(AAWDT_2015) % RMSE

RMSE 

Guideline

% 

Deviation

Less than 5,000 20 45,684                 40,100                 65.5% 100% 13.9%

5,000-9,999 20 168,183               143,000               29.3% 45% 17.6%

10,000-14,999 13 158,911               155,000               23.4% 35% 2.5%

15,000-19,999 9 169,811               147,500               21.0% 30% 15.1%

20,000-29,999 6 148,482               148,000               9.1% 27% 0.3%

30,000-49,999 3 143,611               132,500               15.0% 25% 8.4%

50,000-59,999 2 95,004                 107,000               15.9% 20% -11.2%

Greater than 60,000 3 220,921               197,000               16.2% 19% 12.1%

Total 76 1,150,607           1,070,100           21.9% 40% 7.5%
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An additional measure of model validation in the study area is the square of the correlation coefficient 

(R), which should be greater than 0.855.  Figure A.2 below shows that the adjusted FAMPO model meets 

this criterion as well. 

Figure A.2: FAMPO Model 2015 Study Area Correlation 

 

 

Forecast Methodology 

The method used to produce traffic volume forecasts for each of these scenarios is based on guidance 

provided in publications NCHRP 2556 and NCHRP 7657.  These publications prescribe a method of using 

estimated traffic volumes from a travel demand model along with observed traffic counts to derive the 

traffic forecasts.  The first step of the process is to calculate the difference between future year model 

volumes and existing year model volumes, as well as the ratio between the future and existing model 

volumes.  For each location, the volume difference and ratio are applied to the base year traffic counts.  If 

certain criteria are met, the average of the two methods is used to produce the traffic forecasts.  In cases 

where the difference method would yield a negative number, only the ratio method is applied.  In cases 

where the ratio of model volumes is greater than 3, only the difference method is applied.  Final 

adjustments are made to the forecasts to ensure that volumes are balanced between the interchanges and 

adjacent intersections, where appropriate. 

                                                           
5 Model Validation and Reasonableness Checking Manual, Federal Highway Administration, February 1997. 
6 Pedersen, N.J. and Samdahl, D.R., “NCHRP Report 255: Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area Project Planning 
and Design.” National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report, Washington DC. (1982). 
7 CDM Smith, Horowitz, A., Creasey, T., Pendyala, R., and Chen, M., “NCHRP Report 765: Analytical Travel 
Forecasting Approaches for Project-Level Planning and Design.” National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
Report, Washington DC. (2014). 
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Peak Hour Volumes 

For the I-95 Phase 2 Study, this methodology was applied for the development of AM and PM peak hour 

forecasts for segments of I-95, the ramps for each interchange, and the intersections at key ramp termini. 

This process required several input components for each interchange or intersection and included the 

following: 

4. a set of 2017 base year traffic counts (AM peak hour, PM peak hour) 
5. a set of 2015 model volumes (AM peak hour, PM peak hour) 
6. a set of 2045 model volumes (AM peak hour, PM peak hour) 

Peak hour factors from the FAMPO time-of-day assignment models were used to convert the peak period 

volumes estimated by the model to peak hour volumes.  Peak periods for the model are three hours in 

duration and defined as 6-9 AM and 4-7 PM.    This resulted in factors of 0.40 and 0.37 that were applied 

to the AM and PM period volumes respectively to yield peak hour volumes.  For each intersection turning 

movement, the difference and ratio methods described above were applied using the observed counts and 

derived 2015 and 2045 peak hour model estimates.  Final adjustments were applied where necessary to 

ensure that volumes balanced between adjacent intersections. 

In addition to the weekday AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes estimated using the travel model, it was 

necessary to estimate PM peak hour traffic for weekend travel conditions.  Traffic count data was 

compiled which represented 2017 weekend PM peak hour traffic conditions.  A pivot model approach 

was employed which used the differences in weekday and weekend traffic counts and applied these 

factors to the 2045 weekday AM peak hour forecasts to derive comparable 2045 weekend traffic 

forecasts.  Two assumptions that were acknowledged in the application of this approach in this phase of 

analysis are, 1) that the relationship between weekday and weekend observed traffic counts are still valid 

in 2045, and 2) that the northbound peak direction during the weekday AM peak is similar to the 

weekend PM peak conditions. 
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APPENDIX B - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS MODELING METHODOLOGY 

VISSIM, a stochastic microscopic transportation simulation model, was used to study the operational 

details and measure performance metrics for the network under study. First, the existing conditions 

model was calibrated against observed field conditions using travel times for freeways and queuing 

performance for arterial intersections. Each simulation model was run using 10 random seeds to account 

for variations in the traffic performance. Model calibration and validation procedures in accordance with 

Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT’s) Traffic Operations and Safety Analysis Manual (TOSAM) 

were adopted.  

After calibration and validation of the existing conditions VISSIM model, forecasted traffic conditions 

(from the transportation planning model) along with the programmed roadway and geometric 

improvements for years 2030 and 2045 were simulated in VISSIM (these simulations are referenced as 

the No-Build conditions). The 2030 and 2045 No-Build conditions give the baseline traffic performance for 

the study network with no additional improvements for the forecasted traffic volumes. The hotpots and 

traffic bottlenecks observed in the 2030 and 2045 No-Build conditions were further mitigated with 

potential roadway, geometric and intersection modifications and improvements. Additionally, 

interchange additions, modifications and improvements were also included. Bundling of the above 

referenced improvements were referenced to as the project Alternatives. The resultant performance 

metrics from the simulation of different Alternatives in VISSIM served as a basis for high-level screening. 

The most desirable project Alternatives were further developed for inclusion and consideration in VDOT’s 

Smart Scale Application process. 
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APPENDIX C - NEW ACCESS POINT, BENEFIT – COST QUOTIENT 

METHODOLOGY 

Technical Memorandum 

To: Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) 

From: Michael Baker International 

Date: July 17, 2018 

Re: I-95 Corridor Evaluation Phase 2:  Benefit/Cost Quotient Analysis 

 

Background 

The evaluation of alternatives in this study, incorporated future travel conditions predicted by the Version 

3.1 Travel Forecasting Model adopted for long-range transportation planning in the George Washington 

Regional Commission (GWRC) area.  The version 3.1 model was developed for FAMPO in early 2017 and 

includes the most recent zonal socioeconomic data and traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure developed for 

the 2045 Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).  The base year for the version 3.1 model is 2015.  The 

details of the updates for the version 3.1 model and corresponding regional validation results are available 

in the memorandum to FAMPO from Cambridge Systematics, FAMPO Travel Demand Model Version 3.1 

Update, February 24, 2017.   

Future Scenarios 

As part of the analysis of future build scenarios for the I-95 corridor evaluation, four scenarios were 

identified for the development of potential benefits and costs.  These scenarios are comprised of new 

interchanges, each evaluated independently, at Exit 131 (near the Rest Area), Exit 128 (Harrison Road), Exit 

126 (Super-ramp), and Exit 124 (Jackson Village). 

For the comparison of the new access scenarios, the following assumptions were incorporated into the 

2045 no-build network.  These include the I-95 southbound river crossing, the I-95 northbound river 

crossing, and a fourth lane added to I-95 northbound and southbound between Exits 130 and 126. 

The Exit 131 scenario proposes a new full access interchange providing direct access to development at 

Celebrate Virginia South. New ramps to and from I-95 southbound and northbound will connect to Carl D. 

Silver Parkway and Gordon W. Shelton Boulevard.  
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 The Exit 128 scenario proposes a new full access interchange at Harrison Road between Route 3 and 

Courthouse Road.  In addition to the interchange, Harrison Road will be widened to 4 lanes from I-95 to 

Salem Church Road. 

The proposed changes to Exit 126 include the new Super Ramp connecting southbound I-95 to eastbound 

US 17, with an additional ramp providing access to southbound US 1.  A northbound CD lane facility will be 

added along I-95 from south of Mills Drive to south of Courthouse Road.  A new on-ramp will allow 

westbound traffic on US 17 to access the northbound CD lanes.  Through preliminary analysis, it was 

estimated that two CD lanes will be needed to accommodate future demand.  Additional improvements 

recommended by the VDOT STARS Study will include a second lane on the northbound on-ramp at Exit 126 

with as well as a second lane on the southbound off-ramp supplemented by a 5th southbound deceleration 

lane on I-95. 

The Exit 124 scenario includes a new full access interchange at mile-point 124.  This interchange will provide 

access to a new roadway crossing I-95 which is planned to connect future development at Jackson Village 

and Alexander’s Crossing. 

Benefit Cost Analysis 

To compare the scenarios described above, a methodology was developed to quantify the benefits and 

costs associated with each of the scenarios.  Among the performance measures associated with each 

scenario, the reduction of hours of delay was chosen as the most meaningful to convert to an equivalent 
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value of benefit.  The delay is defined as the difference between congested travel time and free-flow travel 

time within the defined study area below.   

The forecasted reduction in daily delay for each of the candidate interstate access improvements was 

converted to equivalent dollars considering items such as: 

• Number of weekdays and weekend days per year (250 workdays) 

• Value of time for workdays equal to $17.06/hour in 2008 dollars (100% benefit) 

• Value of time for weekends equal to $13.65/hour in 2008 dollars (20% benefit) 

• Consumer Price Index (2017 CPI = 246.52, 2008 CPI = 214.429) 

• 30-year lifespan for infrastructure (2025 – 2055) 

• Regular background traffic growth of 2% 

The value of daily delay savings is calculated using the following equation: 

Value of daily delay savings = hours of daily delay savings x [(250 weekdays x $17.06/hr.) + (20% x 

          104 weekend days x $13.65/hr.)] x 30 years x [1 / (1.02^20)] x (1.02^30) x (246.52 / 214.429) 

 

 

Daily Delay Savings expressed as dollars over 30-year project lifespan (in 2017 dollars) 

  Exit 131 Exit 128 Exit 126 Exit 124 

2025 - 2055 Study Corridor $271,191,542 $705,518,759 $516,946,925 $246,711,629 

 

Opinion of cost was developed using VDOT cost estimates, where available, inflation adjusted to 2025 

dollars. If VDOT cost estimates were not available, planning level estimates were developed using the 2015 

VDOT Planning Level Cost spreadsheet tool with costs inflation adjusted to 2025 dollars.  The costs 

presented below only represent surface street and interchange ramp improvements needed for each 

interchange. I-95 mainline improvements needed between Exit 130 and Exit 126 to accommodate the Exit 

128, Exit 126, and Exit 124 interchange improvements are not included in these cost figures. The latest 

VDOT cost estimate for the I-95 mainline improvements to widen I-95 from 6 to 8 lanes between Exit 130 

and 126 is $72 Million.  

Project Cost Estimate (in 2025 dollars) 

  Exit 131 Exit 128 Exit 126 Exit 124 

Study Corridor $53,675,052 $160,929,808 $211,706,540 $141,435,000 
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The resulting preliminary ratio between benefit and cost is not a comprehensive Benefit/Cost Analysis but 

is instead a relative quotient between the limited items identified above. 

Relative Benefit/Cost ‘Quotient’ 

  Exit 131 Exit 128 Exit 126 Exit 124 

Study Corridor 5.05 4.38 2.4 1.74 
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APPENDIX D - NEW ACCESS POINT, BENEFIT – COST QUOTIENT 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The following is a slideshow presented to the FAMPO Policy Committee on July 16, 2018 
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5f.  Version 5 Travel Demand Model Review – Mr. Paul Agnello 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 



September 10, 2018

Version 5 Travel Demand Model Review



Background on Model Review Work

• VDOT has created a new Version 5 travel demand model for the FAMPO/GWRC 
region with significantly more capability than existing Version 3.1 model used in 
FAMPO 2045 LRTP and I-95 Phase 2 studies
➢ Full mode choice for Transit, carpooling, and slugging
➢ Based on more recent travel survey data and national practice
➢ Includes Quantico area in Southern Prince William County, Virginia. 

• FAMPO Task Order with Michael Baker to review Version 5 Model with initial 
results available in September 2018 and final results in October 2018.

• Version 5 model will be used by VDOT to evaluate FAMPO/GWRC area Smart Scale 
projects involving new roadways, e.g., Gateway Blvd extension, Germanna Point 
Drive extension.

• Version 5 model will be used by VDOT and FAMPO to evaluate potential additional 
I-95 improvements in the future

2



Version 5 Model Review Progress

• Executed FAMPO version 5 
model sets received from VDOT.

• Verified output of model sets 
received matches output 
generated by VDOT.

• Analysis of model set output 
indicates performance of the 
base year (2015) model is the 
same as described in model 
documentation received from 
VDOT.

• Completed static validation
comparing version 5 model 
performance to VTM Policies and 
Procedures Manual and the 
version 3.1 model.

• Dynamic Validation

• Technical Memorandum

3

Completed Pending



Static Validation – Version 5 vs. Version 3.1

4

• Accuracy of the version 5 model over the entire FAMPO region in 
matching observed daily volumes is generally better than version 
3.1.
➢ Improved on roadways carrying greater than 40,000 vehicles per day.
➢ Improved in dense/urban areas of the FAMPO region.
➢ This improvement translates to greater accuracy in the I-95, US 1, and 

US 17 corridors.
➢ Route 3 corridor accuracy is approximately the same for both of the 

models.

• The version 3.1 model tended to under-estimate travel on higher 
volume roadways and over-estimate travel in dense/urban areas.  
The version 5 model corrects this, but at the expense of accuracy on 
lower volume facilities and roadways in suburban and rural areas.



Static Validation - Version 5 vs. Version 3.1

5

• At the location of the study area used in the previous I-95 Phase II 
Highway Study, accuracy of the version 5 model is better as compared 
with version 3.1.

➢ Greater accuracy on I-95.

➢ However, traffic volumes 
on arterials and 
collectors are significantly 
under-estimated.

I-95 Phase II Highway Study Area

Study Area Boundary



Static Validation vs. VTM Policy Guidance 

6

• The version 5 model validation generally conforms to VTM guidance.
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5g.  FAMPO FY2019 Committee Meetings Calendar – Mr. Nick Quint  
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5h.  SMART Scale Update- Mr. Paul Agnello and Mr. Nick Quint 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 



Regional Smart Scale Projects
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September 2018 Update 

FAMPO Highlights: 

1. Regional SMART SCALE applications submitted by August 8 deadline. 
2. FAMPO Region passes Air Quality Conformity tests. Conformity Analysis Report approved on 

August 8. 
3. FAMPO provides input to VDOT on three potential STARS Studies: 

Potential Stafford County Study 

Potential Spotsylvania County Studies 

4. FAMPO kicks off 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan effort. 

Upcoming Transportation Meetings: 

• FAMPO Technical Advisory Committee Meeting: September 10, 2018 at 9:30 a.m. 
• FAMPO Citizens Transportation Advisory Committee Meeting: September 12, 2018 at 6 p.m. 
• FAMPO Policy Committee Meeting: September 17, 2018 at 7:15 p.m. 

FAMPO Work Plan and Budget: 

• Detailed in FAMPO's FY2019 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), adopted on May 21, 2018  
• Summary of Financials (excerpt from FY2019 UPWP) 

Major Project Updates: 

1. Work begins on I-95 SB Rappahannock River Crossing project 
2. $5 million in preliminary engineering (PE) funding advanced for I-95 NB Rappahannock River 

Crossing project. Public meeting planned for fall 2018. Project website 
3. 95 Express Lanes Fredericksburg Extension design-build contract award scheduled for fall 

2018. Project website  
4. Update on major I-95 corridor projects: 

Map of Major I-95 Corridor Projects  

Construction Schedule for Major 1-95 Corridor Projects 

 

https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/regional-smart-scale-priority-workshop/
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/FAMPO-FY-18-21TIP-and-2045-LRTP-Draft-Conformity-Analysis.pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/FAMPO-FY-18-21TIP-and-2045-LRTP-Draft-Conformity-Analysis.pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/Stafford_STARS.pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/Spotsy_STARS.pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/FY2019-final-draft-upwp.pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/FY2019-UPWP-Budget.pdf
http://www.virginiadot.org/newsroom/fredericksburg/2018/construction_to_begin_on131498.asp
http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/fredericksburg/i-95_northbound_rappahannock_river_crossing.asp
http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/fredericksburg/i-95_express_lanes_fredericksburg_extension.asp
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/I95_corridor_projects2018revised.pdf
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/wp-content/uploads/I95ProjectsSchedule.pdf
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